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To Stefan, Ellen, and Petter

When we seek to discover the best in others, we bring out
the best in ourselves (William Arthur Ward).

ABSTRACT
The overall aim of this thesis was to explore the school as a site for
ethical practice. Specific objectives were to elucidate, encourage
understanding for, and discuss: (i) teachers’ and students’ lived
experience of ethical situations in school, (ii) teachers’ and students’
working together to promote learning in subjects and also to develop
an ethical attitude towards society and the way people interact, and (iii)
teachers’ and students’ working together to create an appreciative and
positive climate in school. The research was conducted in a secondary
school in Northern Sweden, which participated in a school
improvement process, entitled Full of Value. The process has aimed at
promoting learning through the development of an ethical attitude.
This involves both the psycho-social and the physical community of
the school.
The research was inspired by life-world phenomenology. A total
of 45 teachers and 45 students participated in the study. To create
empirical data, the following methods have been used: written
reflection, interview, close observation, and photo documentation.
Through empirical findings during the research process, some parts of
the research were inspired by participatory and appreciative action
research (PAAR).
The thesis consists of five part studies, published in international
pedagogical journals. The findings show essential values for teachers
and students in school, such as: openness, communication, trust,
respect, care, empathy, truth, justice, appreciation, participation, and
mutual learning.
Teachers’ and students’ experiences of school as a site for ethical
practice imply the value of: striving for ethical awareness, building ethical
relationships, and encouraging ethical actions. The findings in this thesis
suggest that the schools’ mission to integrate ethics into the curriculum
can be viewed as a process whereby, together with students in different
educational settings, an ethical learning community can be created and
sustained.
Key words: learning, ethics, lived experience, reflection, participation,
appreciation, school improvement
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
A conscious ethical attitude cannot be transmitted to another, but it
is something that the individual has to achieve and experience
(Orlenius, 2001, p. 101, my translation).

The school as a site for ethical practice
Schools are meeting places of value and also full of values. Teachers do
important work together with students, to encourage them to manage
their own learning and personal development. Students are valued
through being the future of society. These meeting places are also full
of values due to human beings’ different backgrounds and expectations.
Human actions are governed unconsciously or consciously by
fundamental values - the ethical attitude. Students learn important
values like respect, honesty, and tolerance in meetings with other
people in school (Campbell, 2003). In the beginning of the 20th
century Dewey (1909/1975) stressed the ethical aspects of teaching and
learning when he wrote: ‘… every subject, every method of
instruction, every incident of school life [is] pregnant with moral
possibility’ (p. 58).
Buzzelli and Johnston (2002) describe why teaching and learning
can be seen as a moral activity: ‘… teaching is founded upon a
relationship between two or more individuals … teachers are engaged
in changing the behaviour of others to attain prescribed ends’ (p. 8).
Pring (2001) states that teaching ‘reflects the very moral divisions of the
wider society - and teachers, in making choices about the content of
learning or about the ways of promoting learning, are inevitably caught
up in the moral debate’ (p. 105-106).
Arguably, the school can be viewed as a site for ethical practice
where relationships and behaviour play a central role in teaching and
learning. However, school research shows that ethical aspects of
education are often implicit. Teachers do not always relate their
thinking and action to a deliberate ethical attitude and both teachers
and students lack a language about ethics (Campbell, 2003; Colnerud,
1995; Colnerud & Granström, 2002; Jackson, Boostrom & Hansen,
1993; Orlenius & Bigsten, 2006; Strike, 1990; Thornberg, 2006;
Zackari & Modigh, 2002). Schools are full of implicit and explicit
values which shape school leaders’, teachers’, and students’ perceptions
and actions. Based on this, there is a need to turn the invisible into
15
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something tangible. Campbell (2003) gives examples of when teacher
behaviour is interpreted as an expression of ethical attitude and
knowledge about ethical dimensions in school. She writes:
Once we recognize a teacher’s efforts to allow all students time to
answer questions in class as a quest for fairness, rather than a sound
pedagogical strategy, we are made conscious of the moral
complexity of teaching. Once we see a teacher temper the
disciplining of a badly behaved child with compassion and
understanding of the child’s unhappiness, we cease to see only a
classroom management technique (p. 22).

When people in schools become aware of ethical aspects and their
impact, there are opportunities for thoughtful action and improvement
in schools.
Schools’ and teachers’ missions
Schools and teachers in Sweden have many missions, which include
helping students to develop their learning in subjects as well as
encouraging them to become upright and caring human beings
(Swedish National Agency for Education, 1994; 1998). The first
mission deals more with factual knowledge in a subject and the second
refers more to values, skills, and behaviour. These two missions address
issues of learning and ethics.
Learning
Learning is a broad concept. It can be difficult to define, if indeed, it
can be defined at all (c.f. Alerby, 2000; Säljö, 2000). ‘Teaching’ is often
accepted as being an implicit aspect of the Swedish word ‘lärande’
(learning) (Alerby, 2000). Learning is achieved through instructions
given to learners as well as processes within learners. There are
different actors and relations in learning processes. Alerby (2000)
writes: ‘It is through experiences, in dialogue between human beings
and the world and between humans that learning is constituted’ (p. 25,
my translation). Human interaction is therefore important in learning
processes. Teaching and learning are intimately entwined with each
other. Alerby (2000) stresses that learning is something more than the
sum of both teaching and learning, because a teacher is not teaching
independently and a student does not learn one-sided. There is instead
a reciprocal learning between student and teacher. According to
16
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Vygotskij (1978), learning is about processes of acquiring knowledge
on two levels. It occurs in the interaction between people and also
something that happens inside people:
Every function in the child’s cultural development appears twice:
first on the social level and later, on the individual level: first
between people (interpsychological), and then inside the child
(intrapsychological) (Vygotskij, 1978, p. 57).

Ghaye and Ghaye (1998) present a perspective on learning in which
they describe different aspects: cognitive learning, affective learning,
action learning or learning from reflection-on-practice, and social
learning. These aspects of learning affect different parts of a human
being. The authors point out these dimensions of learning processes in
order to explain what learning might be. It is however important to
stress that learning is a holistic process, where different aspects interact
and influence each other.
Learning in school does not necessarily need to take place under
formal conditions, such as classroom settings. Learning also occurs
outside a classroom - in a cafeteria or in a corridor. Learning both in
and outside classrooms has a significant impact on a learning
community as a whole. Human beings can always learn something in
different situations.
Ethics
The word ethics derives from the Greek word ethos, or ethika, which
means habit or practice. Morals derives however from the Latin word
mos, which means habit, practice, character, or nature (Colnerud &
Granström, 2002). These words are often used synonymously, but
sometimes a distinction between them can be made, when ethics
signify the theory of morals and morals represent our practical actions
(Campbell, 2003). The word ethics is mostly used in this thesis,
meaning both theory about ethics and practical actions. The word
attitude is another word connected to ethics. What is the attitude to the
world and fellow-beings? Which values guide our actions? In order to
create an awareness about ethical attitudes and to reflect on our actions,
an exploration of the values behind such actions are necessary (Gren,
2002). Johansson and Johansson (2003) give an insight into what role
values play and their close connection to meetings between people.
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Values authorize actions and show a direction about how to behave
to others. They can be expressed in words or in actions, they can be
unreflected or reflected and they are always entwined in the
individuals’ life-world. They exist, negotiate, and change in the
encounters between humans (Johansson & Johansson, 2003, p. 14,
my translation).

Values in general are connected to something that is good and worthy
of respect, and motivate principles of action (Colnerud, 1995). There
are different types of values, for example, ethical, social, political,
aesthetic, economic, and religious (Halstead & Pike, 2006; Orlenius &
Bigsten, 2006). In school, values are often related to intrinsic values,
independent of the specific reasons which motivate the value. Worth is
in this respect, not related to financial value (Dancy & Sosa, 1992).
Values can be described as ‘principles and fundamental convictions
which act as general guides to behaviour, the standards by which
particular actions are judged to be good or desirable. Examples of
values are love, equality, freedom, justice, happiness, security, peace of
mind, and truth’ (Halstead & Taylor, 2000, p. 169). This thesis mostly
explores ethical and social values. Other kinds of values may also have
an impact on schooling, but are not explicitly studied in this research.
Lévinas (1969) emphasizes that ethics are a dimension, inherent in
every human interaction, which is based on a deeply rooted
responsibility for the Other. Lévinas uses the term Other with a capital
O to stress that the concern is about a specific person in a relationship
(ibid.). The Other person’s face makes me responsible for this person. I
have to offer him or her my help. This has a close connection to
Noddings’ (1984) philosophy and her concept, ethics of care. Noddings,
as well as Lévinas, stresses that ethics is relational, but she adds that it is
also situated. Actions are not motivated by reasons and principles - but
instead by the needs of, and the responsibility for the Other. All
humans have the ability to care, which is the reason for having a moral
obligation to use this ability to acknowledge and meet others’ needs.
Care is a reciprocal act - it is a relationship between a giver and a
receiver of care (Noddings, 1984; 2002b). Noddings (1995) describes
the task for the care-giver this way:
I have to respond to the cared-for who addresses me in a special way
and asks me for something concrete and, perhaps, even unique.
Thus what I as a carer do for one person may not satisfy another. I
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take my cues not from a stable principle but from the living other
whom I encounter (p. 188).

Is it realistic to practice the ethics of care in schools today? Noddings
has met with critical voices who question the role justice plays in the
ethics of care (Strike, 1990). This may imply that there are limitations
in using caring as a basis for actions in educational settings. The
critique has opened up a critical debate about how ethical principles of
care as well as justice, can influence school practice. Noddings and
Strike acknowledge each other’s standpoints and explain that both
ethical perspectives can contribute to the understanding and
development of education. Nevertheless, there are still historical
differences between these perspectives (Katz et al., 1999). Maybe the
ethics of care can follow where justice ends? This influence of both
care and justice may be a fruitful way forward for schools today, but in
my opinion it is important to stress, that everything starts with the care
for the Other, and this gives direction for actions. If the ethics of
justice are the basis for actions, there might be a risk that, in the desire
for justice being done, the focus of the care for the Other is lost.
A relational and situated understanding of ethics, emphasizes that
actions are motivated by, and adjusted to, the specific needs and
abilities of individuals. This does not mean that thinking and action
cannot be influenced by ideals and principles - it simply indicates that
practice is more complex than rules may imply. An awareness about
complex ethical issues in school may improve teachers’ and students’
abilities to make informed and thoughtful decisions (Orlenius &
Bigsten, 2006). Ethics can be described as ‘a vision about the good life’,
echoing the words of Aristotle (Kemp, 1991, p. 35, my translation).
The interpretation of a phenomenon (e.g. ethics) and decision making
(how to improve a context in accordance with the interpretation of the
phenomenon) are related to power. Who has the power and possibility
to decide what represents a good life in school: school leaders, teachers,
students or parents? Using power wisely, may involve letting those
who have lower power positions to come to power (Robinson &
Taylor, 2007). This is about seeing possibilities – the welcoming of
reflection on different alternatives of understanding ethics and actions,
that lead toward a good life in school.
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Ethical focus in syllabi and curricula
Ethical values such as justice, truth, freedom, democracy, caring, and
solidarity can be seen as fundamental values in many countries around
the world. They can be found in the curricula of most Western
countries, as well as in Nordic countries (Orlenius, 2005). These
fundamental values seem to be natural and sometimes taken for
granted. It is often assumed that the content of these values are
interpreted and described in the same way between countries and
people. This lack of problemizing content of values, may lead to values
being like an ‘empty code’ (ibid.). Orlenius suggests further that one
challenge facing schools is how to fill the fundamental values with
meanings.
In the Nordic countries, during the 1990’s and 2000’s special
attention was paid to values in schools. It was identified that there
existed a common ground of fundamental values in these countries’
syllabi and curricula (Nykänen, 2008). Orlenius (2005) has compared
the steering documents from the 1990’s of schools in Norway,
Sweden, and Denmark in an educational-philosophical analysis. He
noted differences in formulations of government policies in the Nordic
countries. Stated briefly, Norwegian school tradition is based on
transmitting perennial values to students, Danish school tradition
involves reconstructionist tendencies, and Swedish school tradition
stands somewhere in the middle with influences both from essentialism
and progressivism. How schools work with values and ethics is
influenced by, for example, two major philosophical traditions: Liberal
Universalism and Communitarianism. The first stems from the time of
the Enlightenment and especially the philosophy of Emanuel Kant,
which focused on a scientific approach to knowledge, human
reasoning, and individual civil rights. The second tradition has its
origin in the reconstruction of Aristotle’s ethics of virtue, which valued
character building, virtues, unity, and community (ibid.).
The curricula for the Swedish compulsory school stresses that an
ethical attitude should permeate all activities in education: ‘An ethical
perspective is of importance for many of the issues that are taken up in
the school. This perspective should permeate school activity to provide
a foundation and support for pupils to develop their ability to form
personal standpoints’ (Swedish National Agency for Education, 1994,
p. 6). The inspiration of both Liberal Universalism and
Communitarianism can be noticed in the syllabi, not only in previous,
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but also in the following quotation: ‘Awareness of one’s own cultural
origins and sharing a common cultural heritage provides a secure
identity which it is important to develop, together with the ability to
empathise with the values and conditions of others. The school is a
social and cultural meeting place, with both the opportunity and the
responsibility to foster this ability among all who work there’ (Swedish
National Agency for Education, 1994, p. 4). It is important to interpret
fundamental values from steering documents and apply them to
educational practice. The questions are therefore; how is ethics
interpreted by people in schools and how can an ethical attitude
permeate educational settings in a practical way? Orlenius and Bigsten
(2006) claim that there can be problems if the two aims of learning and
ethics are overly separated, because there is a risk that one or the other
is not sufficiently considered and hence not developed. The mission in
the curricula is instead to draw these two aims together. It is not said
that subject knowledge shall be diminished as there is no competition
between a ‘learning mission’ and an ‘ethical mission’. Acquiring subject
knowledge walks hand in hand with the development of an ethical
attitude. Education which strives for the encouragement of such an
attitude also enhances students’ academic learning (Berkowitz & Bier,
2005; Dewey, 1991). This ethical focus in schools affects how a
learning community is constituted: how teachers and students work
together toward shared goals.
Research about how to integrate ethical aspects into the
curriculum
Research about ethical dimensions in school has been done extensively
in Anglo-Saxon contexts (Orlenius & Bigsten, 2006). Campbell (2003)
emphasises four significant points concerning teachers’ ethical
knowledge. Firstly, awareness about the teachers’ intentions, actions,
and role as moral agents. Secondly, the importance of making ethical
aspects in the teaching profession visible, shared, and amplified among
staff and students. Thirdly, these ethical aspects when actualised,
provide a knowledge base for the teaching profession. Teachers would
be marked ‘as professionals not solely for their technical competence,
their mastery of subject matter, or their pedagogical success, but by the
wisdom and humanity they reflect in the day-to-day realities,
dilemmas, challenges of assuming responsibility for other people’s
children, and the hope for future societies’ (p. 115). Fourthly, this
21
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ethical knowledge is of benefit in the development of both teachers
themselves and for those they are morally accountable to - the
students.
The consequences of Campbell’s points, imply that teachers need
opportunities to reflect on how to integrate ethics into the curriculum
and explore positive examples of when aims of learning and ethics have
been integrated and strengthen each other. There is also a need to
increase reflection about learning and ethics, in order to make ethics
integrated into the curriculum in a wider perspective. This means
involving not only some individual teachers, but the whole collective
of teachers in a school in shared reflection (e.g. Ghaye, 2008).
Campbell (2003) writes: ‘The force of collegial and collective
reflection and discussion within individual school contexts may prove
to be the best avenue for bringing the ethical knowledge of some to
the wider attention of all’ (p. 122).
Students need different moral abilities and strengths in order to
progress toward goals outlined in curricula and syllabi. These may
include ‘a strong work ethic, self-discipline, and perseverance in order
to succeed in school and succeed in life … respect and responsibility in
order to have positive interpersonal relationships and live in
community’ (Lickona, 2004, p. xxiv). Cultivating this in schools has
historically been labelled differently: as for example character, moral,
citizenship, and civic education (Orlenius & Bigsten, 2006). The
differences in these concepts can be seen as a heritage from Liberal
Universalism and Communitarianism. These philosophies affect the
interpretation and importance of concepts such as human reasoning,
personal standpoint, civil rights, character building, unity, and
community. Topics for conversations have, for example, been if
schools are to be seen as transmitters of cultural wisdom and values,
and if values can be taught in school (Noddings, 2002b; Orlenius,
2005; Orlenius & Bigsten, 2006; Thornberg, 2006). However, the
trend seems to be that these different concepts are influencing each
other. Alfhof and Berkowitz (2006) stress, for example, that character
education was broadened rapidly during the 1990s, to include other
pedagogical, philosophical, and ethical perspectives than the ethics of
virtue. Another example is that moral education has in the last decades
been influenced by the ethics of care (Noddings, 1984), which have
broadened the view of moral education. It is important to stress that all
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these branches can present interesting perspectives on the school as a
site for ethical practice.
School leaders also play a significant role in integrating ethics into
the curriculum and thus facilitating change. Berkowitz and Bier (2004)
stress three important factors in school improvement: principals must
understand the goal that ethics should permeate the curriculum, be
committed to that task, and take action. School leaders’ visions,
behaviour, and actions influence the climate in organisations (Ghaye,
2008). They have in their position of power many opportunities to
influence practice. Foucault (1994) claims that power relations need
not always involve a negative impact on others. He emphasizes that the
exercise of power is a ‘… management of possibilities’ (ibid., p. 341).
School leaders are responsible for trying to understand teachers’ and
students’ practice, in order to present different possibilities for
improvement. Campbell (2003) adds that a school leader’s role is to
facilitate teachers’ efforts in order to enhance ethical knowledge.
In order to develop an ethical attitude in schools, Lickona and
Davidson (2005) underline the importance of giving all members of a
learning community a voice. Increasing teacher and student voice may
foster engagement and create opportunities for active participation in
school issues (Cook-Sather, 2006). The strategies of voicing
participants’ experiences and deliberate action, are closely linked to
school improvement (c.f. Cook-Sather, 2002, 2006; Peacock, 2006;
Robinson & Taylor, 2007; Rudduck & Flutter, 2004; Rudduck &
McIntyre, 2007). School improvement processes can encompass
strengthening students’ and teachers’ commitment to learning and
developing interpersonal relationships through mutual respect and trust
(Rudduck & McIntyre, 2007). It can change a school’s organisation by
taking into account the views of both students and teachers (Robinson
& Taylor, 2007).
Relatively few studies about ethical dimensions in school have
been conducted in the Nordic countries (Orlenius & Bigsten, 2006).
There are however some studies in the Swedish school context that
address this issue. For example, Holmgren (2006) discusses ethics as
relational phenomena in the classroom, Thornberg (2006) explores
school rules in everyday pedagogical practice between teachers and
students, Fjellström (2004) investigates the concept ‘upbringing’ (sv.
fostran) from a philosophical point of view, and Orlenius and Bigsten
(2006) study pre-schools and schools as practices full of value with a
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focus on teachers’ professional ethics. Studies from other Nordic
countries are, for example: Afdal (2006) who addresses the issue of
teachers’ conceptions of tolerance in comparison to national curricula
and theories of tolerance, Karlsen (2002) explores the ethical
interaction in meetings and regards this as a new teaching ideal, and
finally, Juujärvi (2006) studies students’ care reasoning in real-life moral
conflicts.
Situating this thesis within previous research
Common for referred studies in both Anglo-Saxon and Nordic
countries is that they mainly address ethical issues like ‘how shall we
live together?’ (Thornberg, 2006, p. 1), from either a teacher or a
student perspective. Learning experiences in connection to
relationships in school have not been studied explicitly in
aforementioned studies. My intentions in this thesis have been to build
on previous research by exploring relationships in school. In addition, I
am also addressing a gap in previous research by investigating how
ethics is integrated in the curriculum. How do relationships between
people in a learning community relate to learning processes? The focus
in my research was on both ethics and learning, as well as on both
teachers’ and students’ experiences.
The aim of the thesis
The overall aim of the thesis was to explore the school as a site for
ethical practice. Specific objectives in the study were to elucidate,
encourage understanding for, and discuss:
x teachers’ and students’ lived experiences of ethical situations in
school (Paper I and II)
x teachers’ and students’ working together to promote learning in
subjects and also to develop an ethical attitude towards society and
the way people interact (Paper III, IV and V)
x teachers’ and students’ working together to create an appreciative
and positive climate in school (Paper III and V).
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RESEARCH CONTEXT
If you want to go fast
- walk alone
If you want to go far
- walk together
(Unknown)

School improvement process: Full of Value
The research in this thesis was conducted in a secondary school with
300 students, in a village in Northern Sweden. This school took part in
a school improvement process called Full of Value, which involved
about 1500 children in the ages 1 to 16 and about 180 pedagogues.
The school area is geographically spread, with three school districts. In
this area there is one secondary school (grades 7-9). The two other
school districts, with pre-schools and primary schools, are situated in
surrounding villages. The students normally attend the secondary
school in due time.
This initiative started in 2006 with the goal of promoting learning
through the development of an ethical attitude. This involves both the
psycho-social and the physical community of the school. In order to
achieve shared learning about educational practice, many of the
activities in Full of Value have been carried out in cooperation with the
participating school districts. New meeting places for teachers who
teach children in different ages have been developed, to enable
conversations with each other and enhance mutual learning.
Through the use of different methods like literature reading,
reflection, discussion, and video recording, teachers together with
children, have developed new knowledge, which has been used in the
process of improving education. During the first three years, different
issues have been focused upon: How does an ethical attitude affect
educational practice? How does the physical environment of schools
have an impact on learning processes? How do different
communicative modes affect learning processes?
Teachers have had opportunities to attend an academic course each
year, given by the local university. The courses have enabled increased
awareness of each year’s focus area, as described above.
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The thesis explores parts of this, previously mentioned,
improvement process, with focus on teachers’ and students’ work in
the secondary school, grades 7-9.
My different Subjective I’s
Peshkin (1988) argues that subjectivity in research is inevitable.
Researchers should strive for the exploration and presentation of one’s
subjectivity explicit on the page in research texts. He reminds us that
this is an ongoing process throughout the research, not simply
something done retrospectively. Reflecting on a researcher’s own
subjectivity throughout the research may create an awareness of how
subjectivity shapes inquiry and outcomes. The author refers to his
different roles when doing ethnographical research as ‘subjective I’s’.
These I’s represent different aspects of his whole person, which have
influenced the research.
Based on Peshkin’s subjective I’s, I have begun to explore my own
subjective I’s, which have affected my research. As my studies were
conducted within a school improvement process, I have had different
roles. I have identified 3 subjective I’s or roles: (a) teacher, (b) PhD
student, and (c) process leader. I had worked as a teacher for 6 years
before I started my research studies. My experiences as a teacher
inspired me to apply to become a doctoral student. I was interested in
school improvement and hoped that doing research would be a way to
improve school. My teacher experiences influenced the way I
formulated the aims and objectives of my research. Through teaching
in secondary and upper secondary schools in Sweden, I have wondered
why some students seem to learn more and possess an internal driving
force and why other students seemed to lack this force. When I started
out as a PhD student I was encouraged to formulate aims and research
questions. Two preliminary questions after two months as a PhD
student were: ‘How can the school be an ethical learning community
where teachers and students meet each other?’ ‘What prerequisites are
needed in order to create an ethical learning community?’ (Ulrika’s
research diary 05-02-17). When I presented these preliminary research
questions, I was reminded to think more as a researcher and less as a
teacher. My preliminary questions were action-oriented and arguably
not traditional research questions (e.g. describing, exploring, and
understanding a phenomenon). After this I learnt a lot more about my
role as a researcher and the common notion in some research traditions
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that research and improvement processes often work separately from
each other. Traditionally, a researcher carries out research and
practitioners in a field apply the research. Research may lead to change
in the long run, but the researcher is not directly involved in this
change (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 1994). These views made me confused
and I wondered if there were any opportunities to work both with
school improvement and research in my role as PhD student. My
values regarding what is important were challenged: how could I take
an active part in school improvement through my research?
Besides being a teacher and a PhD student my third role has been
that of a process leader. When I started out as a PhD student a principal
became interested in my research. I was invited to cooperate with the
school, both as a PhD student and also as a process leader. I was hired
by the school to lead a school improvement process, Full of Value. In
the beginning of the work I was careful not to mix the roles of PhD
student and process leader, in order to make my roles clear for myself
and to meet what I thought were the expectations from the academy.
After a while I learnt that, among researchers there exist different views
on how to conduct research. There was a broad research tradition
within the field of action and participatory research. Learning more
about this research tradition was a new experience for me, the start of
living according to my values. I am a teacher and a process leader, but
also researcher - I can actively take part in school improvement while
doing research.
I have considered my different roles and experienced both
challenges and benefits. My research has to follow the ethical conduct
code outlined in Swedish law (SFS 2003: 460). This law involves, for
example, informed consent and confidentiality. As a PhD student, I
have to address and handle these issues. In all five studies in this thesis,
informed consent was obtained from all participants and students’
parents. Working closely with teachers and students in solely one
school, has sometimes made me consider what confidentiality really
means. My research has, in parts, involved participation in processes in
classroom learning with one or two teachers. The research and
improvement process has been known by staff and students in this
school, and also in the whole school area. I realized that I could not
promise these teachers absolute confidentiality, meaning that nobody
would know that my research was conducted in their classes. We had
open discussions about this and teachers accepted that they could be
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recognized by others. However, one thing became obvious in these
conversations, that was the importance of not revealing individual
student identity. One of the goals of participatory research processes is
to improve practice, which also can hold an interest for teachers and
students appreciating and sharing positive experiences of development
and change. A consequence of the willingness to share and appreciate
learning which surfaced during research and improvement processes is
revealing of who you are. Confidentiality is therefore not possible.
Conversations about limits and opportunities with confidentiality
contra openness, were therefore needed during the whole research
process.
There have been some challenges, with having different Subjective
I’s, but I have also experienced benefits. I have physically been one day
a week in the secondary school during the last four and a half years.
During that period, I mainly worked as process leader in the school
improvement process. I have had one foot in the school and one in the
academy. This arrangement presented opportunities for creating a
bridge between academy and schools in this school area. Through both
formal and informal meetings in school, teachers, students, and I have
built relationships with each other. One could surmise whether this
arrangement affected the outcomes of this research and the answer
would probably be both yes and no. Building relationships between
myself and participants probably affected their willingness to share
experiences from school. I have experienced that people have been
willing to take part in my studies, but I have also learned that people
have rejected my invitation. This indicates a trustful relationship
between us: they have had the freedom to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’. They have
not been talked into participating in a study just because they know
who I am and do not want to turn me down.
Participants may have described experiences of school in different
ways when they told their stories in a research setting than if they
would have told the same experiences to friends and relatives. This
probably depends on the nature of research; it is more formal than
conversations with peers. In order to limit the possible negative
influence of being part of a research study, the empirical methods were
chosen to maintain both openness and the listening to participants
voices. Affecting the outcomes of a study does not always have to be a
negative influence, as long as the researcher is constantly reflecting on
the potential impact in both positive and negative ways, as well as
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trying to make challenges explicit (Kostenius, 2008). The many visits
to the school have deepened my general understanding of the school as
a site for ethical practice. It is however, important to stress that my
research was done in formal studies with different research objectives,
not in informal conversations in the staffroom and classroom. Teachers
and students have always known if their experiences were included in a
study, and thus have had the opportunity to agree or disagree to
participate in my studies.
As a PhD student I have been able to explore different initiatives
within this school improvement process. Through my different roles, I
have been invited to research teachers’ work together with students,
which I perhaps would not have the possibility to do if I was an
unknown researcher working exclusively at the university. I have also
experienced through my thesis work that I have actively participated in
school improvement processes, both as PhD student and process leader.
It is important to treat teachers and students with respect, humility, and
openness in order to view processes of both school improvement and
research as shared work and shared learning.
Besides from having my professional roles, I have other, more
personal roles, such as being a wife, a mother, and a community
citizen. I carry experiences from both professional and personal roles
with me all the time. Professional roles affect personal roles and vice
versa. It is also important to stress that staff also have other roles besides
being teachers. Maybe they also are mothers or fathers of children,
leaders in leisure activities, and community citizens living close to the
school they teach in. It is human and also natural to have different roles
in life.
The building of trustful relationships with others enables open
communication about different roles in research and teaching and their
impact on a school community and research results. It is important to
consider issues of managing different roles without necessarily
regarding it as a problem. We should be grateful for people’s different
roles and build on the benefits of having different roles and subjective
I’s. How would life be if we separated ourselves too much in different
roles? We are whole human beings with many aspects. Both teaching
and research must reflect this.
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THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE STUDY
Discovery happens to open minds (Unknown).

The phenomenology of the life-world
The theoretical basis of this study is the phenomenology of the lifeworld, which can be seen as one part of the phenomenological
movement. Phenomenology has many varieties, but there are many
common philosophical features, which give form to a tradition
(Bengtsson, 2005; Willis, 2004). Husserl (1995) developed
transcendental phenomenology, which aims at searching for the real
truth of a phenomenon. To reach the truth, as Husserl argues (ibid.), it
is necessary to disregard the pre-understanding of a phenomenon. As a
critique of the impossibility to disregard the pre-understanding, the
phenomenology of the life-world was developed by existential and
hermeneutic oriented phenomenologists (c.f. Heidegger, 1993;
Merleau-Ponty, 1996). I agree with this later view on life and
knowledge. In research it is not possible to put pre-understanding in
parenthesis. The reality is always interpreted through ontological and
epistemological suppositions and previous experiences. The life-world
is regarded as a social world where people live and communicate with
each other. It is also a historical world because we always experience
something and our new experiences are compared with old ones and
connections to their history are made. There is a mutual impact
between the world and the ones who live there (Bengtsson, 2005;
Merleau-Ponty, 1996). Heidegger claims (1993) that a researcher has
not just the life-world as a starting point, but also remains in it. It is not
possible to place your self outside the life-world like a spectator or like
a pure reflecting self.
Some basic concepts in the life-world philosophy have inspired my
research in school: meetings and relations to the Other, openness, voicing
lived experience, and body and mind entwined.
Meetings and relations to the Other
In the life-world, interaction is possible because people are viewed as
both subjects and objects, not either or (Lévinas, 1969; Merleau-Ponty,
1996). A railway crossing can function as a metaphor for interaction
and meetings. We come from different places into a railway crossing
and then we meet and share for a moment lived experiences with each
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other. Then we head for other destinations, but perhaps meet each
other again later. The life-world is constituted by meetings and
relations, which is likely the case for educational settings. Researching
schools, through a life-world perspective, enables understanding about
how meetings and relations influence learning. Heidegger (1993)
brings forward a concept being-in-the-world, meaning that the world and
those who live in the world affect each other mutually. Lévinas has
developed this notion of the mutual impact between world and
humans further when he emphasizes being-for-the-world (Lévinas, 1969).
This signifies not only a relationship and mutual impact, but also
responsibility for the Other. If it is assumed that relations and meetings
are natural and important parts in educational settings, behaviour to
each other also plays a central role. Lévinas (ibid.) claims that the
encounter between self and the Other is the time and place of
responsibility – it is a profoundly ethical event. Relations with the
Other affect behaviour to, and responsibility for, the same (Lévinas,
1969, 1993). Responses between humans may affect relationships in
both negative and positive ways.
Openness
Basic notions in the philosophy of the life-world are: back to the things
themselves and adjustment to the things (Bengtsson, 2005; Husserl, 1995;
Willis, 2001, 2004). The first emphasises the importance of
investigating the reality as it shows itself. A researcher cannot formulate
principles in advance for the reality to fit in - phenomena in the world
must live their own lives (Bengtsson, 2001). The second implies
flexibility, humility, and openness to the things, which can be
considered as participants in a study. Lévinas (1969) also emphasises this
openness and the possibility of learning from others. Openness can be
applied in both educational settings and educational research. In this
thesis openness includes, for example, a careful listening to participant
voices and an attempt to follow the phenomenon as it shows itself,
through choosing appropriate methods for creating, analysing, and
presenting data.
While the research in this thesis was situated within a school
improvement process, mutual affection has taken place. The research
has not been a pre-determined process according to an exact plan from
day one to the final moment. A research process like this corresponds
well to the basic two notions of openness and adjustment in life-world
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phenomenology.
This
does
not
imply
that
life-world
phenomenological research does not have a plan or focus, but that the
research process is guided by aim and objectives in a broad sense.
Voicing lived experience
Every study involving human interaction must, according to van
Manen (1997), begin in lived experience. To get a deeper
understanding of lived experiences, life-world phenomenological
research explores situations where humans are naturally engaged in the
life-world. Researching lived experience involves reflection and this
kind of research is retrospective. Van Manen expresses the goal for lifeworld phenomenological research as gaining ‘a deeper understanding of
the nature of meaning of our everyday experiences’ (ibid., p. 9).
Teachers and students share the same learning community and
experiences in the life-world. They are not entering the school as
empty vessels, but they bring experiences from other parts of the lifeworld outside into school. When they meet in school, former
experiences affect their interaction with each other. The life-world
approach seeks to give voice to lived experience through research by
creating data and presenting the result in public (van Manen, 1997).
Body and mind entwined
Merleau-Ponty (1996) brings in a new dimension in the concept of the
life-world, the body. The basis for all experiences in the life-world is
the lived body. There is no opposition between body and soul, rather
they constitute a unit. The body is always present in all experiences in
the world. A person cannot step outside the body and experience the
world through another person’s body or perspective. Through the
lived body, humans have access to the world and are in constant
interaction with phenomena met in the world. If a person loses his or
her sight or arm, Merleau-Ponty exemplifies (ibid.), this person
experiences the world differently. It is important that a learning process
is facilitated by thoughts, feelings, and actions - the whole person with
her/his different skills and abilities. To view a person as whole can be
regarded as a prerequisite for interaction and learning. Teachers and
students live in their bodies and through them they make contact with
each other in the life-world.
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My ontological and epistemological narrative
To elucidate connections between theoretical concepts and practice in
school, the theoretical basis in this study will be applied to a school
context through a narrative - a paradigm case (c.f. Alerby & Hörnqvist,
2003) - which represents interpretations of experiences in the lifeworld. The narrative is based on renderings of my own lived
experiences in teaching and research. The narrative is written from a
student’s perspective.
I follow the smell of coffee and understand that I’m on the right way and
there I see my teacher. She is talking to another teacher and sees me coming.
I’m just about to address her, when the other teacher turns towards me and
says in an irritated tone, that I must wait. She has something important to
say to my teacher and it cannot wait. I get slightly surprised by the teacher’s
words, so I step back and wait for my turn. My teacher looks at me in a
friendly way and then she listens to the other teacher’s words. After that, my
teacher approaches me and I ask her why the other teacher treated me like
that, but she has no explanation of that. Instead she focuses on the topic we
had made an appointment for. ‘Shall we go inside the classroom, so I can
help you with the assignment you have a problem with?’, my teacher
wonders. ‘Yes, I guess I must come then’, I think.
After a while my classmates enter the classroom. Someone shouts to
other students outside the classroom, while others are heading for their seats.
The teacher is trying to get attention to start the lesson. When most of us are
listening we are told to continue with the assignment about analysing lyrics of
pop songs. ‘I’m not up to doing anything today’, a boy says and falls down
on his bench. Some girls in a corner start immediately to discuss animatedly
about how to continue the work. I am just sitting there and wondering if
daddy wants to see me this time. He has promised before, but I know what
usually happens. My thoughts get interrupted when the teacher approaches
me and asks if I need help to get started. ‘I do not know if it is help with the
assignment I need, I guess I need a family who cares about me’ , I think, as
I start to write a heading on my paper. My thoughts are again disturbed
when I hear the teacher say that it is time for the first presentation of the
songs. The group is prepared to get started. ‘Sch, be quiet!’, a girl says
dejected, ‘let them begin!’. I listen for a while to their talk, but pretty soon I
have lost my concentration and start to think about other things. ‘From this
moment on’ I hear from the loud speaker, which brings me back to the reality
again. ‘This is a good song', I think. I’m reflecting on the lyrics. This is
exactly how I want my life to be and I get quite warm inside. Then the
group show drawings illustrating the song and they match perfectly! I really
know what they mean! I feel tears coming to my eyes and I immediately
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look around in the classroom to make sure that no one has seen my tears.
Then I see across the classroom another girl with tears in her eyes. Our eyes
meet and we smile understanding at each other. The presentation is finished
and the teacher appreciates student achievement by saying: ‘Well done! You
really managed to convey the message in the lyrics by showing your own
drawings’. She turns to the rest of the class and asks them to respond to their
classmates’ presentation. A boy says: ‘I could understand the lyrics better
when you showed your drawings’.
The lesson is finished and I go out in the corridor with my classmates
and there we meet a girl from another class. ‘Why did you write such nasty
things about me at Lunarstorm’, she asks me. ‘I am fed up with everything
you do to me, so I got angry and that is why I wrote that’, I said. I get
angrier as we speak, so it ends up with me hitting her in the face. She starts
to cry and locks herself up in the bathroom. I’m sitting outside the door for a
long while trying to talk to her, but she refuses. A teacher asks what is going
on. He sits down outside the bathroom and starts to talk to the girl inside.
Eventually she opens the door and we meet eye to eye.

To summarize the content in this narrative, it has shown that
meetings and relations to others are important and affect a learning
community. Responses between people can be of a negative as
well as a positive character, which influence the nature of the
relationship. Openness is described in the narrative as learning
from, and listening to, each other. The narrative shows that
previous experiences impact on students’ ability to learn. The
significance of the body in learning processes is also stressed when
students show that they learn emotionally. Researching school
through a life-world phenomenological perspective may enable
reflection about, and understanding of, the multilayered context
school is.
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DATA CREATION AND ANALYSIS
Children have a hundred languages and they want to use them all
(Loris Malaguzzi).

The ontological and epistemological assumptions have affected my
choices of methods of grasping lived experiences when exploring the
school as a site for ethical practice. It has been important for me as a
researcher to understand the lived experiences of persons involved in
this educational setting: teachers and students.
Striving for methodological openness and adjustment to
the phenomenon
The life-world phenomenological tradition does not accordingly show
a special qualitative method for creating empirical data. A detailed plan
on how a study is to be conducted cannot be done; sometimes the
plans must be revised due to its adjustment to the participants. This is
not unusual in life-world phenomenological studies (Bengtsson, 2001).
This creativity and methodological freedom is expressed by Miles and
Huberman (1994) in the following: ‘To us it seems clear that research
is actually more a craft than a slavish adherence to methodological
rules. No study conforms exactly to a standard methodology; each one
calls for the researcher to bend the methodology to the peculiarities of
the setting’ (p. 5). Not only ontological and epistemological
assumptions have affected my research; the research aim and objectives
have also governed my choices of empirical methods. Since the overall
aim of this research was to explore and encourage understanding for
the school as a site for ethical practice, I have used qualitative methods
in this thesis. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) point out one strength in
qualitative research: the pluralism of empirical methods that can be
used, e.g. interviews, reflective journals, close observation,
photographs, and drawings.
Findings in the first two studies with teachers and students (Paper I
and II) led my research to also be inspired by an appreciative approach
when conducting my research. This interaction between theoretical
and empirical aspects is significant to a research approach called
abduction, where understanding of a phenomenon grows successively
through interaction between data, practice, and theory (Alvesson &
Sköldberg, 1994). To be inspired by empirical data when forming the
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next steps in a research process is a way for me as a researcher to strive
for methodological openness and adjustment to the phenomenon of
the study, which life-world phenomenology holds as important.
When students in paper II reflected on ethical situations in their
role as students, I found that there was a need to acknowledge and
appreciate positive aspects in school, as well as listen to students
carefully. These findings affected the continuation of the research.
Concepts like appreciation and participation became important. These
concepts can be found in an implicit way in the phenomenology of the
life-world, but they are not in focus in that research tradition.
Therefore there was a need to seek knowledge in traditions related to
life-world phenomenology.
Participatory and Appreciative Action Research (PAAR)
A research methodology, Participatory and Appreciative Action
Research (PAAR), has offered a possibility to explore positive
experiences in school as a site for ethical practice. This tradition has its
roots in action and participatory traditions (Ghaye, 2008), which could
be described as ‘participatory research, collaborative inquiry,
emancipatory research, action learning, and contextual action research’
(O’Brien, 2001, p. 3). O’Brien stresses that all these branches are
variations of the same theme: a group identify a problem in their
organisation, they do something to resolve it, they evaluate their
efforts, and if the problem is not solved the process begins again.
McTaggart (1989) claims that action and participatory methods can
create self-critical communities, where people become aware of the
practice in their organisations. This awareness can lead to change when
people are encouraged to live by their own values and ideas. In this
method it is important that participants reflect on process experiences
and document their learning (ibid.).
PAAR has evolved out of action and participatory traditions
(Ghaye et al., 2008). The new aspect in PAAR is appreciation, which
derives from the work in Appreciative Inquiry (AI), which is an
organisational process for change (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005). A
basic question in PAAR is ‘What are our successes and how can we
amplify them to build and sustain a better future from valued aspects of
the positive present?’ (Ghaye et al., 2008, p. 364). Appreciation affects
how problems are faced and solved. A common way to improve
practice and to conduct research is problem-solving through mapping
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problems, and trying to find solutions to them (Cooperrider &
Whitney, 2005). This kind of process focuses on removing factors that
cause problems (Ghaye, 2008). The appreciative perspective focuses
instead on success and what people in organisations want more of
(Ghaye, 2008; Thatchenkery, 2005). This perspective is closely related
to Antonovsky’s concept of salutogenesis, which stresses health factors
as a base for development (Antonovsky, 2005). To start a research or
improvement process with positive factors, can be seen as reframing
existing situations, in order to find possibilities for positive change
(Ghaye, 2008). When exploring what works well, it is important to
investigate root causes of success. It is significant to ask in what way
positive experiences challenge us to rethink human interactions and
how change happens (Reed, 2007). There can be opportunities in
PAAR for participants not only to participate in a research process, but
also to realize and acknowledge their abilities and strengths (Ghaye,
2008). To bring together practice and research, Reed (2007) offers a
question to reflect upon: how can research contribute to the process of
change through appreciation? One way for research to contribute to
change is as Reed (ibid.) continues, to involve and collaborate with
participants in research in order to create partnerships between
participants and researchers. In this case participation means research
with people in a given context, and not on people (c.f. Heron &
Reason, 2001; Kostenius, 2008; Kostenius & Öhrling, 2008; van
Manen, 1997).
Including appreciative aspects in life-world phenomenology
Including appreciative aspects in life-world phenomenology has
enabled me to be guided not only by research aims, but also by
empirical data from participants in the research. The appreciative
approach has broadened my understanding of the school as a site for
ethical practice, and how research can contribute to change in a
practice. Central to PAAR is that knowledge is generated through
social interaction and that words and language create the world
(Whitney & Trosten-Bloom, 2003). Words uttered to another person,
affect the recipient, and the responses from the recipient affect the
initial speaker. If questions are asked and words are said, change has
already begun (Ghaye, 2008; Whitney & Trosten-Bloom, 2003). This
could be compared to the view in life-world phenomenology, that the
life-world is constituted by meetings and relations, which imply mutual
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affection between people and actions. Merleau-Ponty (1996)
emphasises that if the world around changes, the persons also change
and vice versa. It is here, that the mutual impact between people and
what we say and do to each other can be recognized.
Life-world phenomenological research aims at exploring and
voicing lived experiences. Bengtsson (2005) stresses that researchers
have to regionalise the ontology, which means choosing parts of the
life-world to explore. It is not possible to investigate the life-world as
being whole at the same time. There are thus possibilities in life-world
phenomenology to choose and explore positive experiences of a
phenomenon through regionalizing the ontology. When exploring
parts of a phenomenon, a researcher assuredly acknowledges that there
exist other aspects in the life-world, however not explicitly explored at
that time.
Openness, adjustment to, and learning from participants, are vital
in life-world phenomenological research. These basic notions are
related to the importance of participation and appreciation in PAAR.
For example, if participants’ lived experiences of positive factors in a
school setting are explored and listened to, there are opportunities for
participants to be involved, valued, and appreciated (MelanderWikman et al., 2006; Stainer & Stainer, 2000).
The perspectives of life-world phenomenology and PAAR
complement each other when doing research within a school
improvement process. In order to enable development and change in
practice, it is of importance to know how things are before a change
process can start (Svenssson et al., 2008). The life-world approach has
its strength in exploring lived experiences of phenomena, and PAAR
has its strength in reframing lived experiences and making
opportunities for improving practice. Peshkin (2001) addresses the issue
of using different lenses when doing research, for the purpose of
‘expanding the perceptual efficacy of the researcher’ (p. 238). These,
‘angles of vision’ (p. 238), can be used in data analysis and thus guide
the next steps in a study.
Empirical methods used in this thesis
In this thesis, the following methods have been used: written
reflection, interview, close observation, and photo documentation (see
Figure 1). The use of different empirical methods may give a researcher
rich descriptions of a specific phenomenon. The scientific term for this
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can be called methodological creativity (Bengtsson, 2005). By using
different methods, the internal validity in a study is strengthened and
hence the quality in the same is raised (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Methodological creativity may both show unanimity in the empirical
data and it can also reveal contrasts, to enable comparison (ibid.). The
use of multimodality, described by Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) as
the use of different communication modes in a situation, can enable
methodological creativity. Through the combination of different
modes, a message can be emphasised, ‘say the same thing in different
ways’ (ibid., p. 20). The use of different modes or ‘languages’ to grasp
lived experiences may contribute to deeper meaning of a phenomenon
(Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001). Languages can in this case be considered
as spoken and written word, body language, and visual images.
Different persons favour different ways of expressing themselves. The
decision to use different modes or languages in this research is based on
theoretical and ethical assumptions. Students and teachers possess
knowledge that researchers can bring forward through the use of
different empirical methods, which facilitate participants expressing
themselves, and sharing their experiences in a way that suits them.
The following empirical methods were represented in this thesis
(see Figure 1). X indicates a method being used.
Number of
participants 1

Written
reflection

Paper I:
14 teachers 2
Paper II:
12 students
Paper III:
30 teachers 3
Paper IV:
8 students and 1 teacher
Paper V:
25 students

X

Close
observation

Photo
documentation

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Interview

X

Figure 1: Empirical methods used in this thesis and number of participants in
each study.

1

All together the number of participants was 45 teachers and 45 students.
This group consisted of 12 teachers and 2 head teachers.
3
This group consisted of 28 teachers and 2 head teachers.
2
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Written reflection
Reflection on practice is a kind of lived experience that has the
ability to distance it from itself, to find meanings and important
situations inherent in lived experience (van Manen, 1997). Van
Manen explains the connections between lived experience and
textual expressions in the following way:
The aim of phenomenology is to transform lived experience into a
textual expression of its essence - in such a way that the effect of the
text is at once a reflexive re-living and a reflective appropriation of
something meaningful: a notion by which a reader is powerfully
animated in his or her own lived experience (van Manen, 1997, p.
36).

Written reflection makes opportunities for writers to remember
situations and reflect on former lived experiences. Van Manen (1997)
claims that inviting people to write about their lived experiences is a
fruitful way to create understanding of a phenomenon. Writing enables
writers to make personal internal experiences more public and explicit.
Another important reason for choosing written reflection is that
writing makes thinking and experiences visible on paper (Applebee,
1984), which allows a researcher to analyse experiences explicitly.
In study I and II, teachers and students were invited to reflect in
writing on their lived experiences of ethical situations in school. They
received the following invitation:
Write about an ethical or moral situation you have experienced as
teacher/student. The situation should in some way relate to ethics or
morals - how we treat each other. It can be a positive or negative
situation: problem, dilemma (when you do not know what to do or
if you afterwards do not know if you did the right thing), or a
successful solution of a problem. You can tell about a situation that
happened recent or a while ago (Translation from Swedish).

When formulating the writing task, ontological and epistemological
assumptions, as well as research aim and objectives, guided the research
process in a natural way. The task was created with an open character
in order to encourage participants the freedom to write, without being
governed too much in a specific direction. The formulation of the task
should thus be specific, leading to exploration of the research aim. It
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was important not to govern the participants’ understanding of ethical
situations. No examples of how an ethical situation could be
understood were given. The reason for the writing was to understand
what participants regarded as an ethical situation as well as the content
of the situation.
In study III, the participants reflected in writing on two tasks: ‘You
would know that every member of staff mattered in my school because
…’ and ‘The most significant thing I learnt today was ….’. The basis of
the first task was to make staff appreciate and acknowledge positive
experiences of working in their particular school. Teachers wrote their
reflections on small paper cubes, which were later organised according
to discussions among staff during a workshop. In the second task,
teachers reflected afterwards on learning experiences from the same
workshop. They were invited to write down their reflections and send
them in by email to me.
In study IV, the written reflections included reflective journals
from students and a teacher. They wrote a special kind of journal,
called ‘double log’ (see Figure 2). On each spreading of a note book
they wrote ‘Action’ on the left page and ‘Reflection’ on the right as
headings. Below ‘Action’ they documented activities in the classroom
and below ‘Reflection’ they wrote thoughts, feelings, and questions
that had arisen before, during, and after each lesson. The teacher
collected the journals after each lesson and made reflective comments
in students’ books. In the beginning of each lesson she handed out the
books to the students and invited them to comment on her reflections.
There was a constantly ongoing dialogue between students and
teacher. The teacher herself also kept this kind of reflective journal. To
show how this method of written reflection was conducted, an
example of what a student wrote in her reflective journal is presented.
The excerpt is from the first lesson that they kept this kind of journal
(see Figure 2):
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Action
Introduction
x Organisation
x Reflection
Ulrika
Katarina
x
x

Reflection
The reflective journal, then. Perhaps
you can’t always think of something,
but most often there will be something,
but well, we’ll see about that.
Hm! I rather think Linda’s visit will be
the most interesting to me, because my
uncle is gay, but I don’t think about
what it is like to be homosexual in one’s
everyday life, but the other things will
also be interesting, but that is what is
closest to me!

The visitors
Reflective journal

Figure 2: Excerpt from a student’s ‘Double log’ (Translation from Swedish).

In study V, students responded on two statements at two different
occasions, together with a blank paper to write on. The statements
were: (i) ‘This is what I do not want anybody to say or do to me’, and
(ii) ‘This is what I do want someone to say or do to me’. To forestall
negative behaviour, teachers and I wanted to learn how students would
not wish to be treated by others at the school. However, since this
research project was inspired by PAAR, we concluded that it was also
important to know how students wished to be treated, in order to
provide opportunities for amplifying positive behaviour.
The writing tasks and written responses in respective study were
given in Swedish. When presenting data in my published papers, tasks
and responses were translated into English. Translation may cause some
challenges. There is a risk that some of the original meaning in
Swedish may be lost in the translation into English. I have been aware
of this, and therefore I have had extensive conversations with linguistic
reviewers about how to translate in order to minimize the risk of
misinterpretation.
Interview
Interviews can be done in different ways depending on ontology,
epistemology, and research aim. There can be structured, semistructured, and unstructured interviews, where the level of governing
from a researcher differs (Bell, 1993). Bell points out that the
unstructured interview is less pre-determined than the structured
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interview. Hörte (1982) claims that semi-structured and unstructured
interviews are based on an assumption that people have their specific
understanding of a phenomenon. To understand interviewees’
expressions, a researcher has to try to understand the reality of the
interviewee. Hörte (ibid.) claims that the two later kinds of interviews
are to be preferred when complex questions are to be studied, ‘…
where important dimensions can be unknown before the interview, or
when we are interested in the life-world of the respondent, how he
defines, interprets, and give different phenomenon meaning’ (p. 11,
my translation).
I have used semi-structured interviews with four students in study
II. This was both an opportunistic and strategic choice of students.
After the students had written their reflections, I called four of them
from the class list on the phone. They were invited to be interviewed
and all of them accepted directly. Two girls and two boys were
interviewed, in order to have both genders represented. The interviews
functioned as a follow-up after the writing of reflections. Van Manen
(1997) stresses that interviews in life-world phenomenological research
can serve different purposes, one of which is to explore and gather data
in order to enrich and deepen understanding of a phenomenon. The
interviews in this thesis were used in the same way. I prepared in
advance interview themes (see Appendix) as a help for me as
interviewer. Students did not know the themes beforehand. Examples
of themes were: ‘Positive and negative experiences in school’, ‘Student
influence in school’, and ‘Behaviour to each other’. During the
interview I did follow-up questions such as: ‘Can you remember
another ethical situation?, ‘How was your thinking in that situation?’,
‘How did you feel?, and ‘What did you do then?’ It was important to
stay open to students’ experiences, but also give them suggestions on
what we could talk about, with research aim and objectives in mind.
To be open to students’ answers may create opportunities for their
expressions of aspects of ethical situations, new for me, which will
result in a richer understanding of the phenomenon.
The interviews were conducted in, and transcribed into, Swedish.
Later the transcripts were translated into English, the same procedure as
for the written tasks and responses. In this case I also discussed
linguistic meanings of words with linguistic reviewers. The fact that I
conducted the interviews and thus created an understanding of the
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words students uttered presented opportunities for a translation into
English, which was sufficiently close to students’ expressions.
Close observation
Close observation is a kind of observation method described by van
Manen (1997). When researching with children, sometimes it can be
hard to generate a written reflection or to engage in an interview and it
is in these circumstances that close observation can be used. Close
observation is in this case understood as, for example, playing, drawing,
and talking with children, while the researcher is constantly reflecting
on what the children do and say. Van Manen (1997) stresses that this
method also can be used with persons other than young children. In
close observation, a researcher both participates and observes at the
same time, searching for anecdotes (short narratives with a point), as
van Manen writes (ibid.). Close observation can therefore be
understood as observation with participation.
In study III, IV, and V, close observation was used. In study III, I
participated through facilitating a workshop together with the coauthors of the paper. Staff received the following tasks before, and
during, the workshop: (i) bring an artefact that symbolizes how every
child matters in your school, (ii) present your motivations for bringing
the artefact, and (iii) write down words on paper cubes that symbolize
every teacher being valued in your school and organize the cubes
together. As we were three facilitators, I also had the opportunity to
withdraw from the ‘frontline’ and observe staff and reflect on what
happened in the workshop. During the close observations, I kept field
notes to document my reflections that occurred during the activities.
In study IV, I participated in four lessons (100 minutes each time)
in a classroom where a teacher had invited different guests to tell their
life-stories. During the lessons, I mostly observed the interaction
between students, teacher, and guests and sometimes I participated in
conversations.
Photo documentation
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) claim that one function of a
photograph is that it can serve as a visual evidence of a memory in our
time. In a photograph a moment, a person, and a situation can be
preserved (Bach, 2001), which may help to visualise processes in a
context. Taking pictures of events and persons in a school can give
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opportunities to reflect on situations afterwards (Lemon, 2007) with
the pictures as starting point for conversations. Lemon (ibid.) stresses
the positive impact that visual representation of processes can have in
professional teacher improvement.
In study III, we used digital photographs to grasp some moments
during a workshop. The photo documentation aimed at illustrating
activities in the workshop by visually showing what took place in the
room.
Data analysis
In the phenomenological tradition analysis can be viewed as methods
in plural. Bengtsson (2001) stresses that analysis is not done according
to pre-determined rules or stages. Important aspects to have in mind
when analysing data, is openness to participants in a study and
adjustment to the same, in addition to how a researcher’s preunderstanding affects the analysis. These aspects are reasons why there
cannot be one exact method of analysis in life-world phenomenology.
The Husserlian tradition in the phenomenological movement
claims that data analysis aims at giving a description of a phenomenon,
but other branches, like the existential tradition with philosophers like,
Heidegger, Gadamer, Merleau-Ponty, and van Manen, claim that
hermeneutic (interpretive) aspects can be found in phenomenology
(Alerby, 1998). The process of understanding lived experiences
involves description and interpretation as close as possible to the
phenomenon itself. This process cannot however, fully lead to a total
understanding of a phenomenon (Bengtsson, 2001).
A life-world phenomenological analysis based on van Manen
(1997) has been used in this thesis. Such an analysis focuses on
description and interpretation to derive meaning of a phenomenon and
strive for finding themes. The analysis process can be described as
passing through different phases of ‘reflectively appropriating, of
clarifying, and of making explicit the structure of meaning of the lived
experience’ (ibid., p. 77). This work is driven by a desire to make sense
and to make meaning. In the process of grasping meaning from a lived
experience, van Manen offers a couple of questions for researchers to
ask themselves: ‘What is going on here?’, ‘What is this example an
example of?’ and ‘What is the essence [of this]?’ (p. 86). During the
data analysis I have asked myself: What are the participants expressing
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in their lived experiences? What is the meaning of their experiences?
What do their expressions mediate?
All data were analysed in their original Swedish version, in order
to enable trustworthy interpretation and to minimize the risk for
misinterpretation. In all parts of the thesis, I first read the data through
to get a general picture of participants’ lived experience (reflectively
appropriating). I then read the data once again more carefully, in order
to identify similarities and differences (clarifying). After that, I
subsequently formulated themes based on what I had found through
the analysis process (making explicit the structure of meaning of the
lived experience). In this phase of formulating themes, I undertook
interpretation with reflection. I reflected on the data and compared it
to my interpretations. Within the themes I have also shown meaning
through giving aspects, smaller themes all connected to the main
theme. During the whole process I reflected continuously when
reading the data, by writing words and phrases in the margin of the
texts as a way to note the meaning and how different statements were
connected to each other. The last step in all studies was to do a
comprehensive understanding of all themes with their aspects. This
understanding was also discussed in connection to philosophy,
pedagogical research, and educational practice.
The analysis process in study IV, differed slightly from the others. I
started out in the same way as the other, in terms of trying to get a
general understanding of the data. But then I created two synecdotes
(interpretive narratives based on participants’ experiences), one for the
students all together and one for the teacher. I wanted to mediate a
general understanding of the meaning of the meetings in the classroom.
The results from close observations and students’ reflective journals
were used in the interpretation of the phenomenon. These different
empirical data helped me in creating a living narrative that could
enable a reader to get a feeling of what happened in the classroom.
After that stage in the process, I undertook thematic analysis in the
same way as in the other studies.
Additionally, I have in all my studies discussed findings with my
supervisors (study I-V), and in some cases also with other colleagues
(study II) and participants (IV, V). Gadamer (1995) states that when a
researcher discusses interpretations of data with others, it can be
described as testing. Other people read my interpretations and explored
if they seemed to be valid and fair, according to their previous
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experiences and knowledge. This has enabled me to rethink and
sometimes rewrite some parts of the interpretation. The conversations
have also acknowledged and confirmed my interpretations.
Participants can interact in different parts in a research process, for
example when creating and analysing data. This issue of participation
and voicing lived experience has ethical dimensions (Morrow &
Richards, 1996). Ethics in research can be understood as a way to
protect participants in a study from harm, to respect their views, and to
strive for the good. Researchers should develop research strategies that
are fair and respectful to participants (ibid.). To address and practice
issues of voicing lived experience, openness, appreciation, and
participation, students in study V were invited into the data analysis.
They received their written reflections and discussed them in groups of
five. To help them in their search for themes, these questions were
presented.
What is this about? Summarize what you have written. Are there
some words you especially notice and are there any that are
repeated? Which are they? Why do you think they are significant?
(Ulrika’s questions posed to students in the data analysis, translation
from Swedish).

Students discussed their writing and after a while, they found themes in
their writing. When students had created their themes, I shared and
discussed with them my understanding of the writing through three
preliminary themes. The following questions were given when they
reflected on my themes in groups:
Reflect on my (U.B.’s) themes. Do you think they reflect your
views and thinking? Do you recognize yourself in this? Summarize
your group’s thoughts (Ulrika’s questions posed to students in the
data analysis, translation from Swedish).

The students confirmed my interpretation. I also experienced that I
had found more nuances in the empirical data through my own data
analysis than the students did. I, as an adult and PhD student, achieved
a deeper understanding of the meaning of the students’ reflections.
One reason for doing this shared reflection was to gain more
information on how to interpret their written responses, and how they
themselves would like to describe their reality. However, the most
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important reason for me was to invite students to interpret their
written responses and thus make their voices heard, which hopefully
would encourage feelings of being appreciated and valued. This was a
way of revealing my desire to act as an ethical researcher when
exploring their experiences together. Through their participation, my
interpretations were tested against theirs and they got the opportunity
to have a say in matters that affect them.
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FINDINGS
30 years from now, it won’t matter what shoes you wore, how
your hair looked, or the jeans you bought. What will matter is what
you learned and how you used it (Unknown).

Summary of findings
The findings in this thesis are summarized in different themes, aspects,
and comprehensive understandings from each paper below (see Figure
3). They constitute the exploration and understanding of the school as
a site for ethical practice.

I

Themes

Aspects

Relations to the Other

Real-life meetings
Behaving to each other
Face-to-face communication
Causes of a conflict
Contents of a conflict
Solutions of a conflict
The contradiction between
private and professional
Being a professional teacher
Empathy to others
The ambiguity of truth and
justice
To be seen
Student influence
Adult power
Group pressure

Conflict of values
Ethical maturity

II

Response in speech and action

Power relations
III

The importance of creating and
sustaining contact with children
and their parents
The use of appropriate physical
contact with children
To appreciate, see, and notice
every child
The importance of the positive
response
The importance of teamwork
Valuing individuality

Comprehensive understanding

Ethics of Care

Healthy
relationships

Participatory and
appreciative
action research:
participatory,
appreciative,
empowering, and
generative
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IV

V

Learning from the Other

Learning different kinds of
knowledge, values, and skills
through the whole body
Appreciating each other and
what they do

Striving for mutual understanding
Being accepted for who you are
Seeking honesty and truth
Being acknowledged, recognized,
and encouraged

Ethical learning

To respect and
be respected by
others

Figure 3: Summary of findings in thesis through showing themes, aspects, and
comprehensive understandings.

Paper I: Ethics of Care – a dilemma or a challenge in
education?
The aim of this study was to elucidate, interpret, and understand
ethical situations in a Swedish secondary school from a teacher
perspective. The data analysis resulted in three themes: relations to the
Other, conflict of values, and ethical maturity.
In the first theme ‘Relations to the Other’, teachers expressed that
meetings and relations between people are a basis in educational
settings. They described both positive and negative experiences of
responsibility, empathy, support, and trust. One teacher reflected on
relationships like this: ‘What is the right way to treat a child whose
father drinks too much alcohol?’.
In the second theme ‘Conflict of values’, teachers described three
stages in school conflicts: causes, contents, and solutions. One teacher
explained the problem with priorities such as: ‘A big problem in school
today is that every student should be seen and noticed and that the
teacher should take into account every student’s needs. Large classes
and socially demanding students, puts an unreasonable pressure on the
teacher’. Besides from describing causes and content in conflict,
teachers also mediated successful solutions of problems in education.
The third theme ‘Ethical maturity’, reflects teacher flexibility,
awareness of own actions, ability to listen to students’ needs, and
learning by making mistakes. Teachers pointed at situations when
contradictions between private and professional were evident, and
what it means to be a professional teacher. One teacher wrote: ‘The
important thing is, however, that you know why you made some
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decisions and that you can defend them and also have a humble
attitude when things go wrong’.
The comprehensive understanding of the findings is that teachers
are trying to achieve ethics of care. They stressed the importance of
acknowledging all students and adjusting education to their needs and
abilities. The question whether ethics of care can be considered as a
dilemma or a challenge in education, is left unanswered.
Paper II: Developing an ethical school through appreciating
practice? Students’ lived experience of ethical situations in
school
The aim of this study was to illuminate, interpret, and discuss students’
lived experiences of ethical situations in their school. The data analysis
resulted in two themes: response in speech and action and power relations.
In the first theme ‘Response in speech and action’, different
abilities such as, empathy and acknowledgement and values like, truth
and justice, were shown in students’ experiences. A student wrote:
‘When I looked a little closer at him it looked like he was going to
start to cry. I felt so sorry for him’. This quotation showed her ability
to feel empathy for her classmate. Sometimes they described situations
with a lack of these abilities when they, for example, felt mistreated,
invisible, or mistrusted. Connections between responses of speech and
actions and quality of learning were obvious.
The second theme ‘Power relations’, reflects different power
relations, for example student influence, teacher power, and group
pressure. Students expressed a need for more variation in teaching and
learning methods - a way for them to influence their education. One
student reflected: ‘We could be a part of the decisions as everyone else,
but it is always … the principals or the adults that decide’. Power
relations also affect situations in school in a more subtle way, such as
group pressure, when students described problems of bullying. Students
wanted to stop bullying, but they were afraid of getting bullied
themselves if they took action against this negative behavior.
The comprehensive understanding of findings is that healthy
relationships, characterized by empathy, care, recognition, and open
communication, play an important role in school. These relationships
improved students’ ability to learn. They expressed a lot of negative
ethical situations, which raised some questions. Is it so that we do not
remember the good things in school, or are there not many good
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experiences to remember? These thoughts have practical implications:
how can school focus on positive and healthy experiences as a basis for
learning and development?
Paper III: Reflective and appreciative actions that support the
building of ethical places and spaces
The aim of this study was to elucidate and discuss the ‘creative
renderings’ (learning experiences) that surfaced as a consequence of a
workshop with the staff in the school area working with Full of Value.
The focus of this workshop was on ethical issues in relation to learning
in pre-schools and schools. The conversation on this particular day
centred around the idea of every child and every teacher being valued
in school. The first three themes explored how children are being
valued: the importance of creating and sustaining contact with children and their
parents, the use of appropriate physical contact with children, and to appreciate,
see, and notice every child. One teacher said: ‘My experience of calling
home when there is good news is that parents are surprised when
getting a phone call from school even though there are no problems
with their child. I believe that parents really appreciate these goodnews-calls’.
The second three themes explored how teachers are being valued:
the importance of the positive response, the importance of teamwork, and
valuating individuality. One teacher wrote: ‘The evidence is my own
feeling that I can trust all colleagues in the working team. A positive
encouraging atmosphere makes every body enjoy work’.
The comprehensive understanding of findings is that content and
activities in the workshop embraced many of the significant
components of Participatory and Appreciative Action Research (PAAR).
Teachers influenced the work during that day, they were appreciated,
and got empowered to improve their practice. The learning
experiences were generative in the meaning that this workshop has the
potential to affect future change in a whole school community.
Teachers can, through guided and supported reflection, develop
themselves and influence the further improvement in ethical places and
spaces.
Paper IV: Ethical learning through meetings with Others
The aim of this study was to elucidate, enable understanding for, and
discuss students’ and a teacher’s learning experiences through meetings
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with Others. Persons with different life-experiences were invited to
school to tell their life-stories. The data analysis resulted in one main
theme: learning from the Other.
Students expressed how they learnt from each other and the guests.
A student wrote: ‘You have learnt how it can be to come to another
country, but I think that nobody can understand it’. The meetings in
the classroom made the students and the teacher to learn through the
whole body. The teacher wrote: ‘I have got knowledge that you can
feel in your stomach and in heart through these meetings’. The
meetings also created opportunities for an appreciation of each other.
For example, the teacher encouraged her students through this
quotation: ‘I have noticed that you like people, so this [course] suits
you’.
The comprehensive understanding of findings is that the work in
this course can be seen as ethical learning. Participants in the study have
both learnt new knowledge and also developed their learning about
values and behaviour. When a learning process in a deliberate way
deals with ethical issues, for example, our ethical attitude to each other,
this can be called ethical learning.
Paper V: ‘I want people to believe in me, listen when I say
something and remember me.’ How students wish to be
treated.
The aim of this study was to explore student voices as they describe
how they do, and do not, wish to be treated by others. The data
analysis resulted in four themes: striving for mutual understanding, being
accepted for who you are, seeking honesty and truth, and being acknowledged,
recognized, and encouraged.
The first theme ‘Striving for mutual understanding’, is about
friendship, kindness, and caring about each other. One student wrote:
‘Everyone should be treated with respect. Everyone deserves to be
treated with kindness’. It is important for the students to belong to a
group.
The second theme ‘Being accepted for who you are’, shows the
significance of being respected and valued as individuals. It is about
identity and human dignity. One student reflected: ‘I want somebody
to tell me that I am good enough’.
The third theme ‘Seeking honesty and truth’, described positive
and negative expressions of truth, justice, and honesty. Students
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stressed the importance of keeping promises and being faithful. One
student wrote: ‘I don’t want anybody to tell a secret I have told them’.
In the fourth theme ‘Being acknowledged, recognized, and
encouraged’, the students’ expressed a need for confirmation and
appreciation from other people. They have realistic expectations of
their fellow-beings: it is the small actions that matter. One student
wrote: ‘I love to feel appreciated and just a single compliment warms
me very much’.
The comprehensive understanding of findings is that the students
want to be respected and respect others. Students mediated both positive
and negative aspects of respect - to be treated with respect but also the
opposite: to be treated with disrespect. Findings from the study point
out that real participation and appreciation are important in the
positive development of the school.
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CROSSOVER
FINDINGS

ANALYSIS

-

DISCUSSION

OF

Great learning and superior ability are of little value unless honor,
truth, and integrity are added to them (Abigail Adams).

The research process has resulted in findings based on participants’
voices, but it has also created learning experiences and challenges for
those involved in the research. Bergström (1972) stresses that research
could be understood in terms of a product or an activity (process).
Research can be considered as product as well as process, not either or,
reflecting the holistic view of the world in life-world phenomenology.
A crossover analysis and discussion of findings (product) as well as
research process will follow.
The crossover analysis based on findings in all part studies, resulted
in three themes. Teachers’ and students’ experiences of school as a site
for ethical practice imply the value of: striving for ethical awareness,
building ethical relationships, and encouraging ethical actions. These themes
are based on both negative and positive experiences in school, which
show what teachers and students have experienced and what they
strive for in school.
Striving for ethical awareness
The empirical data revealed that both teachers and students are aware
that there exist ethical dimensions in school. Teachers in study I related
ethical situations in school to, for example, behaviour to others and
conflicts. They possess ethical maturity which, for example, is signified
by awareness about challenges in teaching and flexibility, through their
seeking of possibilities for the development of education. Teachers
express the need for acting according to their own values. One teacher
wrote: ‘If I had not tried this method I would have felt that I let the
student down and according to that, not behaving ethically [to the
student]’ (female teacher, study I).
Students in study II and V, have shown ethical awareness when
expressing views and feelings of right and wrong. Students have ethical
compasses inside themselves to guide their thoughts, speech, and
actions, something which Lesnick (2006) has also found in her
research. It is worth noticing that even if they have ethical compasses
as a helping guide in dilemmas, they often believe it is hard to make
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the right decision. Showing awareness includes reflection and
consideration, not simply to be able to determine what is right and
wrong. Students’ experiences of not always being able to act according
to their own values, emphasize that ethical dilemmas have many
dimensions. It is not always easy to make a decision where all people
involved are satisfied with a solution or outcome. School is, therefore,
a natural place for students to practice their ability to consider ethical
situations and dilemmas when they meet other students and teachers
on a daily basis.
The goals outlined in curricula and syllabi, express the importance
of developing students’ learning in subjects and encourage them to
become upright and caring human beings. The findings in this thesis
give practical examples where these two ‘missions’ have joined
together into a unit (study IV and V). This suggests that ethical
dimensions in teaching and learning are emphasised and practiced:
from visions and goals in steering documents into teaching with
students in a classroom. Participants in study IV, have for example,
developed different skills and learnt new knowledge in a subject and
they have also, at the same time, learnt about values and behaviour.
Lickona and Davidson (2005) express two major goals in schools as: ‘to
help students become smart and to help them become good’ (p. xv).
To reach these goals, schools may encourage the strengthening of
students’ performance and moral character. Building character in both
areas raises expectations of students’ and teachers’ thinking and action.
Lickona and Davidson (ibid.) set out important abilities when
improving school, for example: to be a lifelong learner, a critical and
ethical thinker, a socially and emotionally skilled person, and a
respectful and responsible person. They encourage students to develop
these abilities, but the authors also give examples of how teachers and
other significants can facilitate students’ development. They may create
an engaging curriculum, involve students in learning experiences that
challenge them to meet real-world experiences, develop a positive
relationship with students, foster peer relations, and engage students in
reflecting on their learning.
Lickona’s and Davidson’s suggestions are something to consider
when developing ethical awareness and learning in schools. They can
function as an inspiration for students and teachers on an individual
basis, but they can also inform decisions and actions on a school level as
well. Based on findings in my studies, the important thing is to first
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create awareness about ethical issues in school and then consciously
start to integrate such aspects into the curriculum.
Building ethical relationships
Valuable meetings and relationships are frequently described by both
teachers and students. Learning and well-being are affected by the
quality of meetings and relationships. This is expressed by a student in
study II: ‘You have to get along with the teacher, otherwise you don’t
want to learn anything … If you go to a lesson with a disagreeable and
unpleasant teacher, then you won’t even try, you just do not give a shit
about it, you give up (Sara, interview, study II). The relationship
between a teacher and a student is crucial for the student’s learning
process. The student seems to have experienced both negative and
positive meetings, which form how she wants a relationship to be.
The findings show essential values for teachers and students in
school, such as: openness, communication, trust, respect, care,
empathy, truth, justice, appreciation, participation, and mutual
learning. These values form a basis for building ethical relationships to
other people. Linder and Breinhild Mortensen (2008) stress that it is
necessary for present and future children and youth to develop their
ability to navigate within different relationships. Social development
takes place in relational networks. The authors argue that in order to
create healthy, competent, and socially skilled children, a positive
interaction with relational competent adults is needed. The findings in
this thesis point out that one way to create this positive interaction
between teachers and students, is to strengthen communication in
relationships. This was highlighted in study I, where a teacher wrote:
‘We managed to persuade one student who experienced the situation
as problematic to attend a meeting together with the student who was
insulting, both the students’ parents, the form teacher, and me as the
subject teacher … They simply got the time in an organized manner to
talk to each other’ (male teacher, study I). This situation, when both
parties speak and listen, Freire (1970) called ‘true dialogue’. Levinas
(1989) claims that this openness to listen and a willingness to speak, is a
condition for real communication. A person has to open oneself to the
Other. Noddings (2002b) helps us to understand the nature of
communication and especially dialogue, by emphasizing that the
dialogue focuses on the other as a person, not just on the topic of the
conversation. Communication is linked to value of others. Ethical
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dimensions in school become visible in communication: in a true
dialogue the needs of the other may be expressed. It is also possible to
reflect on human beings intentions and the effects of actions, which are
closely connected to values and ethical attitude.
In the building of ethical relationships communication is vital, as
we have seen. To be able to create open communication between
parties in an educational setting, findings in this thesis imply the
importance of creating relationships characterized by respect and
appreciation. One lexical definition of the word ‘respect’ is ‘esteem for
or a sense of the worth or excellence of a person, a personal quality or
ability, or something considered as a manifestation of a personal quality
or ability’ (Dictionary, respect, 2007). Participants in study V, mediated
that respect can be shown in relationships between people through
speech, actions, and body language. This can be compared to van
Manen’s concept of ‘tact’ (1991) described as, for example:
x
x
x
x
x

orientation to others
‘touch’ someone (caring interest)
governed by insight while relying on feelings
openness to the child’s experience
improvisation and flexibility.

Van Manen (ibid.) explains that tact can be visible and mediated by
speech, silence, eyes, gestures, atmosphere, and example. The
similarities between van Manen’s theoretical concept of ‘tact’ and the
participants’ views on respect are interesting to note. Though, van
Manen only explores tact as something a teacher does, is it also possible
to consider tact as something valid for other persons as well, for
example students? How would the concept ‘student tact’ look like?
Van Manen (1991) gives insights into what tact can do. It
‘preserves a child’s space, protects what is vulnerable, prevents hurt,
makes whole what is broken, strengthens what is good, enhances what
is unique, and sponsors personal growth and learning’ (p. ix). Van
Manen describes both activities of prevention and promotion of
behaviour and relationships. These thoughts connect respect to
appreciation. Noddings (2002a) explains the constitution of education:
‘Education may be thought of as a constellation of encounters, both
planned and unplanned, that promote growth through the acquisition
of knowledge, skills, understanding, and appreciation’ (p. 283). She
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links academic knowledge and skills to values of personal growth and
appreciation. One lexical definition of ‘appreciation’ is ‘the act of
estimating the qualities of things and giving them the proper value’
(Dictionary, appreciation, 2008). This view of appreciation involves
both reflection and action. It is about noticing and acknowledging
quality, but also expressing that people are valued for who they are.
One teacher in study III reflected after the workshop about every child
and teacher being valued in school: ‘A day like this gives you strength
to go on, it spreads like rings on the water… It was a way of reflecting
on and appreciating the positive things we do’ (female teacher, study
III).
To be appreciative is to have a certain attitude toward life, where
sight is directed toward possibilities, not problems (Linder & Breinhild
Mortensen, 2008). This approach does not deny problems, but does
not focus on them. Research has shown (ibid.) that experiences of
positive interaction make negative feelings fade away. Both teachers’
and students’ repertoires of actions are expanded. Ghaye et al. (2008)
stress that behaviour and language play important roles in relationships.
Persons and artefacts in the world impact each other mutually
(Merleau-Ponty, 1996). Because of this mutual impact, cultures can be
shaped in the form of deficit-based or strength-based (Ghaye et al.,
2008). ‘Deficit phrased questions lead to deficit-based conversations.
These in turn lead to deficit-based actions’ (p. 362). To be appreciative
involves a shift in thinking and action. Building a strength-based
culture implies posing positive questions, leading to enabling dialogue
and hopefully in respectful and creative action.
Values expressed by teachers and students were described in both
positive and negative terms, for example experiences of being treated
with care and problems related to caring (study I, II, and V). Their
different experiences may create an understanding about which
behaviour is unwanted and unaccepted and which behaviour is
preferred. Negative aspects of behaviour can serve as a frame of
reference and background knowledge in the whole understanding of
teacher and student voices. Noddings (2002b) states that caring comes
first when establishing ethical relationships, then follows discussion
about how to treat each other respectfully. Participants’ positive
experiences of being treated with, for example, respect, care, and
appreciation, point out significant factors when building ethical
relationships to others. How can teachers and students work together
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to create more of these positive experiences? Cook-Sather (2006)
claims that respectful relationships are results from a dynamic process
between individuals that ‘must be supported and sustained in
relationship and context’ (p. 375). Both teachers and students can
contribute to a respectful and appreciative climate in school (study V).
Teachers and other adults in school may have a major responsibility to
foster children into becoming upright and caring human beings.
Students have, however, also many chances to affect the culture in
school through positive thinking, fellow-feeling, and respectful actions.
Respect and appreciation may be seen as relationship promotion
(actions before a problem has occurred) and not prevention (reactions
after a problem has occurred). Relationship promotion can be
compared and linked to the concept of ‘health promotion’, which is
well-known in health science (Kostenius, 2008).
A common view in our time is to focus on the individual and
her/his development and improvement. How can thoughts about
being-for-the-world (Lévinas, 1969) and caring about the Other
(Noddings, 1984) contribute to the overall attitude in society? Would
our society and thus school change, if care and appreciation were
central aspects of what it means to be a human being?
Encouraging ethical actions
Through building ethical relationships in schools, ethical actions can be
encouraged. Howard and Korver (2008) describe how actions can be
defined through distinguishing between prudential, legal, or ethical
actions. These dimensions of actions overlap each other. The
prudential dimension ‘pertains to our self-interest’: it includes for
example issues of ‘financial gain’, ‘loyalty to others’, and ‘friendliness’
(p. 35). In these actions pluses and minuses are considered and guide
the decisions of what is the best action to follow. The legal dimension
‘pertains to the law in the prevailing social system’: it includes issues of
prohibition and obligations. The ethical dimension ‘pertains to our
predefined standards of right behaviour’. If an action is ethical it
corresponds to our ‘code of behaviour’ (ibid.), if not, the action is
unethical. This distinction can be compared to the understanding of
ethical situations mediated by teachers and students in study I and II.
Participants described situations which had a deep impact on their
lives. Maybe this can explain the difference between prudential, which
can be described as everyday experiences of decisions, and ethical
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actions. Howard and Korver (2008) claim that imprudential actions
leave simple regret and unethical actions leave persistent feelings of
remorse. This interpretation of actions may imply that teachers and
students expressed unethical actions when describing negative
situations and ethical actions when describing positive situations.
People carry conceptions about what ethical actions signify. These
can be called ‘espoused values’ (Einhorn, 2005; Ghaye & Ghaye,
1998). When people practice values, they are named ‘values in action’
(ibid.). Students in study II expressed situations where espoused values
and values in actions were separated. They did not act according to
their values. We as humans, may occasionally recognize ourselves in
students’ experience. This is a well known problem throughout
history. Already in the period when the Bible was written, the
distinctions between espoused values and values in action were
described. The apostle Paul wrote: ‘For the good that I would I do
not: but the evil which I would not, that I do’ (King James bible, Rom
7:19, 2009). In order to create an appreciative learning community in
schools it is important that students and teachers experience honesty
and truth. There is therefore a need for drawing espoused values and
values in action together, in other words to act according to one’s code
of behaviour.
If people trust each other and acknowledge each others’ actions as
real, opportunities for participation are created. A safe environment is
built, which functions as a basis for improvement. It becomes possible
to raise one’s voice, express visions, and take action: to act innovatively
and entrepreneurially. According to Nutek - the Swedish Agency for
Economic and Regional Growth - entrepreneurship is ‘a dynamic and
social process, where individuals, alone or in cooperation, identify
possibilities and make something with them to turn ideas into practical
and goal oriented activities in social, cultural or economical settings’
(Nutek, 2008). It is interesting to note that entrepreneurship is not
only an innovative process resulting in selling products or services; it is
also closely linked to social and cultural innovation. Participants in this
thesis have begun to explore what change and improvement represents
for them in a school context, when they address issues of collaboration
between school and society. The teacher in study IV, for example,
invited guests into her classroom, in order to learn from each other.
The collaboration also involved cooperation with researchers. To
cooperate with others, courage and involvement may be needed.
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Teachers and students have to trust other people when collaborating. A
researcher has to support, encourage, listen to participants’ voices, and
respond to them in a respectful way (Reed, 2007). Innovation and
entrepreneurial actions in school can be hindered if people in powerful
positions have other goals or misuse their power. It is important for
school leaders, teachers, and students to create a dialogue with each
other. This will hopefully reduce the negative influence of power and
enhance innovation and change, even if participants in an organization
have different views on how to reach change than the management.
When building these ethical relationships between people there are
opportunities for ethical action, which in this case involve acting
according to values and turning vision into reality.
Reflections on findings on a general level
Transferability of findings
The research in this thesis was conducted within a school that has
prioritized work with an integration of ethics into the curriculum.
Which consequences might that have for the findings; are they
representative of Swedish schools or solely local phenomena? In order
to bring findings from a local level to a more general level, they have
been analyzed in comparison to research and theory in the pedagogical
and sometimes organisational field. One difference between the school
in this research and others may be that teachers and students in these
studies have began to put words to experiences in their everyday
school life, which can often be implicit, but highly real – namely, the
ethical dimensions in a learning community. If the same research
would be done in other schools, teachers and students will certainly
express for them important values, without necessary phrasing them in
ethical words. There are, however, limitations in this thesis, in the
meaning that it is not a quantitative study measuring how many or
how common certain experiences were. The aim was not to get an
overall and general picture of the school as a site for ethical practice,
but to encourage a deeper understanding of the phenomenon. I have
strived for a detailed description of how the research was conducted,
expressed in papers (I-V) as well as in the framing story of this thesis.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) stress that this method gives the reader
opportunities to judge if the thesis’ results are transferable.
The findings in this research indicated the importance of striving
for ethical awareness, ethical relationships and ethical actions in school.
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This may seem as something opposed to what the Swedish
Government and Parliament emphasize in their school politics in
recent years, when they stress a focus on learning in subjects and
especially mathematics, science, and technology (Swedish National
Agency for Education, 2009). How can the findings in this thesis be
understood in relation to societal expectations regarding school? One
contribution to school debate is the notion that the different missions a
teacher has cannot be separated too much into ‘ethical mission’ and
‘subject mission’, but have to be integrated, in order to create the best
opportunities for learning new knowledge. Research stresses that
successful integration of ethics into the curriculum will raise results in
an academic sense (e.g. Lickona & Davidson, 2005). The important
aspect here is not to focus on either ethics or subjects, but both. What
will happen in Swedish schools if the Government and Parliament
focus on teaching in subjects and do not explicitly connect these
processes to ethical aspects?
The findings also express the complexity of the school as a site for
ethical practice. In order to explore ethical dimensions in schools, both
in research and practice, Jackson et al. (1993) stress that there are no
value free observations and interpretations. This notion corresponds
well to the view of experience and interpretation in life-world
phenomenology. Classrooms are complex places which do not fit
neatly within a single descriptive framework. ‘Every description that
might issue from such a complex, crowded environment is a selection
from among many that possibly have been given. That selection is
inevitably the result of an act of interpretation on the parts of the
observer regarding what is worth noting and the way it should be
noted’ (Jackson et al., 1993, p. 46). I as a researcher, have undertaken
interpretations and selections based on former and present experiences
of education and research. This has guided my ‘seeing’ and ‘hearing’,
which has both improved my ability to see and hear, and sometimes
inevitably also led to limitations in the same areas. To avoid only one
voice (the researcher’s) being brought forward in research, I have
cooperated with supervisors, colleagues, and participants in order to get
a nuanced picture of the school as a site for ethical practice.
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES AND CHALLENGES –
DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH PROCESS
No man is an island (John Dunne).

In this part of the thesis, learning experiences and challenges which
occurred during the research process will be discussed. When
elucidating and discussing the research process, I return to the
ontological and epistemological assumptions presented in the beginning
of the thesis. Learning experiences and challenges in the research
process include both aspects of individual learning as a PhD student
and shared learning with participants. To explore a researcher’s
individual learning and challenges in a research process does not
involve an egocentric fascination with the role as a researcher. It is
about exploring and explicitly expressing how the individual learning
of a researcher has developed during the research process and
influenced the same (Bradbury-Jones, 2007). The exploration of
learning between a researcher and participants elucidate and
acknowledge that mutual relationships, shared learning, and challenges
between a researcher and participants, are parts of the life-world. The
relationship between researcher and participants is not the only
interaction of importance in a research process. It is also of significance
to explore how theoretical assumptions in a study have affected
research outcomes. Therefore I return to the theoretical basis of the
thesis.
Returning to ‘Relations to the Other’ and ‘Openness ’
When doing research over an extensive period, building relationships is
crucial. Exploring lived experiences in meetings and relationships has
enabled me to a deeper understanding of interactions between people
in a school. The interaction between teachers, students, and myself has
mutually affected our practice. I have had the opportunity to carry out
research in this school area as well as present my research to school
leaders, teachers, and students in the same area. I believe this has led to
a change in thinking and action for me as a PhD student and them as
practitioners. This aspect of research is stressed by Ghaye and Ghaye
(1998) and Schön (1984): if teachers are to benefit from research, they
both have to have access to it and understand it. During the research
process, we have developed our action learning and mutual learning.
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Teachers, students, and I have started to build collective practical
wisdom through our cooperation. Shared reflections on thinking and
actions have informed and influenced successive steps in research and
in teaching. The following quotation from the teacher I worked with
in study IV, illustrates the building of practical wisdom:
When I read your [Ulrika’s] reflections I could see with other eyes
myself as a teacher. I borrowed your glasses … it is a great benefit
that you participate in this student project! I have already learnt a
great deal and I have got much to reflect about! (e-mail
communication to Ulrika from the teacher, study IV).

Returning to ‘Voicing lived experience’
Teachers and students have explored lived experiences of ethical
situations in school (study I and II), teachers reflected on situations
where children and teachers are valued in school (study III), students
and a teacher expressed learning experiences when meeting different
people (study IV), and students reflected on how they do, and do not,
wish to be treated by others (study V). The investigation of lived
experiences in respective studies has created an understanding that
ethical dimensions exist in school and how participants express the
content of such dimensions.
By reflecting on lived experiences, knowledge in the life-world is
acknowledged and appreciated. Based on the results in my thesis, it is
obvious that teachers and students hold empowering forces within
themselves. They express a will to reflect on practice and openness for
change as well as demonstrating practical results of change in their
practice. To appreciate work done breeds feelings of value and pride
among participants, which inspires the desire to move forward in a
shared school community.
Returning to ‘Body and mind entwined’
The research process has highlighted the importance of learning and
expressing oneself through different communicative modes. This has
influenced me as a PhD student to use different methods to grasp lived
experiences. The use of different communicative modes has enabled
participants to express their lived experiences in ways that suited them,
based on the notion that people are different; we learn and
communicate in different ways. This openness in creating empirical
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data may contribute to a deeper and more relevant understanding of a
phenomenon.
For example, participants have expressed learning through feelings
in study IV, when they stressed that life-narratives told by living
persons affected their feelings. I have also experienced emotional
learning when the research process has aroused feelings of, for example,
dejection, confusion, strength, confidence, and courage. Through this
emotional aspect of learning it is clear that body and soul constitute a
unit, something which life-world phenomenology emphasises
(Merleau-Ponty, 1996). The whole body is present in lived
experiences. An excerpt from my research diary puts the finger on
embodied emotional learning, when reflecting on the workshop done
in study III:
I felt warm inside when I saw teachers’ great effort to acknowledge
all children. Good to visualize the positive, their competence, to
make the teachers aware of the valuable work they do (Ulrika’s
research diary, 06-10-31).

Research process as shared learning
My interpretation of the research process with students and teachers is
that it has contributed to reflections by teachers and students on issues
of ethical significance, learning from each other, active participation in
research, and also practical change. This process can be described in
terms of reflective learning (r-learning) developed by Ghaye (2008). One
central process in r-learning is reframing experience. In this research
process, participants, and I have reframed some of our existing
experiences and considered if it is possible to think and act differently.
An example of reframing was in study V, when rephrasing a student
task from ‘This is what I do not want anybody to say or do to me’ into
‘This is what I do want someone to say or do to me’, in order to
explore positive experiences.
One challenge in the research has been to make sure that
participants felt real influence and participation. I have reflected on
how I as a PhD student can facilitate the participatory process and
when it is the right time for giving space for participants’ thoughts and
actions. A reflection from my research diary sheds light on how to face
challenges and how to view possibilities. In study V, students were
invited to reflect on, and analyse their responses concerning how they
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want to be treated. After a lesson the teachers and I talked about
challenges with the task. I later reflected on this aspect when writing
the following in my research diary:
It is a difficult task for them to analyse their texts, but not
impossible! Good that we were many adults in the classroom. As
adults we can help them to ask questions which lead them forward
in their analysis. Important to involve the students. We adults must
invite them to conversations … When they get a chance to sit down
and consider, they also start to find themes/threads. But it is
important not to rush them - you have to wait a little (Ulrika’s
research diary, 07-10-03).

Our reflections on the process in the classroom created shared
knowledge about how we can facilitate students’ process in
forthcoming lessons. This indicates that research and education are
ongoing processes that change all the time, based on the experiences
we do and which people we meet.
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CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS
The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step (Lao Tzu).

Ethical learning community
The findings in this thesis suggest that a school’s mission of integrating
ethics into the curriculum can be viewed as a process of creating and
sustaining an ethical learning community. The research has shown
important prerequisites and factors when creating ethical learning
communities in schools. Ethical learning communities are achieved
through, for example, striving for ethical awareness, building ethical
relationships, and encouraging ethical actions. A community can be
regarded as ‘a group of people who are socially interdependent, who
participate together in discussion and decision making, and who share
certain practices that both define the community and are nurtured by
it’ (Bellah et al., 1996, p. 333).
Haydon (2004) claims that the ethical environment is separated
from the physical environment, a conclusion which could be
questioned. Based on findings in this thesis, an ethical learning
community involves the psycho-social environment of a school as well
as the physical: the basic notions regarding children and learning,
behaviour to each other, teaching, learning and assessment methods,
subject content, and organisation and managing of educational settings.
To determine the quality of an environment Haydon (ibid.) suggests
that the terms ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ can be used. This gives signals
in terms of which kind of psycho-social climate people live in. In study
II, for example, students expressed the need for developing healthy
relationships and in study V they presented examples of being treated
disrespectfully. These examples are related both to health and illhealth
affecting students’ well-being and ability to learn.
An ethical environment is signified by diversity (Haydon, 2004).
This is a significant aspect in an ethical learning community as well. It
is necessary to create dialogue between people in educational settings,
in order to find out what they value in school and build on that. To
encourage diversity can be described as the welcoming of a stranger
(Lévinas, 1969), emphasizing an openness to listen and learn from the
Other. A community is always subject to change in response to
changing circumstances. On the other hand, the change is done in a
way that does not jeopardise the central aspects people in such
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community hold as something important and valuable, for example,
respect, recognition, and encouragement (study V). Haydon (2004)
emphasizes that the ethical environment is always there - it is
impossible to live outside it. However, it could be added that there is a
need to bring forward ethical aspects and make them explicit in school,
as long as there are many implicit ethical aspects in a school. To stress
the importance of building an ethical learning community it is not said
that schools to some extent already possess such community. Teacher
and student voices in this thesis urge for the ongoing development of
an ethical learning community – sustainability. To work with an
ethical learning community means to prepare for the future; to create a
readiness to meet unknown challenges. ‘A sustainable environment will
not be one that is set in stone, incapable of change if change is needed;
so a receptive attitude towards the possibility of change will have to be
present in at least some people’ (Haydon, 2004, p. 123).
My research offers practical implications by encouraging the
expression of aims regarding how to build ethical learning
communities in schools in Sweden and hopefully other countries, and
the strength to put visions into reality. How could the concept ethical
learning community be interpreted in different schools? The suggested
characteristics of an ethical learning community can function as a basis
in improvement work in pre-schools, compulsory schools, upper
secondary schools, and other educational settings such as, teacher
education and higher education in general. Halstead and Taylor (2000)
stress that there are strong empirical indications that development of
teaching and learning methods in a whole school community provide
better results for students’ learning and development, than ‘adopting a
single approach in isolation’ (p. 190). How can the building of an
ethical learning community in school support teachers’ work in
facilitating students’ learning in subjects and also encourage students to
become upright and caring human beings?
In the spirit of appreciation - reflect on which thoughts in this
thesis can be applied in the field of education or research, or both.
Jackson et al. (1993) calls this an open attitude, in contrast to a closed
one, when looking and ruminating on teaching and research. The
open attitude invites further reflection and thinking, the closed
perspective does not. The authors stress the process of reflection and
revision when they write:
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The invitation to continued exploration may at times result in a
discrediting of what was said or written, which may turn out to have
been false and shortsighted or insensitive. But more typically … the
initial statement of document becomes enriched through continued
thought … the process is an evolving one’ (p. 49).

The hope is that the findings in this research will contribute to the
building of knowledge about ethical dimensions in school and open up
reflective conversations about how to interpret teachers’ and students’
experiences in this thesis, thereby influencing both education and
research processes.
Final words
The findings in this thesis indicated that participation, appreciation, and
different communication modes are important aspects in learning
processes. In future research it would be interesting to explore how
these aspects influence educational practice and educational research
more explicitly. Reed (2007) suggests that research may explore
‘achievements and developing theoretical ideas about how and why
some things work, then, can be very useful in taking practice forward’
(p. 182). Research can enable theoretical reflection on complex
phenomena in practice, in order to further understand and develop
both research and practice.
Research, education and improvement represent a shared process,
with shared learning. It is about seeing each others different
competences and strengths, in order to work toward a better school
and future where all parties have the possibility to influence and be the
persons they can possibly be – in other words: the building of an
ethical learning community in schools.
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Att skapa en etisk lärandemiljö i skolan
Studierna i denna avhandling har genomförts i en 7-9 skola i en
kommun norra Sverige. Det övergripande syftet var att undersöka
skolan som etisk praktik. Specifika syften var att synliggöra, skapa
förståelse för och diskutera:
x lärares och elevers levda erfarenheter av etiska situationer i skolan
(Delstudie I och II)
x lärares och elevers gemensamma arbete med att förbättra kvaliteten
i lärandet med hjälp av ett etiskt förhållningssätt (Delstudie III, IV
och V)
x lärares och elevers gemensamma arbete med att skapa ett
uppskattande och positivt klimat i skolan (Delstudie III och V).
Skolan som studierna genomfördes i har deltagit i ett
skolutvecklingsprojekt, Värdefullt, sedan 2006. Grundtanken har varit
att kvaliteten i lärandet förbättras genom att ett etiskt förhållningssätt
praktiseras. Detta involverar både den psykosociala och fysiska miljön i
skolan.
Forskningen är inspirerad av livsvärldsfenomenologi, vilken
representerar en strömning inom den fenomenologiska rörelsen som
härstammar från Edmund Husserls filosofi och är vidareutvecklad av
bland andra Emanuel Lévinas, Maurice Merleau-Ponty och Max van
Manen.
I avhandlingsstudien har totalt 45 lärare och 45 elever deltagit. För
att fånga människors erfarenheter har följande metoder används:
skriven reflektion, intervju, deltagande observation, samt
fotodokumentation.
Genom
empiriska
resultat
under
forskningsprocessens gång inspirerades studien också av deltagande och
uppskattande aktionsforskning (PAAR: participatory and appreciative
action research). PAAR har sina rötter i deltagande aktionsforskning,
där individers och gruppers inflytande i frågor som rör dem betonas.
Den nya komponenten i PAAR är uppskattning, vilket handlar om att
arbeta tillsammans, dela goda erfarenheter och värdesätta varandras
förmågor.
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Avhandlingen består av fem delstudier som har publicerats i
internationella pedagogiska tidskrifter. Nedan följer en presentation av
respektive studie.
I: Omsorgsetik – dilemma eller utmaning i undervisning?
Syftet med denna studie var att undersöka etiska händelser som lärare
varit med om. Analysen resulterade i tre teman: relationer till den
Andre, värdekonflikter och etisk mognad. I det första temat uttryckte
lärare att möten och relationer mellan människor är basen för
undervisning. De uppmärksammar både positiva och negativa händelser
av ansvar, empati, stöd och förtroende. I det andra temat beskriver
lärarna tre steg i konflikter: orsak, innehåll och lösning. Det tredje
temat handlar om professionalitet, flexibilitet, medvetenhet om
handlingar, samt förmåga att lyssna på eleverna.
Den fördjupade förståelsen av resultaten visar att lärarna vill
praktisera omsorgsetik. Lärarna betonar betydelsen av att bekräfta
elever och anpassa undervisning efter deras behov, vilket ibland kan
vara en krävande uppgift när lärare är ansvariga för stora klasser och
elever i behov av stöd. Frågan är då om omsorgsetik kan ses som ett
dilemma eller som en utmaning för utveckling i skolan.
II: Utveckling av en etisk skola genom uppskattning av
praktiken? Elevers levda erfarenheter av etiska händelser i
skolan
Syftet med denna studie var att undersöka etiska händelser som elever
varit med om. De fick samma uppgift som lärarna i delstudie I.
Analysen resulterade i två teman: respons i tal och handling och
maktrelationer. Det första temat handlar om positiva och negativa
erfarenheter av empati, sanning, rättvisa och att bli sedd. Eleverna
beskriver kopplingar mellan bemötande från andra människor och
kvaliteten i lärandet. Det andra temat speglar olika maktrelationer i
skolan, till exempel elevinflytande, lärarmakt och grupptryck.
Den fördjupade förståelsen av resultaten är att hälsosamma
relationer som kännetecknas av empati, omsorg, uppskattning och
öppen kommunikation är viktiga för eleverna. De menade att dessa
relationer förbättrade deras förmåga att lära. De uttryckte även många
negativa etiska händelser, vilket väckte frågor. Är det så att positiva
händelser i skolan inte blir ihågkomna eller finns de inte? Praktiska
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implikationer av denna studie är: hur kan skolan fokusera på positiva
och hälsosamma erfarenheter som en grund för lärande och utveckling?
III: Reflekterande och uppskattande handlingar som stödjer
skapandet av etiska platser och rum
Syftet med denna studie var att synliggöra, förstå och analysera
lärandeprocesser i en workshop med lärare som behandlade etiska
frågor. Temat för denna dag var ”Hur vet vi att barn och lärare
värdesätts i förskola och skola?”. Resultaten visade att lärare praktiserar
olika sätt för att uttrycka värdet hos sina elever. De betonade
betydelsen av att skapa och bibehålla god kontakt med eleverna och
deras föräldrar, samt vikten av att uppskatta och uppmärksamma varje
elev. Resultaten visade också hur lärare lägger märke till att de
värdesätts av sin omgivning: genom positiv respons från kollegor och
barn, samarbete och när de bekräftas och uppmuntras som individer.
Lärarna uttryckte att processer att skapa en etisk skola går långsamt och
att det handlar om att ta ett steg i taget. Reflektion, både individuellt
och i grupp, är för dem ett sätt att påskynda en positiv förändring.
Den fördjupade förståelsen av studien är att lärarnas lärande
handlade om vikten av deltagande, uppskattning och egenmakt
(empowerment), betydelsefulla komponenter i participatory and
appreciative action research, PAAR, (deltagande och uppskattande
aktionsforskning).
IV: Etiskt lärande genom möten med andra
Syftet med denna studie var att synliggöra, förstå och analysera elevers
och lärares lärande i möten med olika personer. Människor med olika
livserfarenheter bjöds in till skolan för att dela med sig av sina
livsberättelser. Analysen resulterade i ett huvudtema: lära av varandra,
med två underteman: lärande av olika sorters kunskap, värderingar och
förmågor genom hela kroppen och uppskattning av varandra och det vi
gör tillsammans.
Den fördjupade förståelsen av resultatet är att det arbete som
läraren och eleverna gör, handlar om etiskt lärande. Deltagarna har
både lärt sig nya kunskaper och utvecklat lärande kring värderingar och
bemötande. När en lärandeprocess på att medvetet sätt
uppmärksammar ett etiskt förhållningssätt till världen kan det benämnas
etiskt lärande.
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V: “Jag vill att människor tror på mig, lyssnar när jag säger
något och kommer ihåg mig”. Hur elever vill bli bemötta
Syftet med denna studie var att synliggöra och analysera elevers röster
om hur de vill och hur de inte vill bli behandlade av andra människor.
Analysen resulterade i fyra teman: strävan efter gemenskap, att bli
accepterad för den man är, sökande efter ärlighet och sanning, samt att
bli uppmärksammad, bekräftad och uppmuntrad.
Den fördjupade förståelsen av resultatet är att eleverna vill bli
respekterade och respektera andra. De tog upp både positiva och
negativa aspekter av respekt – att bli behandlad med respekt, men
också det motsatta: att bli behandlad på ett respektlöst sätt. Resultaten
av studien pekar på att reellt inflytande och uppskattning är nödvändigt
för positiv utveckling och förbättring av skolan.
Vid analysen av resultaten från alla fem delstudier har jag funnit tre
områden som spänner över hela resultatet. Lärares och elevers
erfarenheter av skolan som etisk praktik visar betydelsen av: att sträva
efter etisk medvetenhet, att skapa etiska relationer, samt att uppmuntra till
etiska handlingar. Resultaten i denna studie pekar på att läroplanens mål
att ett etiskt förhållningssätt ska genomsyra skolans alla aktiviteter,
handlar om att skapa och bibehålla en etisk lärandemiljö. Studien
uppmuntrar till utveckling av en etisk lärandemiljö i förskolor,
grundskolor, gymnasier och andra undervisningsområden, som
lärarutbildning och högre utbildning i allmänhet. Forskning, utbildning
och utveckling är en gemensam process med ömsesidigt lärande. Det
handlar om att se varandras kompetenser och styrkor, för att arbeta för
en bättre skola och framtid där alla parter har möjlighet att påverka och
vara de människor de kan tänkas vara, med andra ord: att omsätta
visionen om en etisk lärandemiljö i verkligheten.
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APPENDIX
Interview guide [Translation from Swedish]
x Can you tell me more about the ethical situation you wrote about?
Similar situations?
x Other ethical situations that have came to mind?
x Tell me about a positive experience in school.
Tell me about a negative experience in school.
Why do you think they are positive and negative?
These experiences can deal with persons in different relationships,
between:
student-student
teacher-student
teacher-student-parents
What happened, what did you do, what did other persons do?
What were your thinking and feeling at that time?
x Behaviour in relation to learning, how does behaviour affect your
learning?
x The school is a place where it’s expected that you learn something.
What do you think has helped you in your learning of new things?
What do you think has made it harder for you to learn?
x Student influence
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Ethics of Care
– a dilemma or a challenge in education?
Ulrika Bergmark 1 & Eva Alerby
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ABSTRACT Every day there are a vast number of people within educational systems around

the world. The school can be regarded as a meeting place for both adults and children with
different backgrounds and expectations. A meeting between humans means for example that
we are talking and acting together. Consciously or unconsciously one of the factors that
govern our actions are our values – the morals or ethics one has.
The aim of this paper is to elucidate, interpret and understand ethical situations in a
Swedish secondary school. To develop an understanding of this, teachers were invited to
formulate in writing their reflections on ethical situations in their profession. The
phenomenology of the life-world is the theoretical basis in this study.
During the analysis of the empirical data different themes gradually crystallised, and the
picture of ethical situations in a school that emerged consists of three themes: Relations to the
Other, Conflict of Values and Ethical Maturity. The findings are discussed according to the
philosophies of Emanuel Levinas and Nel Noddings. The comprehensive understanding of the
results is that the teachers are trying to achieve ethics of care. Finally we raise the question if
ethics of care can be considered as a dilemma or a challenge in education.
Key words: ethics, learning, teachers, reflections, care

Introduction
Education may be thought of as a constellation of encounters, both planned and unplanned, that promote
growth through the acquisition of knowledge, skills, understanding, and appreciation (Noddings, 2002a,
p. 283).

Every day there are a vast number of people within educational systems around the world. In
Swedish schools alone there are approximately 1.5 million people. This means that there are
many “constellation of encounters, both planned and unplanned”, to use Noddings term, in
schools every day. The school can be regarded as a place where both adults and children with
different backgrounds and expectations meet and learn together. Due to the meetings, relations
1
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between humans become very important and there are many opportunities to create networks.
A meeting between humans means, for example, that we are talking and acting together, and
this presupposes some kind of interaction (Zackari & Modigh, 2000). Consciously or
unconsciously one of the factors that govern our actions are our values – the morals or ethics
one has. In the meetings our values are shown and some times negotiated.
Ethical situations or considerations are common in school (Colnerud, 1995; Campbell,
2003; Johansson & Johansson, 2000). Campbell (2003) writes: ”The teacher’s conduct, at all
times and in all ways, is a moral matter. For that reason alone, teaching is a profoundly moral
activity” (p. 116). Campbell means that teaching is a moral activity because teachers and
students interact in the school. This community is based on their relations to each other and it
is through these relations that the students learn important values like honesty, respect and
tolerance (Campbell, 2003).
The words ethics and morals are sometimes used as two terms with different meanings.
Ethics is then considered to be the theory of the morals, and morals are demonstrated in our
practical actions (Johansson & Johansson, 2000). According to Colnerud and Granström (2002)
these two terms can also be used synonymously, which is the case in this paper. The word
attitude can be regarded as synonymous with ethics. What attitude do we have to the world
and what is the basis of our actions? This view on ethics can involve reflection on our own
actions and an attempt to analyse which values that are guiding us and how they affect us
(Gren, 1994). Johansson and Johansson (2000) give an example of what role ethical values play
and they also mean that ethical values are connected to encounters between humans:
Ethical values authorize actions and show a direction how to behave to others. They can be
expressed in words or in actions, they can be unreflected or reflected and they are always
intertwined in the individuals’ life world. They exist, negotiate and change in the encounters
between humans (Johansson & Johansson, 2000, p. 14, our translation).

The aim of this paper is to elucidate, interpret and understand ethical situations in a Swedish
secondary school. To develop an understanding of this, teachers were invited to formulate in
writing their reflections on ethical situations in their profession.

The theoretical basis of the study
A life-world approach for studying ethical situations in a school
The phenomenological concept of the life-world is the base of the life-world approach
(Merleau-Ponty, 1996), an approach which should be seen as part of the phenomenological
movement. However, it has its own distinguishing characteristics and therefore we, very briefly,
want to outline some significant features of the life-world approach. We also want to explain
why we think that it can be fruitful, in a study of ethical situations in a school, to use the lifeworld approach.
According to Merleau-Ponty (1996) life-world ontology includes a pluralistic and
integrative view of reality, and the ontological assumptions of the life-world are based on the
fact that reality has many nuances. The world and life affect each other mutually in the sense
that life is always worldly and the world is always what it is for a living being. Reality must be
seen in terms of “both and” instead of “either or”. This applies not only for life and the world,
but also for body and mind, object and subject, outer and inner, physical and mental, self and
other, individual and society, etc. By that, we want to stress that life and the world are
integrated into a unity that cannot be separated. Human beings experience the world from the
world itself, and this world is changeable. The body and the mind are intimately intertwined in
the world of existence (Merleau-Ponty, 1996). The students and teachers are not coming to
the school as “empty sheets” – a Tabula Rasa. Instead, all humans have a stock of experiences,
and when, for example, teachers and students meet in school these experiences have an impact
on their interaction and meetings (Levinas, 1969). Let us exemplify this by taking a railway
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junction as a metaphor for interaction and meetings in school. People in the school are coming
from different directions into a railway junction, they meet and share for a moment lived
experiences with each other and then they continue out from the railway junction, and then
they can go back again and so on. In the life-world there are many meetings and different
relations and it is the same scenario in a school. A school is first of all a place with its particular
content, meaning and value that change over the world, over time and between teachers and
students (Noddings, 1984; Levinas, 1969).
This view of reality leads to methodological consequences. Reality cannot be reduced to
two basic qualities – body and mind – and because of that we have to develop adequate
methods to catch other kinds of qualities we may expect to find. To adopt ready
“methodological recipes” is, quite obviously, not an option. But to do justice to the
complexity of reality a methodological creativity is demanded (Bengtsson, 1999).

The methodological basis of the study
To elucidate, interpret and understand teachers’ reflections on ethical situations in a school the
methodological basis consists of two parts. One part concerns the methods which are used to
collect the empirical data and the other part concerns the methods of analysing the empirical
data.

Data collection
The teachers in the study all teach in different subjects within a compulsory school in a small
town in northern Sweden. A total of 12 teachers and two head teachers took part in the study,
six women and eight men – all together 14 persons. The selection of teachers was made on
certain criteria, such as gender, teaching subject, and years of experience. In order to get an
understanding of the phenomenon it was important to get a picture of the ethical situations as
broadly as possible, therefore we have a variation of teachers participating in the study. The
teachers were informed of the study orally as well as in writing, and participation in the study
was voluntary.
The empirical data was collected through an assignment where the teachers were given the
opportunity to formulate in writing their reflections on ethical situations in their profession.
The writing task could be done at their own chosen place and time.
Writing – a way of visualising reflections
Writing is, according to Dysthe (1993), a much slower process than talking, and during this
process the writer gets the opportunity to reflect. Vygotsky (1978) argues that writing is the
highest form of symbolic thinking, and Applebee (1984) stresses that written words have a
permanence that allows the writer to revise and rethink. The reflections moulded by writing
activities can be “seen” on paper and by that, the reflections are made explicit compared with
verbal speech. Writing turns language into an object of discourse, and reflective writing is,
according to Winter et al (1999), one of many discourses in reflective practice, “… reflective
writing has the voice which presents the thinking of a writer who is exploring, questioning,
and thus – above all – learning” (p. 110).

Analysis of the empirical data
The analysis tried to elucidate, interpret and understand the meaning of the reflections to
which the teachers gave form. According to the analytical procedure, all the written reflections
were analysed repeatedly and thoroughly where qualitative similarities and differences, patterns
and structures were noticed. The patterns and structures noticed were then combined in
different themes, taking the central and common characteristics of the patterns and structures as
the point of departure. These themes, which gradually emerged, consist in turn of internal
variations in the form of different aspects. These aspects reflect the great variety of the teachers’
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reflections on ethical situations in a school within the respective themes and therefore make
each theme what it is. It is therefore, according to Van Manen (1990), the different themes
which make the phenomenon what it is.
During the analysis it is therefore a matter of forming themes of the teachers’ reflections,
but it is essential to stress that this process should not be regarded as being governed by certain
predetermined rules. Instead this process allows the phenomenon to appear precisely as it is, – a
free act of “seeing” according to Van Manen (1990), and not a rule-bound process.

Teachers’ reflections on ethical situations in a school
The picture of ethical situations in a school that appeared to us when we analysed the teachers’
reflections consists of the themes: Relations to the Other 2 , Conflicts of Values and Ethical Maturity.
The interpretation and understanding of these themes are shown below. The themes and the
different aspects in the themes are described separately, but there are no sharp distinctions
between them, and they are also described without any order of precedence. The results will
be seen and discussed according to the philosophies of Nel Noddings and Emanuel Levinas.

Relations to the Other
The teachers’ written reflections often contain situations about meetings and relations, and the
important parts they play in school. Meetings and relations are the underlying base for the
activities in the school. One of the themes that emerged is relations to the Other. Levinas
marks that the “… encounter between self and Other is the time and place of responsibility; it
is a profoundly ethical event” (Todd, 2003, p. 50). This means that our experiences in the
relationships with the Other have an impact on how we treat the Other and that it implies
responsibility for the Other. The empirical data shows a variation of experiences of the
relations to the Other where different expressions, both positive and negative, of responsibility,
empathy, support and trust appear. The theme contains three different aspects: real-life
meetings, behaving to each other and face-to-face communication.
Real-life meetings
In the empirical data we see traces of real-life meetings, which means that teachers and students
are connected to each other. This is quite obvious because both teachers and students bring
their experiences and expectations when they meet in the school. It is impossible to put former
or present experiences of life outside school aside when entering the school and this is why, for
example, social problems have an impact in the school. A teacher reflects on this in the
following:
What is the right way to treat a child whose father drinks too much alcohol? Should you as a teacher
allow the student to sit and do nothing during the lessons and should you not say that it is not ok to be
late for a lesson? Sometimes I have been cross with the student, but then the student started crying and
then I was reminded of the student’s situation at home (male teacher).

This quotation shows that the teacher and the student are connected to each other, their life
worlds overlap and there is potential for a meeting between the two. The teacher in this
example is not arguing according to principles in trying to figure out what is the best thing to
do for this student. Deciding the actions is not a rule-bound process, but it is instead adjusted
to the present situation – the person’s needs and the circumstances in the situation. Meetings
like one described above are common in the teachers’ daily lives in school. We believe that

2
Levinas use the term Other with a capital O to stress that the concern is about a specific person in a relationship
(Levinas, 1969). In this paper the term is therefore used in the same way, and the concerns in the teachers’ written
reflections are mostly about the students.
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these kinds of meetings can be considered as meetings of an ethical nature where the
relationships with the students are in focus.
The teacher describes that the social problems, that appear in the school, affect not only
the relationship between the student and the teacher, but also the student’s learning situation.
Learning about what is stated in the syllabus is the aim in education. A teacher’s task is to,
together with the student, take responsibility for the learning process and that is why the
teacher is trying to make better opportunities for the student’s learning. The teacher is
wondering how to relate to these social problems in this particular case in order to improve the
learning situation for the student. In Noddings’ words this kind of education means “… a
mode of living and learning together, as a way of being in the world” (2003, p. 241).
Discussions about real-life meetings have a connection to Merleau-Ponty (1996) in that the
world and those who live in the world are affecting each other mutually.
Behaving to each other
The teachers in this study stress the importance of how humans behave to each other in the
school. One of the teachers reflects about relations and how to behave to each other:
In the beginning of my time as a teacher I was going to have the first lesson in a class. I opened the door
and the students were rushing in as they were shouting. I have a history of a problem with my hot temper
and of course I got angry and lost control. I started the lesson by really telling off the students. I remember
that I insulted everybody by comparing them to a runaway herd of cattle …. The person who suffered the
most from this situation was – myself. The first impression of me the class got was devastating. I felt that
we never connected with each other during the rest of the year and the first impression of the class I got was
seemed to be firmly cemented. I had immediately destroyed the interpersonal bridge (male teacher).

In the continuation of the story the teacher saw the consequences of the actions. His actions
had a great impact on the relations with the students in a negative way. He therefore felt that it
was very difficult to teach if both parties distrust each other. However the teacher did not stop
at those statements, but tried consciously to change strategy, in rebuilding the “interpersonal
bridge”. This situation can be seen as an example of Levinas (1969) thoughts that teaching is
about learning and ethics.
Face-to-face communication
From the empirical data we can draw the conclusion that, in the relations to the Other, faceto-face communication is important. This communication can take place between teachers and
students, between students and students, between teacher and teachers and between teachers
and parents. In the written reflections successful communication as well as insufficient
communication appear. One of the teachers tell a story about a class where they had problems
with bullying – students were spreading bad comments about classmates – and that resulted in
a negative atmosphere in the classroom. The teacher felt that, under these circumstances, there
were no good conditions for learning. Some action was needed and in this case the teacher
used communication as a means in trying to solve the problems in the classroom. The teacher
expresses it like this: “I explained in a conversation face to face with the bullying students that
the negative atmosphere in the classroom was caused by their behaviour” (male teacher).
The teacher tried to solve the problems by a version of face-to-face communication and
the continuation of the story shows that this action failed to solve the problematic situation.
The bullying continued, but not in an explicit way as negative comments. The victims of the
bullying felt the insults in a more tacit and implicit way, because they still had feeling of being
bullied. The real change as the teacher experienced it came when:
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We managed to persuade one student who experienced the situation as problematic to attend at a meeting
together with the student who was insulting, both the students’ parents, the form teacher and me as the
subject teacher… They simply got the time in an organized manner to talk to each other (male teacher).

In this meeting, both one of the students who was bullying, and one of the students who was
the victim, had the time and place to talk face to face to each other. By that they got an
opportunity to express their own view. To solve the situation it was not enough to have a
conversation between the teacher and the bullying student. There had to be a conversation
between the students in this problematic situation – they had to meet face to face. This type of
deeper face-to-face communication led to a real change in the classroom. When the different
parties met face to face it was easier to understand the Other’s perspective – that this student
had experienced the situation in the classroom in this negative way – and that may here
evoked empathy for the victim’s feelings, because the insults ended. Paulo Freire (1970) calls
this a “true dialogue”, where both parties speak and both parties listen. Levinas means that
openness is a condition for real communication – one has to open oneself to the Other. In this
openness the responsibility for the Other reveals itself (Levinas, 1989) and here the ability to
care can be a helpful way to keep the openness. Noddings (2002b) means that this dialogue
draws the attention to the Other, not just the topic of the conversation. “Dialogue is central to
moral education because it always implies the question, What are you going through?” (p. 17).
In the true dialogue the needs of the Other are brought into the light. In the dialogue we can
also talk about the intentions of our actions and reflect upon the effects of our actions.
Noddings (2002b) states that this “… is our way of being in relation” (p. 19).

Conflict of values
The second theme in the empirical data is conflict of values. The teachers give many examples
of conflict of values or ethical dilemmas in their relations to the Other and they describe the
process of the conflict. The relationship with the Other is not unproblematic and Levinas
(1989) explains it like this:
… [it] is not an idyllic and harmonious relationship of communion, or a sympathy through
which we put ourselves in the other’s place; we recognize the other as resembling us, but
exterior to us; the relationship with the other is a relationship with a Mystery (p. 43).

The theme consists of three aspects: causes of a conflict, contents of a conflict and solutions of
a conflict.
Causes of a conflict
The teachers reflect upon many different causes of conflicts. One cause is priorities. The
teachers care about their students’ learning and well-being and often they feel that, because of
this, end up in a conflict. They ask questions like: who shall I prioritise? If many students have
the same needs and I as a teacher am not able to fulfil the needs of all my students, what shall I
do? One teacher describes a situation like this:
A big problem in the school today is that every student shall be seen and noticed and that the teacher takes
into account every student’s needs. Large classes and socially demanding students, puts an unreasonable
pressure on the teacher. The teachers have to prioritise in coping with work and who shall we then
prioritise? All students just a little bit? Put most resources on weaker students? Just commit oneself to the
students who show that they want something? (male teacher).

This teacher’s voice expresses a frustration in the teaching practice. Because of the care of their
students the teacher does not know how to handle the situation in an ethical way – there are
no easy solutions. Noddings (1984) expresses the problems with caring this way:
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… conflict may arise between the perceived need of the one person and the desire of another;
between what the cared-for wants and what we see as his best interest. … Sometimes, the
conflict cannot be resolved and must simply be lived (p. 55).

Another cause of conflicts is behaviours. The teachers give examples of abuse of trust,
disrespect, insults and irresponsibility, which can lead to a poor learning atmosphere and a
conflict. A teacher describes a situation where a student repeatedly has rejected doing an
assignment and taking responsibility for his learning. This situation contains different kinds of
behaviours, both from the teacher and the student, which are causing the conflict. The teacher
sees that this student is not involved in the learning process but still tries to give a second
chance. The student does not accept the offer from the teacher. Despite several invitations to
take part in the activities in the classroom, the student chooses not to read the book and
present a report. The teacher lets the student take the consequences of his actions, by not
letting him into the classroom. The escalation of this story is shown in the teacher’s words, and
there at the doorway the conflict leads to the action of barring the student.
Contents of a conflict
Contents of a conflict can be described as a competition between different values, for example
justice, personal integrity, trust and power. In the empirical data we have found conflicts on
different levels. There are situations where a teacher’s personal and/or professional values are
opposed to a student’s values and situations where a teacher’s or a student’s values are opposed
to economic or organisational values.
Some of the teachers reflect upon how justice is working and they express the belief that
many of the conflicts in a school are, in one way or another, related to justice. There are three
principles of justice: the principal of need, everybody gets what he or she is in need of, the
principal of equality, everybody gets the same, and the principal of qualification, the one who is
most qualified gets the most (Colnerud, 1995; Johansson & Johansson, 2003). Justice can be
defined in different ways if we see it in the light of these principles. According to which
principle of justice we are holding, several students are entitled to a just treatment. But in a
conflict of values there are no exact answers to whom is in most need and here is where both
care and priorities are at stake. Different ways of viewing justice are highlighted in the
following example:
I and my colleague had picked four boys [from the class] that we spend the day together with. These four
boys feel lonely in the class and two of them really feel bad because of the current atmosphere. We did not
want the boys to feel nervous or accused so when we informed them of the reason why they would go to
town with us and have some fun we modified the truth a bit. We said that it was because they had
behaved exemplarily for one and a half years and that is why they deserved it. We had a very nice day
and the boys “spoke out frankly” about their loneliness. Everything was peace and joy, you can believe.
No, of course this had spread to the rest of the class and an upset mother [another boy’s parent] called me
during the day. What were we really doing in school? She had not expected that from me. After a long
conversation she understood how we were reasoning, but it was not obvious. Her thinking of justice was
very deeply rooted. … Her boy had indeed pulled himself together and what encouragement did he get for
that? (female teacher).

Here we see an example of a conflict of justice – the different principles of justice are in
competition. The teachers in this case express the principle of need as the reason for the trip to
town, but to hide this they tell a white lie and base the reason for the trip on the principle of
qualification instead. When the teachers talk to the boys it seems to be easier to say that this
trip is a reward, rather than an attempt to remedy the boys’ loneliness. The teacher gets at the
end of the day a phone call from a mother to another boy in the class, and she believes that her
son should also have the right to go to town as the other boys. At that time the teacher is
caught up in the crossfire between the principle of need and the principle of equality. Both
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parties in the conflict feel that they have reasons for their standpoint. This is an example of a
conflict when the content is an issue of justice.
Conflicts of justice are also shown on the level of teachers’ and/or students’ values against
economic or organisational values. One of the head teachers describes a struggle between
values of economics and a students’ well being:
A student with a handicap has lived since for a time in another school area and is therefore not entitled to
go by school bus. The municipality has rejected the mother’s request and refers to the nearest school. The
school team for students’ health felt, like the mother, that it was best for the student in this case to
continue the schooling in our school and in this autumn we wrote a request [to the municipality] to
reconsider their decision. A new decision from the municipality allowed the student to go by school bus. A
while after that a medical doctor recommended adjusted schooling for the student because of the handicap
(shorter school days in order to cope with the situation). … Then the instructions from the municipality
came and they said that the school bussing must be coordinated in order to keep the expenses down.
Checking with the school bussing team it was impossible to coordinate the school bus in order to keep the
expenses down, that the school day was of just the right length and at the same time providing for the
students teaching needs (male head teacher).

In this situation we see another example of problems that can appear in a relationship to the
Other. It is not easy for the head teacher or the other teachers to decide what to do when the
student’s particular needs and the economic and organisational values are opposed to their
convictions and wished-for actions. In this case there is little room for the teachers’ action,
because the municipality has the legal power to decide despite the school’s caring wish. Caring
and legislation are not cooperating in this case.
Solutions of a conflict
We have now come to the third aspect of a conflict: the solution. We can at least say that some
of the teachers’ examples show solutions and some are still remaining as dilemmas. We also
want to stress that a solution does not need not have a happy ending; there can also be an
ending with the feeling: “Did I do the right thing?”. In the empirical data we have seen
solutions that can be described as status quo, no particular solution, happy endings, solutions that
really mean a solution and uncertainty, ending with questioning as the solution.
One teacher describes a situation where a student is not taking responsibility for his or her
learning. Despite repeated requests from the teacher to come back into the classroom the
student refuses and stays in the corridor lying on a sofa. The teacher and the student start to
argue, but they never meet in their conversation, so the teacher leaves the student and walks
back into the classroom. After the lesson the teacher wrote a report of the situation and talked
to the form teacher and that teacher talked with the parents in a private conversation. Since
then nothing has happened – a state of status quo you can say. The problems with the student
have neither increased nor vanished.
Another situation elucidates another type of ending: a happy ending, when the teacher
writes this:
A student in the 7th grade had big problems with getting good results in tests during ordinary lesson time
together with the whole class. I tried really quickly to let the student work individually with tests outside
ordinary lesson time. The results became immediately better. In order to avoid the classmates feeling that
the student was having special treatment, the student did test-like tasks together with the other classmates
at ordinary lesson time. This course of action made the student more relaxed and after a while the student
was in no need of special arrangements (female teacher).

The teacher in this example is aware of the needs of this particular student and she is also aware
of the fact that there can be a conflict of different values about the nature of justice. The
teacher is not satisfied with the situation where a student is not producing good test results
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because of what we can assume is test-related anxiety. That teacher’s ethical standpoint is
therefore to make a change for the student in need. In caring for that student’s personal
integrity the teacher arranges the tests in a way that will minimize the student’s exposure to the
other students in the class. Finally we also can see that, in this case this special arrangements
lead to a happy ending. van Manen describes an educator’s work like this, a description which
has connections to the above teacher-student example:
A tactful pedagogy, therefore, tries to prevent the circumstances and factors that make an
experience injurious and hurtful to children. This means, however, when an educator poses
challenges and creates learning tasks for children, he or she has to have an understanding of the
meaning of anxiety… Some forms of anxiety (such as those created by tests) are stimulating
and challenging for certain students, while the same sources of anxiety can paralyze other
students into poor performance and even physical distress (Van Manen, 1991, p. 194-195).

Another ending of a conflict is a feeling of uncertainty whether the action taken was the right
way to do in the conflict. A teacher describes a situation, presented above, where a student has
repeatedly rejected doing an assignment and taking responsibility for his learning. The situation
ends when the teacher stops the student at the doorway and do not let him into the classroom
because of his behaviour. In the teacher’s reflections on the story, she writes: “So it happened.
Right or wrong?”. Here we see the uncertainty and that the teacher is reflecting afterwards on
the event and on her own actions. This is how this story ends – it leaves us with a question
mark.

Ethical maturity
The third theme we have found we call ethical maturity. The theme is about professionalism
and consists of two aspects: the contradiction between private and professional, and being a
professional teacher. The teachers are considering ethical issues every day in their relations to
the Other. Some of the teachers are asking themselves what professionalism really means. They
wonder about the difference between the teacher as a private person and as a professional. The
teachers’ written reflections also express the belief that a teacher has to have many skills in
order to be a professional teacher.
The contradiction between private and professional
One teacher reflects on the contradiction between private and professional. A student in this
teacher’s class had social problems that affected the learning situation. In a conversation with
the student, the parents and the teacher, the causes of the problems are shown and a week after
the conversation the mother calls the teacher on the phone. She explains the history of the
family and their problems. At that moment the teacher felt that he was a support for a parent in
crisis and that is where the dilemma is showing. The question for the teacher is where to draw
the line between “good contact with the homes” and “amateur social worker/counsellor”. He
describes two extremes, of response:
I am just a teacher and have no interest in your personal relationships in, or outside the family, just make
sure that your children comes to school, bring their stuff and do the things they should … I will be here for
you and help you according to my ability (male teacher).

The first standpoint may be harsh and insensitive, but it says in a clear way what a teacher’s
work tasks mean. The other standpoint may be human and caring, but this teacher sees
problems with this view when it comes to time, involvement and whether it really helps the
family if the teacher acts as a social worker without formal competence. The teacher argues
that some thing in the middle would be a better solution to this and this is where the
professionalism of the teacher is shown. A teacher has to hold on to the tasks of work, but also
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show the students sympathy and warmth, without trying to solve their problems, rather leaving
them to the professionals – social workers and therapists.
Being a professional teacher
Another teacher gives an example of a situation which was hard to respond to in a professional
way: “Tobias thinks you have sexy breasts.” I responded to him in the classical way: “What did
you say?“ The student then repeats the same phrase even louder and more distinct” (female
teacher). The teacher expresses in the written reflections that she was paralysed and did
nothing in this situation. In her role as a teacher she felt that it was hard to respond to this kind
of comment in an appropriate way. If this would have happened to her in a private situation
she would have said something sarcastic that would have insulted the person who maid the
comment. But then she says: “You cannot use that tactic as a teacher”. Here we see that this
teacher is trying to be a professional teacher and act as a model for the students. She wants to
separate her private person from the professional teacher role, in order to act professionally.
In the ethical dilemmas or ethical considerations that teachers express, there is a need for
flexibility, consciousness, reflection on actions, an ability to listen to the students’ needs and
learning by their own mistakes. A teacher expresses her intentions to be an ethically mature
teacher, as we interpret it, like this:
What ever you do and how you think, what theory you base your pedagogy on, things can go wrong. The
important thing is however that you know why you made some decisions and that you can defend them,
and also have a humble attitude when things go wrong (female teacher).

This teacher is showing an example of consciousness and reflection, which Noddings (2002b)
describes in the following terms: “… ethical caring requires reflection and self-understanding.
We need to understand our own capacities and how we are likely to react in various
situations” (p. 15). We return for a moment to the empirical example where a teacher was
angry with his students in the first lesson and the interpersonal bridge was destroyed. The
following quotation shows the teacher’s reflections after the situation described in the
classroom:
But as you know, from mistakes you learn one or many things. For many years my policy is to let the
first meeting with a new class be a positive meeting. It feels nowadays extremely important to quickly
create a positive attitude to me as the teacher, the subject and the teaching (male teacher).

The teacher’s voice really stresses the importance of a teacher’s own learning process and that it
is an important teacher skill to be able to learn from mistakes and strive to behave ethically in
the interaction with the students. In this example we can see a clear connection between
ethical behaviour and the possibility to learn. We believe that Levinas (1969) thoughts that the
relationship between me and the Other is asymmetric and that means that I am responsible for
the Other have a connection to above teacher example. The teacher in his role must be
responsible for the situation and the students’ well-being and learning – that means, trying to
be a professional teacher.
In order to be an ethically mature teacher one has to be faithful to one’s values and never
give up hope that there can be an ethical way to treat our fellow-beings in order to help them
to grow and develop in life. This belief is expressed by the teacher who arranged special
solutions for a student: “If I had not tried this method I would have felt that I let the student
down and according to that not behaving ethically [to the student]” (female teacher).

Comprehensive understanding – Ethics of Care

Our comprehensive understanding of the results of these written reflections about ethical
situations in a school is that the teachers are describing what we mean by achieving ethics of
care.
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The teachers stress the importance of seeing their students and adjusting to their different
needs. This is the teachers’ ethical ground and starting point for the interaction between them
and the students. One of the teachers writes the following:
An all-embracing goal for my teaching is that all students should feel that they can manage in school and
that they never should feel discouraged. You can never give too much positive feed back. … All students
should have an opportunity to leave the school with their heads held high and their backs straight (female
teacher).

The teacher in this quotation is determined to see the teaching and learning from the students’
perspective, an example of trying to achieve ethics of care. Teaching is not only about
mediating knowledge about a certain subject. In the Curriculum for the Swedish Compulsory
School System, the Preschool Class and the Leisure-time Centre (Swedish Parliament and
Government, 1994) the teacher’s mission centres on two things: teaching about subjects and
caring about the child’s upbringing – it is about how learning and ethics can interplay in the
school. We can see this in Nodding’ writing as well: “…students should be encouraged to
work together, to help one other – not just to improve academic performance, but to gain
competence in caring” (2002a, p. 20). Or to use Todds (2003) and Levinas (1969) words –
teaching is about learning and ethics. Noddings (1984) means that all humans have an ability to
show care of another and because of that we have a moral obligation to use this ability to see
the needs of the Other and to meet these needs. The ethics of care is relational and situated
(Noddings, 1984). Our actions are not based on reasoning and principles, but it is “… feeling
with, and for, the other that motivates us in natural caring” (Noddings, 2002b, p. 14). Care is a
reciprocal act, and Noddings (1984, 2002b) talks about a relationship between the cared-for
and the one-caring and that people can learn to both give and receive care. In this relationship
between the one-caring and the cared-for, the carer has to discover the Others’ needs and
respond to them in an appropriate way. The act of care is only received when the Other
accepts the act. Noddings (1995) describes the task for the one-caring like this:
I have to respond to the cared-for who addresses me in a special way and asks me for
something concrete and, perhaps, even unique. Thus what I as a carer do for one person may
not satisfy another. I take my cues not from a stable principle but from the living other whom
I encounter (p. 188).

In order to achieve ethics of care in education the teacher (the one-caring) must listen to the
students’ voices (the cared-for), because the act of care is not completed until the cared-for has
received the care. It is in the real-life meetings in the school that the teacher encounters the
Other and has an opportunity to meet the needs of the Other and thereby show his or her
ethical maturity. Even if the relationship to the Other is asymmetric, and the teacher is the
most responsible person in the relationship, the student must also take responsibility for actions
in the relation and it is their responsibility to communicate their needs to the teacher (Levinas,
1969; Noddings, 2005). Noddings (2005) writes about this mutual responsibility: “As
recipients of care, they [the student] must respond to their teachers’ efforts… One of the
greatest tasks of teachers is to help students learn how to be recipients of care” (p. 107-108).

Discussion
As we have stressed above there are many meetings and different relations in the life-world.
According to Merleau-Ponty (1996) body and mind are intertwined in the life-world, which
in turn affect meetings between humans. If we only view the Other as a body, an object, there
is no chance of a real-life meeting, nor occur a real-life meeting if we view the Other as only a
mind. To really achieve ethics of care we have to view and meet each other as whole humans.
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Ethics of care is often associated with female care, but Noddings (2002b) argues that it
does not have to be that way. “Whether or not the tendency to care is an essentially female
characteristic is an open question, of course, but the hope of moral educators is that both sexes
can learn to care” (p. 19). Our results in this study indicate that both men and women are
capable of caring for the Other. We have not seen less interest and intention to care for the
students’ well-being and learning from the male teachers in the empirical data of this study.
The teachers in the study are trying to achieve ethics of care and we have seen in the
empirical data that due to this, the teachers often are caught up in conflicts and dilemmas. Is it
therefore naïve to believe that practicing ethics of care is realistic in the schools today?
Noddings has met with critical voices which question the possibilities of the practice of ethics
of care in the schools (Colnerud, 2006). As we have seen in our empirical data, teachers are
often caught up in dilemmas between care and justice in relations to the Other. Despite of
that, can ethics of care still be a starting point and goal for the activities in school and a help in
trying to develop the school further? Some mean that ethics of care follow on where justice
ends and that implies that we need ethics of care in combination with ethics of justice
(Colnerud, 2006). We believe that this can be a fruitful way forward for schools today, but we
need to stress that everything starts with care for the Other and this gives direction for our
actions. If we have ethics of justice as base, there might be a chance that we lose our focus on
the care for the Other, in our striving to see that justice is done. Noddings (2002a) is aware of
the problems that ethics of care can give, but despite this she seems confident that this is the
right approach.
The best we can do is to care directly for those who address us – those we actually encounter
(notice that this include strangers) – and indirectly for others by working to establish social
conditions in which care can flourish. We have to work toward a world in which “it is
possible to be good” – one in which carers are enabled to care without sacrificing their own
lives and in which caring goes beyond politically correct rhetoric (p. 48).

Ethics of care can sometimes be hard to practice, which also van Manen (1991) emphasise. It
can involve extensive involvement from the teachers, but in our struggle for a more ethical and
caring school we cannot afford to let the teachers burn out totally. All have to learn to care-for
and to be cared-for; caring is a reciprocal act. That means that a teacher is both a person who is
one-caring and also a person who is cared-for. Here we once again see that ethics of care are
relational and it has high hopes of both teachers’ and students’ ability to care for each other
and, in that way, create an ethical school.
As we interpret Levinas, ethics of care can be seen as learning from the Other. If a teacher
is caring for her students it means a responsibility for the Other. This also means an openness
to the Other’s abilities and a will to be a part of the relationship and also be a learner. It is not
only the student who is learning something in a learning encounter. In the following Levinas
(1969) describes his view of learning and education:
It is therefore to receive from the Other beyond the capacity of the I … this also means: to be
taught. The relation with the Other, or Conversation is ... an ethical relation…this
conversation is a teaching [enseignement]. Teaching is not reducible to maieutics; it comes
from the exterior and brings me more than I contain (p. 51).

In the light of Levinas’ words we want to stress that, in an ethical relationship with the Other,
there has to be an openness to the Other. This conviction can lead to curiosity and a will to
learn from the Other.
Ethics of care – is it a dilemma or a challenge in education? If we see ethics of care as only
a dilemma, teachers might be caught up in constant conflicts, with frustration as a result. If we
let ethics of care be a challenge we have to have both ethical maturity and courage and
12

involvement. Ethics of care seen as a challenge is maybe not the easiest way forward, but
sometimes the hardest way is also the most creative and encouraging.
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In meetings between people in school our values are shown through, for example,
our actions, our speech and body language. These meetings can be regarded as
ethical situations, which can arouse strong emotional reactions that ordinary,
everyday situations usually do not do. The aim of this paper is to illuminate,
interpret and discuss students’ lived experiences of ethical situations in their
school. The participants in the study were students in a Swedish secondary school,
and the empirical data consisted of written reflections and interviews. The study
is based on the lived experiences of students. The analysis of the empirical data
resulted in two themes: response in speech and action, and power relations.
The comprehensive understanding of the results is that healthy relationships play
an important ethical role in the school. Finally, we discuss how ways of listening
to students’ voices and appreciating practice can develop an ethical school.
Keywords: appreciation; empathy; justice; life-world; power; responsiveness; truth

Introduction
Everybody in the class had got a task to write. We were also supposed to orally present
in front of the class what we had written. There is a boy in the class who does not have any
self-confidence at all, and when it was his turn to make his presentation, I really saw how
nervous he got. He started to squirm and he looked up at the ceiling, at the floor and shyly at
the class. The teacher asked the boy to start, but he said nothing. The teacher started to ask
some easy questions in order to get the boy to talk. He answered concisely and then looked
down at the paper he had written. The teacher continued to ask [questions], but the boy
stopped answering. When I looked a little closer at him, it looked like he was going to start
to cry. I felt so sorry for him. The teacher continued to ask questions, but got no answer.
The teacher stopped. It went quiet in the class, after a while the boy insecurely started his
presentation. I thought it was wrong of the teacher. If you are so insecure that you nearly start
to cry when you should do your presentation, I think that you should have the opportunity to
do your presentation in front of a smaller group. Maybe a group with five persons, not the
whole class. (Jenny, written reflection)

The above story is from Jenny, one of the school students in the present study, and it gives
a description of her lived experience of what she regards as an ethical situation in her
school. In this description many people are involved, but the main characters are the
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student in question and the teacher. According to Jenny’s experiences, the teacher is
acting ‘unethically’, even though that was probably not the intention of the teacher.
Noddings (2005) notes that teachers often try hard to care for their students, but
sometimes the students cannot receive the care in a way which completes the caring
relationship. Whether students and teachers really are able to connect or not, ethical
situations and considerations are common in schools (Starratt 1994; Colnerud 1995;
Campbell 2003; Johansson and Johansson 2003; Bergmark and Alerby 2006).
The aim of this paper is to illuminate, interpret and discuss students’ lived experiences
of ethical situations in their school. How, then, do we understand ethics and ethical
situations? We state, in accordance with Levinas (1969), that ethics is an implicit relation,
inherent in every human interaction. This relationship is based on a deeply rooted
responsibility for the Other. Levinas uses the term Other (with capital ‘O’) and stresses that
the concern is about a specific embodied person in a relationship (Levinas 1969). This does
not imply that the person has certain specifications, and for Levinas, the Other cannot
fully be known. In this paper, the term is used in the same way. The Other person’s face
makes me responsible for this person, which means that I have to offer him or her my help
(Levinas 1993). This has a close connection with Noddings (2002), when she stresses that
ethics is relational and about a natural caring for the Other. She also emphasises that
ethics is situated, which means that actions are not motivated by reasons and principles,
instead by the needs of, and responsibility for, the Other. Making a school ethical is
accordingly not just a matter of coming up with better principles based on, for instance,
formal rules and instructions. Instead, we stress the importance of humans meeting in
educational settings. This view has implications for the pedagogical situation in the
classroom. If real learning is to take place, there has to be a real meeting with the Other
(Holmgren 2006), which, in this case, means a meeting between students and teachers.
In this relationship, Levinas (1969) stresses the importance of openness to learning from
the Other. This understanding of ethics leads us to focus on ethical relationships between
teachers and students. While ethics is embedded in practice, we believe that analysing
ethical situations in school can provide understanding of the connection between ethics
and learning.
In meetings between people our values are shown through, for instance, our actions,
our speech and our body language. In all these meetings there are many situations where
we can meet in shared values, but there are also meetings and situations when our values
clash. We can have different experiences of, for instance, behaviours, both positive and
negative. We believe, in accordance with Starratt (1994), that in ethical situations our
values are shown. This is a quite wide understanding of ethical situations; they can
therefore sometimes be hard to separate from ordinary everyday situations, but according
to our understanding, ethical situations arouse deeper emotional reactions that ordinary
everyday situations usually do not do.
One can analyse ethical situations in a school from different perspectives, for example,
from a teacher perspective (Colnerud 1995; Campbell 2003; Bergmark and Alerby 2006)
and also from the student perspective (Johansson 1999; Lesnick 2006; Öhman 2006).
Research in Sweden about ethical issues in school from a child perspective is often about
pre-school children and the lower grades in compulsory schooling (Johansson 1999;
Öhman 2006). We assume that this is due to the fact that education in the higher grades
traditionally focuses on learning in different subjects, with greater focuses on examinations
and grades. Therefore, there is a risk that the ethical perspective can be somewhat
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neglected, even though the compulsory school in Sweden has a mission to provide
education where an ethical perspective pervades all relationships and activities (Ministry of
Education 1994). Hence there is a need to further investigate ethical situations in school
from the older students’ perspective, as, for example, Van Manen (1991) emphasizes.
Article No. 12 in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC 1989) stresses
the importance and obligation of taking a child perspective and, in this case, taking a
student perspective. Within the Swedish school system, the text of the schools’
management documents, for example, the most recent curricula, Lpo94 and Lpfö98,
emphasize the importance of taking students’ experiences as a starting-point in educational
situations (Ministry of Education 1994, 1998). This is also stressed by educational
legislation and municipal school planning documents (SFS 1995, 63; Municipality
Development Plan 2005). But how can we take a child perspective? Or more precisely,
how can the school deal with a child perspective, or a student perspective? A start can be
to really listen to students’ voices when they express their views, which are, in the context
of this paper, their reflections on ethical situations in their school.

The methodological basis
The methodological basis of this study consists of two parts. The first concerns the
methods used to obtain the lived experiences of ethical situations, which in this study
consist of written reflections produced by the students and follow-up interviews with some
students. The second concerns the methods of analysis of the empirical data.

How to grasp lived experiences
The study is based on the lived experiences of students, which means their everyday
experiences in their school. Lived experiences emerge, in turn, always in the life-world.
The concept of the life-world is an approach which should be seen as part of the
phenomenological movement (e.g., Merleau-Ponty 1996; Bengtsson 1991); however,
the ontological suppositions of the life-world are based on the statement that reality is
multi-nuanced, and that we as human beings experience the world through the world itself,
a world which is changeable. Expressed another way, it is the life-world that constitutes
the basis of our lives. It is our everyday world, which we take for granted, and where we
live our lives. In connection with these statements, we stress that the body and the mind are
intimately intertwined in the world of existence, but also that existence and essence are
kept together, so to speak, in order to do justice to reality. Every study must, according
to Van Manen (1990), begin in lived experience. In order to obtain a deeper meaning of
the lived experiences phenomenological research begins in situations where humans are
naturally engaged in their life-worlds. Researching lived experience involves reflection,
and phenomenological research is, according to Van Manen (1990), retrospective and
recollective.
In this study, we used different methods in order to attempt to grasp the students’ lived
experience. One way was to use written reflections. Reflection can be done, for instance,
before, during and after a situation or a process (Ghaye and Ghaye 1998), and
through written reflection a writer has an opportunity to stand back, revise and rethink
(Appelbee 1984). Writing is, as Dysthe (1993) notes, a much slower process than talking,
and during this process, the writer has the opportunity to reflect. This creative process of
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questioning oneself and what goes on in school, for example, can lead to individual
learning for the writer and to changes in school (Starratt 1994; Ghaye and Ghaye 1998).

Data collection
The empirical data were created during ordinary school activities. The students in the
study all attended the same secondary school, and ninth-grade class, in a small town in
northern Sweden. A total of 12 students took part in the study, all 15 years old, seven girls
and five boys. The students and their parents were informed of the study orally as well as
in writing, and participation in the study was voluntary. When presenting the students’
voices here, we use fictive names.
The writing task was administered in a classroom assignment, performed during a
regular 60-minute lesson. The students were given the written instruction: ‘Write about an
ethical or a moral situation you have experienced as a student in this school.’ Both the
words ‘ethics’ and ‘morals’ were used in the instruction because we assumed that,
if both the more academic word ‘ethics’ and the more everyday word ‘morals’ were used,
it would be easier for the students to understand the task at hand. The two terms ‘ethics’
and ‘morals’ can also, according to Colnerud and Granström (2002), be used
synonymously.
During the writing task, the students were offered a blank sheet of A4 paper and a
pencil, and to avoid the students influencing each other when writing their reflections they
were spread out in the classroom. It is essential to emphasise that students were told that it
was not important how skilful they were in writing and spelling. Instead the essential issue
was to visualise one’s lived experience by writing down reflections on ethical situations in
the school. The students wrote their reflections in Swedish, and their texts were then
translated into English by us.
As preparation for the writing task, the class teacher was informed of the task and she
informed the students about their writing and also talked about ethical situations. At this
time, we felt it would be a good idea if one of us introduced the task and initiated a
conversation of what an ethical situation might be. Ulrika attended a lesson earlier in the
same week as the students were to write. A conversation was held about the topic and the
students expressed some thoughts about ethical situations. There can be a risk of
influencing the students by initiating examples of ethical situations; in spite of that, we
assumed, however, that it was important to give the students the opportunity to reflect on
the task before writing.
After reading the students’ written reflections, we decided to do follow-up interviews,
the reason being to obtain a deeper understanding of their lived experience of ethical
situations and to enable the students to tell us even more about the situations. A total of
four students, two girls and two boys, were interviewed. It was both an opportunistic and
a strategic sample. The length of the interviews was about 30 minutes each, and the
interviews were tape recorded and transcribed word for word.

Analysis of students’ lived experiences
The purpose of the analysis was to understand the meaning of the students’ reflections on
their lived experiences. First, all the written reflections were analysed and qualitative
similarities and differences noted. Secondly, the transcriptions of the interviews were
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analysed in the same way. The results from both the written reflections and the interviews
were compared and analysed together, in order to examine similarities and differences.
This analysis ended with different patterns and structures, which were the bases for the
themes – considered as capturing the phenomenon that our research was attempting to
address. The process of examining themes is, as Van Manen (1990) writes, a process of
discovery and invention; he also emphasises that themes are ‘like knots in the webs of our
experiences, around which certain lived experiences are spun and thus lived through as
meaningful wholes’ (1990, 90).
It is important to emphasise that the process of analysis, in accordance with the
philosophy of the life-world, should not be regarded as being governed by certain
predetermined rules. Instead, this process should, according to Van Manen (1990), allow
the phenomenon to appear precisely as it is. The process of analysis is therefore not to be
regarded as a rule-bound process, but to use Van Manen’s own words, a free act of
‘seeing’.
In order to make the analysis of the empirical data more valid, and with the issue of
intersubjectivity in mind, we gave the same data sets to two teachers not involved in the
study. The instructions we gave them were: read through the written reflections and the
interviews and try to find some themes or main features. After their reading, we had a
conversation where they told us their interpretation of the data in comparison to our own.
We found that, in general, we had made the same interpretations.

What did we find? Students’ lived experience of ethical situations in school
In the empirical data the students showed awareness of situations where they express
feelings of right and wrong. The students have ‘ethical compasses’ inside themselves, it
could be said, to guide their talk and actions, which Lesnick (2006) also found in her
research. Worth noting, however, is that even if they have ethical compasses as help in
difficult decisions, they often believed it was hard to make the right decisions. The students
reflected on both positive and negative experiences within the ethical situations – in other
words, on both ethical and unethical experiences.
During the analysis of the written reflections and the interviews, two themes emerged:
Response in speech and action and Power relations. These two themes with their different
aspects reflect the great variety of the students’ lived experience of ethical situations in
school. In connection with this, we stress that these two themes and the associated aspects
cannot be regarded as independent and self-contained categories that are qualitatively
separate, rather there are connections and links within and between the different themes.
The interpretation and understanding of these themes and associated aspects are described
here without any order of precedence.

Response in speech and action
The word ‘response’ derives from the Latin word respondere, ‘to answer’, and that reflects
the responding and relational function of the word (Wiktionary 2006). Response
is closely knitted to responsibility. Here we mean, together with Levinas (1969) and
Noddings (1984), that responsibility in a relationship, for example, that between teacher
and student, involves an ability to respond to and to meet the other with respect and
understanding.
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The students described both positive and negative experiences of responses between
students and between students and teachers. The responses in the relationships can take the
form of both speech and actions and they express different values. In Jenny’s story at the
beginning of this paper we have the following examples: ‘The teacher started to ask some
easy questions’ (speech), and ‘He started to squirm and he looked up at the ceiling, at the
floor and shyly at the class’ (action). As Dewey (1991) notes, responses from teachers play
an important role in a school. He underlines that there is a relation between the teachers’
response and behaviour and students’ learning. The manner of the teacher makes the child
respond, which, in turn, sets the child’s attitude towards the teacher (Dewey 1991, 47):
‘Everything the teacher does, as well as the manner in which he does it, incites the child
to respond in some way or another and each response tends to set the child’s attitude in
some way or another.’ This links to what Campbell (2003) states about the teacher’s role,
when she argues that teaching is a moral activity because teachers and students meet
together in the school, and values are evinced and discussed in these meetings.
The theme, Response in speech and action, consists of three aspects: empathy towards
others, the ambiguity of truth and justice and being seen, as presented below.
Empathy towards others
The empirical data show that the students feel empathy to others. This is also highlighted
in Lesnick’s (2006) research with students, where empathising occurs when a student
shows that they can imagine another person’s viewpoint. This has a close connection with
the students in our study. The following sentences from Jenny’s story: ‘When I looked
a little closer at him, it looked like he was going to start to cry. I felt so sorry for him’,
indicate that as she sees her classmate, she puts herself in his situation, and in that she is
showing empathy.
Tom, one of the interviewed students, told about a situation where all students in his
class had to do a test over again, even if some of the students had passed the test the first
time. The reason for doing the test again was that so many students had failed on the test.
Tom himself had failed the test, and so had to do the test again. Therefore he felt that he
and the others who also had failed the test had, in some ways, caused trouble for the other
students who had obtained good results the first time. He felt that it was unfair to these
students, and he also felt empathy for them.
In these two examples students experience empathy towards other students, but the
data also show examples where students felt empathy for their teachers as well. Another
student, Emma, reflected on a situation in the classroom:
And so she [the teacher] leant forward and then she was going to help, then he, this boy, took a
pencil and stuck it in her bottom . . . and she got really embarrassed, really scared, sort of.
I thought it was very disrespectful and nobody thought it was right, and he sat there laughing
at it, but nobody else was laughing. (Emma, interview)

This quotation illustrates that the students had empathy for their teacher in this situation,
by not laughing. The girl expressed her strong feelings of dislike for the boy’s action. This
situation also shows that the boy was not capable, at this time, of showing empathy
towards the teacher and was not aware of the problems he caused – at least, he did not
show self-awareness. His reaction to the situation was to laugh, even if laughing alone.
We do not know if laughing here is a kind of self-defence, or if he really was unconscious
of the possible harm he did the teacher.
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The ambiguity of truth and justice
There are situations in the empirical data where truth is at stake. The students often
describe their struggle to know how to respond in certain situations, and they do not
always know what is the right solution. The students were caught up in ethical dilemmas
where truth is questioned:
There are some occasions where I remember thinking what should I do? One of
the occasions was a test and some [of the classmates] decided to cut class, but I went to
the lesson. Our teacher did not even notice that there were students missing and I asked
myself, should I tell the teacher? The persons that had cut class came back after the test and
they wanted me, of course, to tell them which questions were included in the test, and
I thought: should I tell? I decided to answer no to both questions. I am not taking part in
them getting caught by the teacher, but I am not helping them with the test questions either.
(Eric, written reflection)

A consistent question throughout this situation is: should I tell the truth? Eric was in a
dilemma and unsure of what he should do. At last, he chose a kind of middle way, where
he did not inform on his classmates, but did not give them the advantage of telling them
the test questions.
Some of the students had a feeling that girls and boys were not being treated equally.
Both boys and girls described situations where they thought that girls and boys had been
treated differently by both male and female teachers. Some of the boys thought that some
girls had more attention and trust from both teachers and classmates and felt this unfair.
Some of the girls also noticed that such things described by the boys had happened.
Tom expressed his view like this:
I felt mistreated when I one day received an email at home from my form teacher when I was
sick. It said in the email that I had cut class, which I did not do. A classmate had apparently
told [that] to a teacher, and that teacher had told the form teacher, who did not contact the
other form teacher, who I had talked with [and said I was sick]. I got the feeling that the
teacher trusted the student because it was a girl. (Tom, written reflection)

Tom thought he had been treated unfairly by the teacher, who seemed to believe the girl
instead of him. This is an example of a situation where both truth and justice are at stake.
The truth of words spoken by two students – a boy and a girl – is questioned. In
accordance with Johansson and Johansson (2003), we state that truth and justice are two
complex concepts and it is not easy to decide whose truth and justice is right, if indeed any
firm answer can be reached at all. This means, then, that truth and justice may sometimes
seem to be in conflict. Johansson and Johansson (2003) say that it is important that
teachers and students together illuminate and discuss these two concepts in school, in
order to get a nuanced picture.

Being seen
A student, Sara, described situations where she was noticed by teachers, and stated what
she appreciated about teachers:
It is when you get the right grade, when you know that this teacher has seen me. You don’t
want to have a good grade if you haven’t deserved it . . . I like when teachers talk about other
things, involving themselves in the student’s life also, not only school work. You feel that you
spend a lot of time in school, teachers should be there as an extra support in some way. (Sara,
interview)
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We interpreted these situations as Sara being seen and noticed by the teacher through his
or her words and actions. To be ‘seen’ or to ‘get attention’ are important values in the
relationship between a student and a teacher. These situations lingered in Sara’s
consciousness as positive experiences. The student described contrary situations, where
the teacher had failed to notice her and, in these situations, she felt unfairly treated.
These experiences of positive and negative ethical situations had connection to Sara’s own
learning process when she said:
You have to get along with the teacher, otherwise you don’t want to learn anything . . . If you
go to a lesson with a disagreeable and unpleasant teacher, then you won’t even try, you just
don’t give a shit about it, you give up. (Sara, interview)

The students reflected on a part of the teacher’s role that has to do with attention
and response; here is another example that shows a teacher’s importance for a student:
When I first came to the school, in the 7th grade, I thought that I did not know anything about
Swedish, I felt almost like dying the first thing I thought and now I believe that Swedish is one
of the enjoyable subjects and I have almost the best grade. I have fought to achieve this and it
is all due to the teacher. (Tom, interview)

The positive response from the teacher led to a greater learning experience for this
particular student. We therefore stress that a teacher is intimately intertwined with the
subject, which Dewey (1991) also emphasised. He claimed that the teacher’s personality
influences students’ learning experiences in a subject. It may seem a truism that children
learn more or less when they like or dislike the teacher, but this simple idea is corroborated
and elaborated by Dewey (1991, 47), when he writes:
The teacher is rarely (and even never entirely) a transparent medium of access by another mind
to a subject. With the young, the influence of the teacher’s personality is intimately fused with
that of the subject; the child does not separate nor distinguish the two.

Power relations
During the analysis, we also found that the students described different situations where
power is involved, which resulted in the theme of power relations. Such power relations
become visible in situations where students are entitled to power – student influence – and
in situations where the teachers exercise their power in the role of the responsible adult.
There is also a more subtle form of power which has to do with relations between people
and group pressure. Foucault (1994) stresses that power relations have their roots in social
networks. In the school we think this means that power relations are natural and common
features, because the school is based on relations in social networks. Foucault states
further that power relations exist not only in those relationships in social networks, for
power relations can also be described as acting on others (Foucault 1994). This statement
has close connection to our analysis of the power relations between teachers and students
in the empirical data. Our theme, Power relations, consists of three aspects: student
influence, adult power and group pressure, as presented below.
Student influence
One form of power that the students reflected on is student influence. The students described
that the school has a student Board with students and one teacher representative.
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This Board often deals with practical questions in the school, for example, questions
about snacks in the cafeteria and activities during breaks, or as one student said:
Well, that’s the things [practical matters] you may decide about actually. (Michael, interview)

The students felt, however, that they had less influence in more educational questions.
They stressed, for example, that they had some student influence in some subjects, but felt
that they wanted to have more influence. Students sometimes brought up certain questions
in the student Board and then nothing happened; they believed that the school has
democracy in theory, but the students were not involved in the decision procedures:
[our] voices do not count. (Michael, interview)

The students wished to have a dialogue with the adults:
We could be a part of the decisions as everyone else, but it is always . . . the principals or the
adults that decide. They listen in the beginning, and then they decide what they think is best.
(Michael, interview)

The empirical data show examples of different teaching and learning methods, which
also deal with the question of student influence. Common for both teaching and
learning methods and assessment methods is that the students looked for more variation
and student influence. They felt indeed in need of trying different styles of teaching
and learning, and ways of doing their assessment. One female student expressed
this thought:
we have never got the chance to try, you have heard from other schools that they have tried to
do tests two and two or in a group. It would be nice to try this in a maths test . . . and also
presentations that you can [do orally] and not just in writing . . . you could do a play or
something. It gets more enjoyable to learn then also. (Emma, interview)

Variation of teaching and learning methods, assessment methods and student
influence can be seen as a question of adjustment to students’ needs, talents and different
learning styles, which concerns achieving an ethics of care (Noddings 2005; Bergmark
and Alerby 2006). It is important that schools give the students the ethical prerequisites
for their own learning. To be aware of, and deliberately try to practice, an ethical
attitude in an educational setting can be viewed as ethical learning (Bergmark 2007), and
this means an attempt to integrate ethical thinking in the different parts of education –
for example, behaviour towards one another, learning and teaching methods and content
in education.
Adult power
Another form of power is adult power, which in our study mostly means power on the part
of the teacher, but it also includes other adults in school. This exercise of power can
influence the relationship between the students and the teachers, and other adults. In the
empirical data the following situation was described:
A classmate next to me was talking when I was doing maths, and then the teacher said that we
should be quiet, even if I had not said anything. It did not bother me so much the first time, it
is probably not so easy for the teacher to know who really talked, and so I did not have the
energy to protest. But then it happened a couple of times again . . . It is not actually these
situations that make me most angry, it is the fact that the teachers do not listen when you try
to explain that you were not talking or that you were only helping the classmate with the work.
(Emelie, written reflection)
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We interpret this quotation as a non-meeting: Emelie and the teacher did not communicate
with each other in a way that brought them together. The student felt that she was exposed
to collective punishment, or at least collective treatment, which she felt to be unjust. As we
interpreted it, Emelie expressed a wish and a need to be believed and really ‘seen’ by her
teacher. Lack of sufficient communication seemed to be a part of the problem described.
Maybe this was also the case in Jenny’s story, at the beginning of this paper, where
the teacher and the students do not know each other’s intentions or their experience in the
particular situation. Foucault (1994) remarks that there is a connection between capacity
(in the school setting this can be understood as an ability to learn), communication
and power. We believe that this enunciates something of the problems described by the
female students above:
Activity to ensure learning and the acquisition of aptitudes or types of behavior works via
a whole ensemble of regulated communication (lessons, questions and answers, orders,
exhortations, coded signs of obedience, differential marks of the ‘value’ of each person and of
the levels of knowledge) and by means of a whole series of power processes (enclosure,
surveillance, reward and punishment, the pyramidal hierarchy). (Foucault 1994, 338–9)

The teacher is the person most responsible for the activities in the classroom and that
gives power whether she or he wants it or not. This has also to do with the fact that the
relationship between a teacher and a student is also a relationship between an adult and a
youth, which means a difference in age and experience. In the above examples, we see that
it can be hard for the student to protest and tell a teacher that she feels mistreated, and
we assume that this has to do with who holds the power. In the described relationships
the teacher had to act with responsibility because that was also included in the power or
authority that the teacher had (see Van Manen 1991). Teachers, then, have great power to
influence a situation like this, which also means that they have the power to influence the
situation in a positive way. Foucault (1994) states that power relations need not always
involve a negative impact on the other person. He emphasises that the exercise of power
is a ‘management of possibilities’ (1994, 341). In connection with our empirical data,
teachers can take responsibility for trying to understand the student and the situation in
order to present different possibilities for the students.
One important part of the profession of teaching is trying to achieve an ethics of care
(Bergmark and Alerby 2006). Noddings (1995) stresses the relational aspect in the ethics of
caring, because a caring person, in this case a teacher, has to respond to the cared for
(the student). She also points out that it is not certain that everyone will be satisfied with
the same act of care. The important thing is to listen to the needs of the Other that one
meets, not merely follow some predetermined rules of care. The act of caring is not
completed until the student has received the care from the teacher (Noddings 1995).
In both their written reflections and interviews the students highlighted problems
where both power and justice were at issue. They described, for example, that they had a
water machine in their cafeteria and often students misused this benefit of having fresh
water available during the school day. The misuse was described as spilling water
on tables and the floor and throwing water cups on the floor. When these negative
behaviours were discovered, the water machine was taken away. The students expressed
their view of the unfairness of the situation and their feeling of powerlessness when they
related this. This, then, is a kind of collective treatment or punishment of students, and it is
an example of what Foucault (1994) refers to as ‘acting on others’: ‘Power exists only as
exercised by some on others . . . the exercise of power [is defined] as a mode of action upon
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the actions of others’ (1994, 340–1). The adults in the school took action against the
students’ misbehaviour and hence exercised power over the students. There were only, as
we assume, a few of the students who misbehaved, while all students were punished.
Group pressure
Power relations influence also situations in school in a more subtle way. Emma described
this subtle form of power in the following quotation about group pressure:
For a long time a person in this class has been exposed to bullying, or I don’t know if you can
call it ‘bullying’. . . Many times I have been close to stepping in and telling them to stop. There
is no physical abuse, no blows or kicks or things like that. This person has all the time to hear
stupid comments and words that I know hurt, even if he doesn’t show it. The person that I talk
about has a lack of self-confidence because of all this, so that it looks like that [the person] has
no will of his own. (Emma, written reflection)

This situation described the problem of bullying. Emma wrote that it was, at first glance,
hard to define this as bullying, because of the psychological nature of the abuse. Larsson
(2004) notes that bullying is a form of oppression – violence not just against the body, but
to a great extent also harassment of a psychological nature. From that we can draw
the conclusion that Emma was describing a situation of bullying. In our interpretation of
the empirical data we see traces of group pressure, which is a type of power relation.
Because of the group pressure from other students and a fear of getting abused herself,
Emma chose to stand back and not step in to try to stop the bullying. She said:
Maybe you are a little bit afraid of getting exposed to the same thing that he is exposed to.
(Emma, interview)

She expressed, as we see it, a feeling of powerlessness – she actually knew how she could
act in order to stop the bullying, but she was afraid of the consequences of stepping in.
The powerlessness led her to non-action and rejection of the problem, which means a hope
that someone else would solve the problem. In situations which are influenced by group
pressure, we can see examples of both power and powerlessness. Emma expressed the
impact of power from the bullying classmates and she, at the same time, expressed her
powerlessness when she did not manage to stop the harassment. There is a gap, then,
between wished-for actions and real actions in Emma’s story. She described that she knew
what to do but she did not always do so. Einhorn (2005) describes this phenomenon as
a difference between our inner norms, how we want to act and how we act in real life.
These desired actions can be called espoused values and our real actions values-in-use
(Ghaye and Ghaye 1998). The main opportunity is to draw these two parts closer to each
other, in order to act as we want.

Comprehensive understanding: healthy relationships
During the analysis of the empirical data, we found that the students expressed links
between ethical situations and learning. This means that different ethical situations of both
a positive and negative nature have an effect on the students’ learning processes. If you are
treated well ethically, there can be an opportunity for learning. We understand the lived
experience of the students as a wish to have and develop healthy relationships in their
school. In these relationships responsibility and care for the other is in focus. Healthy
relationships mean, for example, empathy and real communication between people,
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attention and care for people and their different needs. It also means influence in both
educational and practical matters, and a variation in teaching and learning methods and
assessment methods. The students express, as we see it, that healthy relationship are the
base for activities in the school. If you have problems with, for example, your classmates
or the teachers, you have to put a lot of energy into solving these problems. In that way
you have less energy left for the learning of new knowledge, which is the school’s aim, and
you can be distracted because something else seems more important. Therefore, we believe,
that if the school is based on healthy relationships, there is the opportunity for achieving
health, both psycho-social and physical, for both students and teachers, and also quality
in teaching and learning. These aspects are important for developing an ethical school.
Lesnick (2006, 29) puts an emphasis on the relational and caring perspective in school:
‘Ethics is a domain in which people share in and make sense of experience not only to
resolve particular problems but also to learn and grow as caring and responsible
individuals in essential relationships to others.’

Some final words: listening to the students and appreciating practice
The empirical data reflect the lived experiences of these students. The students’ situations
and stories are all filled with emotions, their subjective experiences of being a student in
that particular school in Sweden. As researchers and adults, we feel that their stories
sometimes can be hard to understand or to put faith in, because they can sometimes look
like exaggeration. Because we want to practice a student perspective in our research, it is
important also to take the students’ stories seriously, as Van Manen (1991) stresses.
We have to consider how the students experience a certain situation or relationship in
order to get an understanding of their lived experiences of ethical situations in the school.
The students, in our study, express experiences and feelings, their stories are subjective
and they say something about how the students relate to ethical situations in their school.
The findings here have shown that students experience that their own voices are not worth
as much as their teachers’ voices, or at least, their voices do not have the same impact in
the school as the teachers’ voices. Through real communication and meetings, teachers
and other adults in schools can get knowledge of students’ personal experiences
(Bergmark and Alerby 2006). These occasions can also provide an opportunity for
students and teachers to share their thoughts, to get an understanding of each other.
A thought that came into our minds through the analysis of the students’ reflections
was that it seemed to be easier to remember the negative situations in school. If the
students remember good situations, they often involve personal benefits, like good grades,
time off from a lesson and the opportunity to have a water machine in the cafeteria. These
situations are often of a practical nature, and less about their education and learning
processes. So what does it mean that they do not, to any great extent, notice the good
things in school? Does it really mean that there are few positive situations in school, or that
they are unused to noticing and talking about positive situations? Does it mean that they
are taking the good things for granted, or do positive experiences not arouse such strong
feelings as negative experiences? Even if we do not know the reason why positive
experiences are not remembered so well as the negative, we believe that students and
teachers do have to note and reflect on the positive happenings in school. A way of
building an ethical school can be through appreciative inquiry (Cooperrider and Whitney
2005): this indeed is the opposite of problem-solving, because it focuses on the positive
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experiences and what we want more of (Cooperrider and Whitney 2005). As we interpret
appreciative inquiry, it involves listening to students and focusing on the healthy and
positive aspects in school. It focuses on discovery of people’s gifts and strengths and the
equality of voice. Everyone has the opportunity to speak about their vision of change
(Whitney and Trosten-Bloom 2003).
This has a close connection to the concept of salutogenesis (Antonovsky 2005), which
stresses the importance of seeing health and the positive factors in life. Health is a
breeding-ground for development and improvement. In the few cases when students, in
this study, talk about positive experiences in the school, they link these experiences to
positive learning experiences. This shows the importance of positive experiences in learning
processes. The students’ voices here imply consequences for the education in schools.
We believe that through deliberate conversation and continual reflection in school a more
nuanced picture of students’ and teachers’ different experiences may emerge. This can, in
turn, lead to healthy and positive development and improvement in the school.
Investigation of what the school really is doing, according to the students’ voices, can
be a starting-point for the development of an ethical school (Starratt 1994). Also, the
student Board can have a key role in the development of the school in the way we have
described above. We stress that the student Board should have real student influence in
educational matters and not mostly just in practical matters. The student Board is also
an appropriate channel for listening to the students’ voices and appreciating practice in
school (see Starratt 1994). We believe this is true, but we also claim that in everyday
life we, as adults, have to listen to voices from all students. The quality of conversation and
listening can therefore be regarded as the heart of learning, and it is, at the same time,
an ethical matter through and through.

Returning to Jenny’s story
During the analysis of the empirical data, we saw that Jenny’s story was a kind
of condensation of the ethical situations that the students had written and talked about.
The story represented a summary of many of these thoughts. We have examples of
response in speech and action and power relations, and the story also says something
about the solution of problems. Jenny said in the end:
I think that you should have the opportunity to do your presentation in front of a smaller
group. Maybe for a group with five persons, not the whole class.

We think, then, that this highlights the importance of listening to the students and
appreciating practice in order to develop an ethical school. The students can give both one
another and the teachers advice on the way.
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This reflective account discusses the ‘creative renderings’ that surfaced as a consequence of a workshop about ethical issues in education, with school staff in a municipality in northern Sweden. The
paper is part of a longer, ongoing conversation in that community about building and sustaining an
ethical place and space called ‘school’. The focus for the conversation on this particular day was
around every child and every teacher being valued in school. We worked alongside 30 school staff
throughout that day with two appreciative activities—the Show-and-Share activity and the Building
Blocks activity. During the day we also made field notes of teachers’ shared experiences, we analysed their writing on Building Blocks and documented the process with a digital camera. After the
workshop we invited teachers to write some reflective notes. In the paper we share our collective
reflections on what we felt we learnt. The workshop was guided by the principles of participatory
and appreciative action research or PAAR.

Introduction
Creative renderings … emerge when a group of people discover and share stories of their
most positive experiences and best practices. (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005, p. 10)

We were gathered in a school in a small town in northern Sweden to think and talk
about ethical issues and education. The participants were staff (teachers and
principals) who work with children up to the age of 16-years-old. They were all from
pre-schools and schools in the same municipality, and were being supported by staff
from a local university and from an international social enterprise. This paper is part
of a longer, ongoing conversation in that community about building and sustaining
an ethical place and space called ‘school’. In practice a total of 200 teachers and
1500 pupils are involved in this initiative. One part of this initiative was this
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workshop, where 30 of the staff participated. The focus for the conversation on this
particular day, and one facilitated by the three of us (Ulrika, Tony and Eva), was
around every child and every teacher being valued in school. The aim of this reflective
account is to elucidate and discuss the ‘creative renderings’ that surfaced as a
consequence of this day together.
The account makes two assumptions. First, that a characteristic of a place we might
wish to regard as an ethical school is one where every child matters. This means, for
example, that the education is based on a child’s perspective, that children’s
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experiences are the starting point in the school and that their voices are taken
seriously by the adults. A second characteristic in such a school is that every member
of staff matters too. There are hopes and expectations that both teachers and children
interact with each other in a respectful way, care about each other and that they grow
and develop, both as people and as those working with the best interests of children
in mind. Arguably, in an ethical school children and adults share a sense of common
community. Another important attribute is learning from each other. This means that
both children and staff are open to each other.
We explored the two assumptions mentioned above by inviting staff to respond
to the question: ‘How would we know that every child mattered in your school?’
The invitation to respond to the second assumption was posed as: ‘You would
know that every member of staff mattered in my school because …’. Two appreciative activities were developed: a Show-and-Share activity to enhance feelings of
positive regard, and a Building Blocks activity that encouraged creativity and the
construction of shared understandings. In essence, this account focuses on our
reflective learning about applied ethics (or a situated ethics of practice) and
appreciative interactions (or relationships of positive regard) and how these may
contribute to the building of a place and space for learning that we might wish to
call the ethical school. The relational quality of ethical places and spaces is a
‘communicative thread’ throughout this account. As Buber (1948, 1972)
suggested, real living begins with relation or within a narrative connection that
involves ‘us’, not just ‘me’.
In accordance with Lévinas (1969), we base this paper on the premise that ethics
is inherent in every human interaction. Noddings (2002a) emphasizes that ethics is
relational and it is about natural caring for the Other. Responsibility for the Other, to
use Lévinas’ expression, is the basis for this relationship. But we want to stress that
responsibility also includes a responsibility for one self, not just the Other. Ethics is
also situated, which means that actions are not only motivated by reasons and principles but also based on the needs of the persons involved (Noddings, 1984, 2002b).
As Noddings (1984) says, care is at the best a reciprocal act. It is then a relationship
between the one-carer and the cared-for, and humans have the ability to both care for
and be cared for.
Ethics also involves action. We can come to know a person’s ethics by observing
them in action. Arguably, individual and collective perspectives on teaching and
learning are being transformed by the different ethical encounters experienced each
day in our work. Encounters for example about rights-to-autonomy, confidentiality,
anonymity, privacy and dignity, vulnerability, openness, scarce resource distribution, professional competence, inter-personal conflicts, injustice, fairness, conflicting loyalties, discipline and encroachments on personal liberty. Some more
fundamental questions which influence us are, for example: Why does it matter that
we are ethical? What does it mean to be ethical, unethical and who says so? We feel
that being ethical is about how we treat each other and, in the context of this particular school initiative, how we best meet the learning needs of children and staff in
this place called school.
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The ‘sites’ of our embedded action
The public school system in Sweden (for a full explanation see www.skolverket.se) is
based on compulsory and non-compulsory schooling and is free. Compulsory
schooling (ages 7- to 16-years-old), includes regular compulsory school, school for
indigenous Sami pupils, special schools and programmes for pupils with learning
disabilities (see Figure 2). The non-compulsory school includes pre-school (ages 1to 5-years-old), and one year of pre-school class (age 6-years-old), and it also includes
upper secondary education (ages 16- to 19-years-old), adult education and university
education.
All children and young people have the right to equal access to education
regardless of gender, where they live, or social or economic factors. The Swedish
Government decides and defines the curriculum, national objectives and guidelines
for the public education system. Individual municipalities, such as the one in which
this participatory work is being undertaken, can determine how its schools are to
Figure 2. The ‘sites’ of our embedded action: the Swedish school system
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be run. Principals have the freedom to draw up a local work plan for their
particular schools. This is done in consultation with the school’s teachers and other
personnel. There is a high degree of local responsibility built into the system. The
National Agency for Education evaluates and supervises the public school system.
Every three years it presents this to the Government. This forms the basis of a
national development plan for schools. A teacher’s professional work in schools in
Sweden has many purposes. For example to help children to develop their learning
in particular subjects and also to help children develop an ethical attitude to the
world around them. This is clearly stated in the curricula, where it stresses that
ethics should pervade all activities in schools (The Ministry of Education, 1994,
1998).
The local school area
The sites of the reflective and appreciative actions that support the building of the
ethical school, are situated within three boxes in Figure 2, namely, pre-school
activities, pre-school class and compulsory school. It therefore concerns the quality
of the learning experiences for children and young people up to the age of 16-yearsold. The last quality evaluation in this particular school area was completed in
2003 (The Ministry of Education, 2004). The results from this evaluation showed
that the schools in general were successful in enhancing the students’ learning in
different subjects, but work around values and ethics was needed. The activities
presented in this paper are part of the school’s effort to respond positively to the
quality evaluation.
Research results from studies in this school area (Bergmark & Alerby, 2006)
indicate that teachers try to achieve an ethic of care for their children. This is
defined as caring about and acknowledging all their children, which means, for
example, adjusting to their different needs and personalities. In pursuing an ethic
of care, teachers often have to confront the challenge of resolving ethical dilemmas. Our understanding of an ethical dilemma is for example a situation where
teachers have to decide between two rights rather than between right and wrong
which best describes an ethical conflict. The pragmatic question for teachers is
how to work with these dilemmas, and in so doing improve the quality of teaching
and learning for children. Building and sustaining an ethic of care is maybe not the
easiest way forward, but arguably the hardest way can often be the most creative
and encouraging.
Creating a context of appreciation
We see creating a context of appreciation as a complex long-term culture change
challenge. In planning for the day with staff, we tried to work from an understanding
of our lived experiences of ethics. As we attempted to create a context for the collective appreciation of the many meanings encapsulated in the phrase, ‘ethical places
and spaces’, different dimensions of it emerged as significant—the importance of asking
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questions, the importance of trust and the importance of open listening and learning from
each other. Each one of them influenced the planning for the day.
The importance of asking questions
Asking questions marks the start of an experienced-based, learning conversation. This
has big implications when we think about building an ethical school. If we are
unable to talk openly about the complex problems (or challenges) which face us in
our work, we get stuck. So what happens next? There are two ways to un-stick a
conversation. The first is for one person or group to act unilaterally. To impose on
others (no matter how well disguised) their solution to the problem. But is this
ethical practice?
There are many kinds of question that we ask and respond to in school. When we
ask positive questions we invite positive dialogue and action. In building the ethical
school we are pondering on the notion of trying to ask questions that get children and
teachers to focus on what is positive and good about school (Bergmark & Alerby,
submitted). Then to follow this up by seeking ways to amplify the positive. If we focus
conversations about learning and teaching only on problems, we are simply putting
all our energy into trying to get rid of something.

The importance of trust
Trust is a complex thing to establish and sustain. To us it is essential in building an
ethical school. In school communities where shared values, meanings and positive
action are so important, trust building is a critical activity. Without trust, conversations of positive regard are non-starters. Reina and Reina (2006) help us understand
the importance trust (and betrayal) play in the workplace and how this forms and
transforms relationships. At the heart of their book is the notion of transactional trust.
This is a process of mutual exchange, reciprocity and something created incrementally over time. In other words we have to give trust in order to increase the likelihood
that we will receive it. Reina and Reina (2006) set out three types of transactional
trust. They are:
●
●

●

Contractual trust: This is essentially a trust of character. It is about keeping agreements, honoring intentions and behaving consistently.
Communication trust: This is essentially a trust of disclosure. It is about a
willingness to share information, to tell the truth, admit mistakes, celebrate
achievements and successes, maintain confidentiality, give and receive constructive
feedback.
Competence trust: This is essentially a trust of capability. We wondered how capable
the participants would be in trusting each other and giving constructive feedback?
How capable would we all be in this workshop to provide each other with what we
thought was needed in order to continue to better understand, and maybe to
improve, our practices?
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The importance of open listening and learning from each other
Kahane (2004) gives us a sharp reminder of the ways some interactions inside
organizations can go. He says:
The root of not listening is knowing. If I already know the truth, why do I need to listen
to you? Perhaps out of politeness or guile I should pretend to listen, but what I really need
to do is to tell you what I know, and if you don’t listen, to tell you again, more forcefully.
All authoritarian systems rest on the assumption that the boss can and does know the one
right answer. (Kahane, 2004, p. 47)

Communication trust means, as emphasized in the earlier, talking openly and
honestly. It brings with it a willingness, and ability on our part, to disclose to Others
what’s in our head and heart. Listening openly, on the other hand, means being willing and able to positively embrace something different and new from Others. As we
interpret Lévinas (1969, 1989) he also stresses the importance of openness to Others.
This means openness for the Other’s abilities and a will to be a part of the relationship
and also be a learner. In the following Lévinas (1969) describes his view of learning
and education:
It is therefore to receive from the Other beyond the capacity of the I … this also means:
to be taught. The relation with the Other, or Conversation is … an ethical relation …
this conversation is a teaching [enseignement]. Teaching is not reducible to
maieutics; it comes from the exterior and brings me more than I contain. (Lévinas,
1969, p. 51)

This quotation stresses that when we learn from each other we are in an ethical
relation and that we, as individuals, gain more if we stay open and learn from each
other through interaction. This isn’t as easy as it may sound because it involves issues
about such interpersonal relations as power, value alignment and so on.
Wheatley (2002) offers us some useful thoughts in what she eloquently describes
as ‘seeing how wise we can be together’ (p. 28). What we can learn from her work is
that, to build an ethical school around conversations of positive regard, we not only
have to learn to listen openly, but to listen reflectively. Some of her thoughts are that
we need to work out ways to:
●

●

●

Learn how to acknowledge one another as equals: A language of positive regard, which
we suggest is an important part of feeling valued, requires those adults in schools
to acknowledge that we are equal as human beings (unequal when in role) and that
we need each other.
Try to stay curious about each other: In staff meetings of various kinds, we need to be
genuinely interested in what we have to say to each other, not fearful. This weaves
openness together with reflection.
Help each other listen openly and then act appropriately: It can be hard work to listen.
Especially when we are busy and find that our mind is wandering and elsewhere.
It’s also hard to listen when we feel certain about something. Then we have to help
each other to listen openly.
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●

Slow down to make time to listen reflectively: If listening is an important part in developing feelings that we matter, so too is slowing down. Often we need to make time
to listen to others’ views and to reflect on them.
Kahane summarizes his thoughts about reflective listening like this:
To create new realities, we have to listen reflectively. It is not enough to be able to hear
clearly the chorus of other voices; we must also hear the contribution of our own voice. It
is not enough to be able to see others in the picture of what is going on; we must also see
what we ourselves are doing. It is not enough to be observers of the problem situation; we
must also recognize ourselves as actors who influence the outcome. (Kahane, 2004, p. 83)

Paulo Freire (1970) calls open listening for ‘true dialogue’, where both parties
speak and both parties listen. Lévinas (1989) argues that openness is a condition
for real communication—one has to open oneself for the Other. In this openness
the responsibility for the Other reveals itself and here the ability to care can be a
helpful way to keep the openness. Noddings (2002b) elaborates further by saying
that dialogue draws our attention to the Other, not just to the topic of the conversation. ‘Dialogue is central to moral education because it always implies the question: What are you going through?’ (2002b, p. 17). Noddings writes about ‘moral
education’ in this quotation, and a question can be—is this valid also for ethical
education? According to Colnerud and Granström (2002) the words ethics and
morals can be used synonymously. The dialogue is therefore important in moral
education and as well in ethical education. In true dialogue, the needs of the Other
are brought into the light. In such dialogue we might usefully include a consideration of the intentions of our actions and reflect upon the effects of them on the
quality of teaching and learning. Noddings (2002b) states that this ‘is our way of
being in relation’ (p. 19).
So how did things work out?
We worked alongside 30 school staff throughout that day with two appreciative activities—the Show-and-Share activity and the Building Blocks activity. To grasp the
‘creative renderings’ that surfaced as a consequence of this day we listened when
teachers shared their experiences and made field notes of that, collected the teachers’
writing on the Building Blocks and, to visually record some of the moments during
the day, we documented the process with a digital camera. After the workshop we
asked the teachers to reflect on their learning processes and to write this down. They
then permitted us to read what they wrote. In the following section we present the
two activities and our understanding of these.

The Show-and-Share activity: ‘How would I know that every child mattered in your
school?’
To prepare for this day, the staff involved were invited to reflect upon the following:
‘Think about and then bring with you, from your school, something that is a great
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Figure 3.

Some symbols of that every child matters in my school

example of the statement, “Every child matters in my school”. You will be invited to
explain what you have brought along, and why, to others in the group’.
Every teacher brought an artefact to the workshop (see Figure 3). This is what
some staff said to others in the group as they responded to the question above. What
follows are extracts from our field notes.

Figure 3.

Some symbols of that every child matters in my school

Example 1
The cell phone is a tool for me as a secondary teacher to stay connected with children’s
homes and parents. The connection between me, as the teacher, and the parents is a way
of showing that every child matters to me. I feel that it is important to call home both when
there are bad news as well as good news. My experience of calling home when there is good
news is that the parents are surprised that they get a phone call from the school even
though there are no problems with their child. I believe that the parents really appreciate
these good news calls.
Example 2
The golden box is a box where we teachers, in my pre-school, write appreciative words on
pieces of paper to each child. All papers are put in the box and at certain occasions we draw
pieces of paper from the box and read them out loud for the children. I think that ‘the
golden box’ has been a success among the children. They are really looking forward to the
moment when the box is opened and they have the opportunity to hear these appreciative
words about themselves or their mates.
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Example 3
I show my own hands as tools for making physical contact with the children in my primary
school. I mean that a touch from the hand or a handshake can be a way of showing that
every child matters in school.
Example 4
I have brought a plastic model of an eye and it’s a symbol for seeing all my children in my
primary school. I think I have many opportunities to use my body and my senses as tools
for demonstrating that every child matters in their school.
Example 5
Now I want to sing a song for you today. I want to show that song and music can be used
as tools and evidence for the thought that every child matters. When I sing a song where
all children’s names are sung out load, there is a way of seeing the individual child.
Example 6
I have brought a diaper to this session. When we change diapers at my pre-school, we try
to make that moment with every child to a special moment. We take time to talk to and
see the child. We want this moment to be a learning moment for the child. Together with
the children we talk about different body parts, what has happened during the day or we
sing a song.
Example 7
This is a bib and it symbolizes the meals for me. I feel that the meals are important
moments in the daily activities in a pre-school. I, and the other teachers in my pre-school,
are consciously making these moments into chances for talking to the children and seeing
every child. We have this opportunity because one or two teachers are sitting and eating
together with a quite few number of children at the same table.
Example 8
A plastic door means for me as a pre-school teacher a warm welcome of every child and
their parents already at the doorway in the foyer. This means that it is important with a
friendly behaviour, which I think makes the children safer to enter the pre-school and more
prepared to participate in the activities during the day.
Example 9
In our pre-school we make portfolios on every child. The documents in the portfolio can,
for example, be drawings created by the children and pictures showing the children in
different kinds of activities. The overall purpose of the portfolio is to document the
learning of each child and their reflections on their learning processes. I think that this
method appreciates each child’s ability.
Example 10
A book of short stories, created by my secondary children, is what I bring along today. The
children wrote this book together. I think that this book visualizes and mediates the voices
of the children in an explicit way. I feel that I have the opportunity to get to know their
thoughts and feelings. The fact that they have to write together enables them to meet and
take a position on each others’ thoughts, feelings and values. This joint production
indicates that every child matters to me.

Our understanding of the Show-and-Share activity
Through a reflection on our facilitation of the workshop and an analysis of the data
gathered, a number of ‘learning themes’ emerged. They are presented below.
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The importance of creating and sustaining contact with children and their parents.
Teachers from different schools, from pre-school to secondary school, showed
artefacts which aimed to create and/or sustain contact with children and their
homes. Examples of this are the cell phone and the plastic door. The cell phone
was important for the teacher to inform the parents about their child’s situation in
school. We think that she stresses something important when she said that the
phone is also used for good news calls, not always when something is wrong. This
appreciation is, as we see it, a basis for the building of ethical places and spaces,
because it pushes development further. ‘Good news stories are used to craft possibility propositions that bridge the best of what is, with collective aspiration of what
might be’ (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005, p. 29). Here we see that good news
stories can be a bridge in the development from now to the future. The ‘Welcome’
in the foyer, which the plastic door represents, creates a positive contact with both
children and their parents. It signifies an invitation. The teachers are inviting children and parents to be a part of the learning and development processes that
hopefully are taking place in the pre-school. This invitation also means an invitation to a You-relation as Buber (1997) puts it. To be in a relation we must treat
each other as a You (Thou) and not as an It, an object. We think that is what the
teachers at this particular school are trying to achieve in their interactions with
children and parents.
The use of physical contact with children. By showing symbols like the hand, eye and
ear, the teachers seem to be stressing the importance of appreciative physical
contact and gentle touch. Teachers of very young children can sensitively use closeness and physical contact as a way of showing that every child matters. The preschool teachers who were talking about daily activities, such as diaper changes and
meals, regard these as special moments of learning. According to Merleau-Ponty
(1996) learning is moulded by the experiences we as human beings are undergoing
in the world, and these experiences are above all incorporated through our body.
We view the world through our eyes, we listen through our ears, we incorporate
different experiences of taste through our mouth, we grasp, caress and feel things or
other people through our hands. Thus, it is through our body that we have experiences in the world, which in turn are prerequisites for learning (Alerby, 2007).
Appropriate physical or bodily contact between teacher and child, guided by the
teachers’ professional code of conduct, of the teachers’ union in Sweden (Lärarnas
Riksförbund & Lärarförbundet, 2001), is an important way of expressing this aspect
of an ethic of care.
To appreciate, see and notice every child. All artefacts suggest, in some way, that every
child matters. But arguably some of the artefacts are more explicit in showing this.
We have for example the golden box, song and music, portfolio and a book of short
stories. The aim of these artefacts is to appreciate the child and make the appreciation
visual. It also emphasizes the gifts and talents of each child. According to
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Dahlberg et al. (1999) pedagogical documentation in children’s portfolios shows
their achievements. When children work together for example in creating the storybook, there is an opportunity of learning from each other, which creates opportunities
for appreciating each other. Noddings (2002a) writes: ‘students should be encouraged to work together, to help one other—not just to improve academic performance,
but to gain competence in caring’ (p. 20).
The Building Blocks activity: ‘How would I know that every member of staff mattered in
your school?’
Each member of staff was provided with a card template in the form of a cube. They
were asked to reflect on the unfinished statement ‘You would know that every
member of staff matters in my school because …’ and complete it, writing their
personal thoughts on one face of the cube. In groups, staff were then invited to
discover and discuss any differences, similarities or connections between their
individual cubes. Group discussions were represented by the physical arrangement of
cubes on each table (see Figure 1). Some cubes were aligned horizontally with others.
Some placed on top of others. Here are examples of what some teachers wrote on
their building bricks (see Figure 4).
Every one is important in the organization we have right now, we complement each other
and see the children together.
We need each other in our work.
All voices of the pedagogues are heard.
That all are striving towards the same goal, for example reading. Every one is needed.
We are all different and unique and important.
I get treated with respect and I myself meet my colleagues with respect.
The evidence is my own feeling that I can trust all colleagues in the working team. A positive encouraging atmosphere makes every body enjoy the work.
Figure 4. Using personally constructed building blocks to develop shared understanding

Our understanding of the Building Blocks activity
Through our facilitation of the workshop and our post-event reflections, some
additional ‘learning themes’ emerged. These are presented below.

The importance of the positive response. The teachers wrote that positive responses
and how they treated each other in their daily work was evidence that every teacher
mattered in their schools. This is suggestive that these things are very important to
the development in an ethical school. Lévinas (1993) suggests, as we pointed out
earlier, that from the moment I see the Other, in that moment I am responsible for
that person. He also stresses that Saying (how we say something) is sometimes more
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Figure 4.

Using personally constructed building blocks to develop shared understanding

important than the Said (the content of the message). The content and form of
communication are therefore both important.
The importance of teamwork. Working together in teams or groups is highlighted
on the teachers’ cubes. This suggests that teamwork is an essential brick in the
building of an ethical school. Without each other we cannot build a shared
community where both children and teachers matter. When working together a
‘collective wisdom’ can be reached (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005, p. 10). This
wisdom can facilitate opportunities for creating synergy among the staff and
enables change.
Valuing individuality. For the teachers, who participated in this workshop, it is
important that every voice can be heard in a school. In organizational change,
Whitney and Trosten-Bloom (2003) encourage people, not only to discover their
gifts and strengths but also the equality of voice. In the ethical school we could
argue that everyone ought to have the opportunity to speak about their visions of
positive change. School leaders play an important role in this work. They have the
opportunity to listen to the creative ideas and visions of their staff and then it is
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their job to ‘plant the seed and nurture the best in others’ (Cooperrider & Whitney,
2005, p. 45).
So what did some of the staff learn from participating in the workshop?
We invited staff who attended the workshop to write some short reflective notes in
response to the statement, ‘The most significant thing I learnt today was …’. Some
examples of what they wrote follow.
A day like this gives you strength to go on, it spreads like rings on the water. … It was a
way of reflecting on and appreciating the positive things we do.
The workshop made us show each other that we work very well in many places in this
southern school area, in order to see every child. It gave me a satisfaction and a feeling that
I can be proud of my work.
I want to begin to thank for a very inspiring day! … This is the thing I think is so inspiring:
to be forced to reflect on something I think is obvious and show my reflections in words,
orally or in writing.
It is so amazingly interesting to hear the many different stories … I realize again that we
seldom listen to each other between the ‘stages’. I am above all struck by how serious every/
many of the pre-school teachers are. What work they do! What projects they work with!
I wish that we later would have done the same thing with all the staff in my school, but we
haven’t done that.
It was a very warm feeling to be part of it and I also experienced that everybody felt
important and appreciated.
In long term view these and similar exercises make that our thoughts change direction. Our
ways of thinking in even more ethical directions develop slowly.
Experience without reflection doesn’t lead to development, but we stand still on the same
development level. Do we dare to reflect on the question: Do we have 20 years of experience or 1 year of experience 20 times?
It is important for the own development to reflect, question, draw conclusions, try and
evaluate. … I have chosen to turn the heading ‘Every child matters’ to ‘Which teacher
matters to you?’ Would we dare to ask such a question to our students and children?
Would we get the answer we wish? I think that if we would take the result from a VCR on
our selves when we work and the answers to ‘Which teacher matters to you?’ we would
have many suggestions of how we can develop as pedagogues.
I know that what I do is good but I haven’t fully taken the step and reflected on why I do
things in a certain way and what signals it sends to the children. It is often small things I
take for granted but which I should think more about.

So what did we learn from facilitating this kind of workshop?
In this part of our reflective account we wish to place on the page our shared
reflections and learning from the workshop, as an example of how we might support
the building of ethical spaces and places.
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For us, the workshop embraced many of the characteristics of participatory and
appreciative action research or PAAR (Ghaye, 2007). A popular conception of earlier
notions of PAAR and often called participatory action research (PAR) is that it is a
convergence and coalescence of theoretical and practical traditions from diverse fields
of human service endeavour like school work, health care, social work, organizational
and community development and so on. This is often attributed to two things
(Kemmis, 2006). First, due to the revitalization of communitarian politics and its
association with participatory development, empowered participation and political
activism (Botes & van Rensburg, 2000; Butcher et al., 2000; Lenneiye, 2000).
Second, due to the apparent failure of some positivistic research and its assumption
of universal applicability in new social, cultural and economic contexts. In our work
in this municipality, we feel we are developing PAR into PAAR. Not only is it actionoriented, cooperative research (Heron & Reason, 2001) in which all those involved
discover and address common successes, needs and concerns. It is also appreciative
in the sense that it seeks to build and sustain ‘enabling ethical relationships’ between
all those involved in order to create more possible and improved futures. It is different
from other kinds of action-oriented research in two basic ways. First because of the
central role that school staff (and pupils) themselves, play in it. Secondly because any
concerted engagement in change-producing activity requires conscious, systematic,
rigorous and public reflection-on-action from those involved. PAAR is therefore a
kind of social practice and often referred to as research of the people, by the people
and for the people (Park, 1997). It has the potential to build learning communities
and heighten critical consciousness. It also enables staff, children, parents and significant others in the school’s community, to reframe the given situation, and in so
doing, to recognize the positive possibilities, for improving the quality of learning and
teaching there.
So two of the defining characteristics of PAAR are that it is participatory and
appreciative (see Figure 5). This participatory characteristic (Jacobs, 2006) requires
all involved to be reflective, to be explicit about the perspective from which knowledge is created and to see democratic peer-relationships as an ethical and political
form of inquiry, that serves the practical ethos of action research. The ethical and
political dimensions of PAAR affirms the right and ability, of all those involved in a
place called school, to have a say in decisions that affect the quality of school life
(learning and teaching) and which claim to generate knowledge about them
(Magnusson & Hanson, 2003). PAAR therefore positively embraces the connection
between the way power is used and circulates amongst groups, on the one hand,
and the way knowledge is generated and used on the other (Thatchenkery &
Chowdry, 2007). The appreciative characteristic is critical because of the way some
forms of action research maintain a problem-oriented view of the world. In so
doing, they diminish the capacity of all involved to produce innovative theory capable of inspiring the imagination, increasing participant commitment and generating
strengths-based dialogues required for sustainable improvements in learning and
teaching. Cooperrider and Whitney (2005) see the appreciative dimension as a way
of achieving this.
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Figure 5.

The characteristics of participatory and appreciative action research. From Ghaye, 2007

PAAR has two further characteristics (see Figure 5). It also has the potential to
be empowering and generative (Applelbaum et al., 1999; Duvall, 1999; Stainer &
Stainer, 2000; Renblad, 2003; Wikström, 2005; Melander-Wikman et al., 2006).
We believe our workshop to have been underpinned by the notion of empowered
participation (Fung, 2006) and its associated process of deliberative democracy
(Thomson & Gutmann, 2004). Together these demonstrate a commitment to
positively engage with, and provide equal opportunities for, all staff involved to
participate directly in discussions and actions about building ethical places and
spaces. We believe this kind of workshop to be (potentially) empowering because
decisions, generated by the processes of PAAR, determine the actions of all those
charged with the responsibility of improving learning and teaching in school. The
process of deliberative democracy is a crucial component because it affirms the
need, for all concerned, to justify the decisions that are made about improving
the quality of schoolwork.
We felt that the day could be a positive platform for further work in the schools in
the municipality. The teachers expressed that a process of change in building an
ethical place and space moves slowly and that they have to take small steps at a time.
They stressed that reflection, both together and individually, is an important way for
them to make positive changes. Through guided and supported reflection, it is possible to enable teachers to develop themselves and to further develop the notion of an
ethical school. Through this process of reflection, the teachers’ professional and
personal strengths and ‘growth points’ are highlighted, and it results, hopefully, in a
greater awareness of ones self. Noddings (2002b) describes reflection, in connection
to caring for all children, in the following terms: ‘ethical caring requires reflection and
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self-understanding. We need to understand our own capacities and how we are likely
to react in various situations’ (p. 15).
In order to use reflection in a learning process, the teachers emphasized that every
one must find the way to reflect on their practice, that suits them. It was clear from
this one day of appreciative activities that teachers were able to explore and deepen
their understandings of the inter-connections between their experiences together and
with children, their reflections on them and how this linked with positive change.
We make the road by walking
We acknowledge Horton and Freire (1990) for the insight, ‘we make the road by
walking’, which is so apposite for us at this moment. As we mentioned at the beginning of this account, the workshop presented here is one thin slice of action, and
reflection upon it, from an ongoing and developing collaborative conversation, in
northern Sweden. Horton and Freire (ibid.) remind us that the process of education
is not imitation, but the creative application of all we know brought into creative
dialogue with the historical moment.
Knowledge always is becoming. That is, if the act of knowing has historicity, then today’s
knowledge about something is not necessarily the same tomorrow. Knowledge is changed
to the extent that reality also moves and changes. … Theory does the same. It’s not stabilized, immobilized. (Horton & Freire, 1990, p. 101)

This idea of knowledge as becoming has close connections to Lévinas’ (1969)
thoughts that learning from the Other is important in education and also in life. In
the workshop we have seen traces of both a will of becoming and change, and also
learning from each other in the creative dialogues that occurred that day. As we
step forward to try to build ethical places and spaces called school in northern
Sweden, we feel these things are important for us to acknowledge. In order to
support the further development of schools in the area, we have co-constructed a
program for the coming years, where reflection and sharing of knowledge are two
important parts. We plan to create a new workshop with staff on ethical dilemmas
in the teaching profession and the use of an ethical compass in order to guide
decision-making in school. In this workshop we can hopefully use the two activities
described in this paper with more staff in the municipality. We have a wish that
the following words from Paulo Freire (1998) will guide us through our future
work in this school area. ‘To live in openness toward others and to have an openended curiosity toward life and its challenges is essential to educational practice’
(p. 121).
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Consent
This was not the first time we had met with these teachers and principals. They
were all aware that they were part of an ongoing participatory project. Nevertheless we discussed with them that we would like to draw upon the spoken and
written words that arose from the workshop in fulfilling our commitment to try to
place what was happening, in northern Sweden, in the public domain. Informed
consent was given by all participants, to use and cite the creative renderings that
surfaced during this workshop and also the written teacher reflections after the
workshop.
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PAPER IV

Ethical Learning through Meetings with Others
Ulrika Bergmark, Luleå University of Technology, Sweden
Abstract: Different kinds of meetings are natural for every student and teacher in schools around the world. This study
deals with matters of ethics as a relation, meetings with Others, narratives, reflection and learning experiences. In a secondary school in northern Sweden eight students and one teacher worked within a course where different guests were invited
into the classroom - a homosexual, a refugee and a disabled person. The aim of this article is to elucidate, enable understanding for and discuss students’ and a teacher’s learning experiences through their meetings with Others. The empirical
data was created through close observation, field notes, reflective journals and e-mail communication. Theoretically the
study is based on the philosophies of Emanuel Lévinas and Nel Noddings.
Keywords: Ethics, Learning, Meetings, Narrative, Reflection

Introduction

D

IFFERENT KINDS OF meetings are natural for every student and teacher in schools
around the world. This study deals with
matters of ethics1 as a relation, meetings
with Others2, narratives, reflection and learning experiences in a secondary school in northern Sweden.
Noddings (2002a) stresses that: ‘Education may be
thought of as a constellation of encounters, both
planned and unplanned, that promote growth through
the acquisition of knowledge, skills, understanding,
and appreciation’ (p. 283). This means that there can
be a great potential for learning different kinds of
knowledge in meetings, which in this case can be
considered as real-life meetings where connections
between life in school and outside school are made.
These real-life meetings can deal with a person’s
inner life and feelings. I agree with Lévinas (1969)
that ethics are inherent in every human action and
relation, and hence meetings, and this results in
consequences of an ethical kind in school. Teaching
is as Campbell (2003) says: ‘… a profoundly moral
activity’ (p. 116). She also emphasizes that it is
through these relations and meetings in school that
the students learn important values like honesty, respect and tolerance (Campbell, 2003). The curricula
for the Swedish pre-school and compulsory school
also stress a special focus on the importance for students to develop an ethical attitude to the world
around them (The Ministry of Education, 1994;
1998). Lesnick (2006) describes and discusses students’ encounters with fictive persons and events in
the literature. She understands that these meetings

with literature in the classroom can enable students
to practice for example their empathic ability and
their ability to make value judgements. In this case
fictive encounters and narratives are in focus, but
arguably the intentions in Lesnick’s study can be
applied to real-life meetings with living persons in
a classroom. Lévinas (1969) describes real-life
meetings as face-to-face encounters that can both
challenge you personally and enable learning of new
knowledge. These face-to-face encounters, represent
for Lévinas (ibid), a welcoming of the Other. The
important thing is that when I meet the Other I do
not limit him or her to the sameness with me, the
Other must have the opportunity to be something
other than me. There are many challenging thoughts
in Lévinas’ philosophy, because it encourages us as
people to welcome strangers and those who are different than ourselves and not try to change them.
This is perhaps not as easy as it may seem. However
Lévinas (1969) claims that there are many opportunities for learning from each other in face-to-face encounters, which can lead to development on different
levels in school and in life in general.
According to Lesnick (2006), as mentioned above,
narratives in education of literature, can play a vital
role in students’ development of different skills.
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) also call attention to
the importance of narratives in education. They stress
that experiences grow out of other experiences, and
that experiences are both personal and social. Persons
have to be understood as individuals but also as parts
of a social context. An individual child’s learning
takes place in a context, for example a school (ibid).

1

The words ethics and morals are used as synonyms in this study and hence in this article. See for example Colnerud and Granström (2002),
who claim that these words can be used synonymously.
I use the capital O, because it means others in specific meaning. The Other is viewed as a subject and an embodied individual. For further
reading on this, see Lévinas (1969).
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As I understand it, this is also valid for all persons,
not just children. Stroobants (2005) and Clandinin
et al (2006) mean that a narrative often is based on
life-experiences and through telling, writing and/or
listening to stories there is an opportunity for learning
about oneself and about each other. Stroobants
(2005) also means that in this telling, writing and/or
listening to stories reflection is an important part for
development. Ghaye and Ghaye (1998) suggest that
reflection can be done before, during and after for
example a situation or a process. Through for example written reflection a writer has an opportunity
to stand back and revise and rethink (Appelbee,
1984). This creative process of questioning oneself
and activities in a school for example, can lead to
individual learning for the writer and changes in
school (Starratt, 1994; Ghaye and Ghaye 1998).
The aim of this article is to elucidate, enable understanding for and discuss students’ and a teacher’s
learning experiences through their meetings with
Others.

Methodological basis
Learning Experiences in the Life-World
The study focuses on learning experiences in the lifeworld, or to be more specific, in meetings with Others in the classroom. Husserl (1995) means that it is
important to investigate the reality as it shows itself.
In order to investigate the reality, every study, must
begin in the lived experience (van Manen, 1997;
Alerby, 1998). van Manen describes that a goal for
phenomenological research is to gain ‘… a deeper
understanding of the nature of meaning of our
everyday experiences’ (p. 9). Humans are situated
in the life-world, which is a concept explored by the
phenomenological movement (see e.g. Husserl, 1995;
Merleau-Ponty, 1996). Life has many nuances and
is changeable over time. The life-world is the basis
of our lives, our every-day world, which we take for
granted. I also want to stress in accordance with
Merleau-Ponty (1996) that in the life-world body
and mind are intimately intertwined, which means
that they are a whole and that they can have mutual
impact on each other.

Settings of the Research
The study took place in a secondary school in a small
town in Northern Sweden, where students can choose
courses individually one afternoon (100 minutes)
per week. The students work in each course for one
four week-period. ‘Young meets …’, is a course,
designed by a teacher, where three guests, people
with different life-experiences visited the school and
told their narratives. The guests were a homosexual
person, a refugee and a disabled person. The purpose

of this student course was to enable students to meet
different people and through these meetings grow as
humans and develop their ability to feel empathy and
respect for Others - two important values in school
and life. Another purpose was to practice the idea
that ethics should pervade the activities in school,
which for example is emphasized in the curricula for
the Swedish compulsory school (Ministry of Education, 1994). The teacher also saw this course as an
opportunity for both the students and the teacher
herself to deepen their understanding of different
people and develop their individual learning through
these meetings. It could involve learning about, for
example, different subjects, skills, values and personality. Each visit was divided into three parts. The
first part was reflection and question-time before the
visit. The second part was the visit for the day. The
different guests told their life-stories for about one
hour and the students had opportunities to ask questions. The third part was post-reflection time. During
the course the students documented the activities in
the classroom by video camera, but the film is not a
part of the study.

Data Creation
Eight students, all girls, and their teacher, also female, participated in this study. The students come
from different classes in the same school and they
are between 13 and 16 years old. The students chose
to participate in this course voluntarily. The teacher
in the study is the one who held the course ‘Young
meets …’.
The empirical data was created through close observation, field notes, reflective journals and e-mail
communication (see e.g. van Manen, 1997; Clandinin
& Connelly, 2000). To grasp the learning experiences
in this course I as a researcher participated in and
documented the students’ and the teacher’s interactions and activities in this course for four weeks.
After each visit I typed my reflections and e-mailed
them to the teacher and she read them through and
she e-mailed her reflections on my reflections back
to me. During the course both the students and the
teacher kept reflective journals to grasp their own
learning through this work. The students’ reflective
journals were handed in to the teacher after each
lesson. The teacher continuously gave responses on
the students’ reflections, by giving them comments
in the book after each visit. At the beginning of each
lesson the students had the opportunity to reflect on
and comment the teacher’s responses. Therefore
there were an on-going dialogue in writing between
the students and the teacher. I as a researcher read
and analyzed both the students’ and the teacher’s
reflective journals.
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The teacher, the students and their parents were
informed of the study orally as well as in writing,
and participation in the study was voluntary. Informed consent was given from all students and their
parents, and also by the teacher. Fictive names are
used when presenting the students’ and the teacher’s
voices.

Analysis of the Empirical Data
Interpretation of empirical data is a creative process
(van Manen, 1997). In this case it means to grasp the
meaning of the learning experiences that the students
and the teacher mediate. I want to express and enable
understanding for the views of these different parties
through my interpretation. The empirical data was
analyzed thoroughly and I tried to find similarities
and differences to find some main features.
During the analytic process I have created a narrative or a synecdote (Henriksson, 2004, 2006): one
for the students and one for the teacher, as a way of
enabling generic understanding for their learning
processes. A synecdote means a narrative that is
based and created on the empirical data in the study
and this mediates my understanding of the students’
and the teacher’s voices. The creation of a narrative
out of the participants’ voices enables me as a researcher to ‘… see differently, to move between the
particular and the generic, aware of what each says
to enrich the other’ (Lemon, 2007, p. 178). Narratives
create opportunities for a rich interpretation and
making meaning out of empirical data (ibid). In
working with the synecdotes I have tried to keep the
interpretation close to the participants’ texts and the
interactions occurring in the classroom, but without
direct citations, in order to create an understanding
that does justice to the empirical data. The aim with
the synecdotes is to invite the reader into a context,
in this case a classroom, to enable understanding and
a feeling for what the students and the teacher said,
did and reflected on in this course. With the intersubjectivity in mind I let the students and the teacher
read their stories to ensure that they could recognize
themselves in the stories and that they felt that this
was the way they wanted to be described.
When I had made the synecdotes for the students
and the teacher, the analysis of the empirical data
was deepened, because I once again read the data
and interpreted it more in detail, which gives a more
specific understanding.

Learning Experiences through Meetings
with Others
Generic Understanding of the Empirical
Data
In the following section I describe my generic understanding of the empirical data through two synecdotes. In the students’ synecdote the eight students’
voices have melted together into one narrative. And
the teacher’s story represents the single teacher’s
voice.
Students’ story
This course will be interesting I hope, because
I like to meet new people, I thought, when I
entered the classroom. Karen, the teacher, told
us that we would write reflective journals during
this course. I am not sure how to do that, but I
hope that I will learn how to do it.
- What are we going to do with that brown box?
Anne said.
- You have the opportunity to write down your
questions for the guests on small sheets and put
them in the box and then the guest picks questions from the box, Karen said.
I was relieved, I am not sure if I dare to ask
questions directly to the guests, because I don’t
know them and I don’t know how they will react to my questions.
- Why don’t we put our questions directly to
the guest? I am going to try that, Sarah said.
- You can do it both ways, Karen said.
During the course we met a homosexual, a
refugee and a disabled person and they told us
about themselves. I learnt how different people
can live their lives. I realized that I have prejudices against other people, and that made me
think about how I treat other people. At the end
Karen asked us what we have learnt during
these meetings and Caroline said:
- I think that I learn better when someone tells
their own experiences, than if I should have
read about, for example, refugees in a book. It
gets more real this way.
- I agree with you, and it’s good to see the world
from their perspectives, Jenny said. But I also
think that I cannot fully understand what they
have gone through in life.
- No, I don’t think so either, Anne said, but it
is anyway good to hear their stories, because I
have learnt so much from them. When you hear
about people who have experienced difficulties,
I am reminded that I have a good life and that
I should more often appreciate that.
We have used a video camera to document
this course and I think that some of us have felt
really nervous when the camera was on, but
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after a while I got more and more used to the
camera. Now I am really looking forward to
cutting the film into a documentary about these
meetings. And hopefully it will be a good film,
so we can send it in to a film competition for
students.
Teacher’s story
Since I read in a book about ethics in every-day
school life I have thought about how to develop
meeting places where students can practice their
ability to feel empathy for other people. I then
organized this course ‘Young meets …’ with
the aims of deepening understanding of other
people and thus growing as humans.
Through the reflective journals I had the opportunity to get to know my students in a personal way, because I could read about their
feelings, thoughts and questions. They were not
that used to reflecting in a journal, but I think
you have to have time and opportunity to practice this way of working. And after the course
when I have read their reflections I really think
that the students have learnt to reflect on their
learning process. During the meetings with the
guests the students have been quite silent and
not asked many questions. That has made me
a bit stressed. I know that they have written
many thoughts in their journals, and why do
they not mediate their voices in the classroom?
It made me wonder how I as a teacher can make
them talk openly.
I think that the meetings showed what learning through feelings is. When you learn through
your feelings and not only with your mind I
think that the knowledge will be a real learning
for life. I hope that this kind of learning also
will lead to some activity, that the thoughts and
feelings have an impact on our life together with
each other. In these meetings with our guests I
learnt to think about what I say, but also the
importance of how I say things.
Through the above stories I have mediated my generic understanding of the participants’ learning experiences in this course, and now I want to express
my thoughts about the specific understanding of the
data. The specific understanding is presented through
a main theme – Learning from the Other. This theme
consists of two different aspects - Learning different
kinds of knowledge, values and skills through the
whole body and Appreciating each other and what
they do.

Specific Understanding – Learning from
the Other
The main theme in the specific understanding is that
the students and the teacher are learning from the
Other. This means that in this course there are opportunities for learning from others in different relationships, for example between students and students,
students and the teacher, students and the guests and
the teacher and the guests. Through Karen’s (the
teacher) dialogue both in the classroom and in the
students’ reflective journals she encourages the students to challenge their own learning. Noddings
(2006) believes that this, to enable students to reflect
on what and how they learn and for what purpose
they learn, is something that a teacher should do, in
order to develop their learning and critical thinking.
Karen asked questions in the students’ reflective
journals for them to reflect on and answer. Examples
of questions are:
What was the most important thing you learnt?
Do you have prejudices? Can you talk openly
about your prejudices with your friends?
When do you think that you learn the most and
the best?
Do you feel that what you learnt this Wednesday, will be useful for you later [in life]?
As a teacher I feel many times that it is hard to
involve these kind of things (emotionally
loaded) in a natural way in my teaching. Do
you have any suggestions how I, as a teacher,
could do this?
The questions deal with a lot of important things:
reflection on own learning, learning-styles, how we
respond to each other (e.g. prejudices), life-long
learning and student influence in education. These
questions can function as starters in a reflection
process on their learning for the students, because
she asks them questions which she expects them to
answer in writing.
The students express the view that they learn a lot
from the guests. One student writes: ‘Today I have
learnt that too much alcohol can cause a handicap’
(Linda, reflective journal). Here this student reflects
on something that seems to be a thought she has not
reflected on that much before – that alcohol can cause
a lot of accidents in the society. Another student
writes: ‘I have learnt that people with a handicap
maybe live their lives a bit differently, but apart from
for a couple of things, most of them are exactly like
anyone else (Cathrine, reflective journal). I suggest
that this quotation shows that this student has drawn
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an important conclusion from the meeting with the
man with the handicap. This learning will probably
affect her thinking and action next time she meets a
person with a handicap.
The students in the study also show that they reflect in a wider way on their new knowledge:
It is easy to feel sorry for people and maybe
that feels nice for them for a while, but you are
not helping anyone by feeling sorry for them,
then it would be better to try to help them to
develop (Emilia, reflective journal).
The student shows an awareness of what she has
learnt from the man with the handicap. In his situation – still partly paralyzed – it probably would be
natural to feel sorry for him, but the student reflects
further on this when she expresses that this feeling
sorry for would not help him to manage and develop
in life. There are other things you can do if you want
to help a person rather than feeling sorry for him or
her.
In the teacher’s comments to the students in their
reflective journal Karen also expresses a feeling that
she learns a lot herself from the guests and the students, when she writes (in the students’ reflective
journals):
I realized this Wednesday that I am after all
pretty prejudiced.
The new people we will meet will receive our
new way of treating people, which I think is
more humble and less prejudiced!
I think it is such good fun to be a part of this
course… 8 interested, curious and skilful girls.
Can it be better?
Learning different kinds of knowledge, values and
skills through the whole body
In these meetings with the Other one aspect of the
specific understanding is that the participants in the
study express thoughts that they learn different kinds
of knowledge, values and skills through the whole
body. The students express views that they have
learnt a lot about different life-styles and different
human life experiences. One student writes:
You have learnt how it can be to come to another country, but I think that nobody can understand it… I think that you learn a lot more when
somebody has experienced an accident or
something else than if you [the teacher] should
stand in front of us and tell us about it (Jenny,
reflective journal).

It is likely that the meetings made impressions on
the students’ own lives, because they connect the
stories told by the guests to their own lives. One of
the guests, the disabled person, told them that he had
been in an accident because he was drunk and walked
in the middle of the road when a car hit him. This
had impact on the girls, when one of them wrote: ‘I
learn to rethink things. Like now then, that you
should be careful with alcohol’ (Sarah, reflective
journal). One of the students made connections
between what the disabled man said and her own life
and how she wants to treat other people: ‘I think a
lot of about not treating for example disabled persons
differently than other people. When I meet Kristen
in the ninth grade, I can stop and talk to her. She is
very nice even if she has a handicap’ (Anne, reflective journal). Noddings (2006) argues that connection
to your own life and interest in a matter are two important aspects in learning processes. She means that:
‘When we are genuinely interested, we listen and
read attentively’ (p. 24). I think that the students in
this study express a genuine interest in the guests’
life-stories through their active and reflective listening.
The students’ express above that they have learnt
new skills through the meetings with others, but they
also write that they their knowledge has deepened.
A student writes:
It was fun to get answers to all questions, because certain things you cannot guess, how it
for example feels to “come out” and have the
guts to tell [that you are homosexual] to your
parents, friends and others. To hear people tell
how it can be is pretty good, you learn a lot and
so on. Some of the things you already knew but
then you had the chance to hear more deeply
and then you feel empathy for other people’s
feelings and life (Caroline, reflective journal).
This student writes that she already had knowledge
about the subject that the guests talked about, but
maybe her knowledge was situated on a shallow level
in her mind and body before these meetings. Through
face-to-face meetings with people with different lifeexperiences the knowledge became alive, and that
is maybe why the knowledge affected her in a deeper
way. It can be assumed that the reason for deepened
learning in this case can be learning through feelings.
The teacher has also realised the importance of
learning through feelings. She expresses an opinion
that these meetings enhance learning through feelings
when she says:
I have got knowledge that you can feel in your
stomach and in heart through these meetings.
This knowledge was easy to achieve, interesting
to take part in, and I will probably remember
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this better than if I should have read it in a book
(Karen, written in a student’s reflective journal).
To learn, not only cognitively, but also through
feelings can lead to a deeper understanding and
learning about something. This is emphasized by
Merleau-Ponty (1996) when he stresses the importance of the body in learning processes. We learn and
experience through our whole body. Feelings in your
stomach and heart are bodily expressions for learning
in the teacher’s example. The students also express
the view that they are learning through their feelings
and they feel empathy for the guests: ‘The most important thing I learnt was to see from his point of
view… I really feel sorry for him, sad, sad. You don’t
want to experience anything like that… I got really
touched by his story’ (Jenny, reflective journal).
Noddings (2006) stresses that the source of the information is of importance in learning processes and
if the students experience a ‘strong affective response’ to the person who gives the information,
they tend to remember the knowledge better (p. 27).
Through the meetings Karen also learnt about herself
as a teacher from reading my field notes from the
meetings in the course. She writes in an email to me
after reading my field notes ‘I could look upon myself as a teacher with different eyes. I borrowed your
glasses…I see it as a great privilege that you take
part in this student project! Already I have learnt a
lot and I have got much to reflect on!’.
Appreciating each other and what they do
Another important aspect of the specific understanding is that this course creates opportunities for moments where the students and the teacher can appreciate each other and what they do. In Karen’s responses in the reflective journals of the students she
appreciates, confirms and encourages the students
with her words. She writes for example:
To write a reflective journal is really not that
strange, you try to write some lines about how
you think/feel/wonder. You don’t need to worry
about that! You’ll get used to it!
Thank you for sharing your reflections with me.
It would be interesting to hear your thoughts.
I have noticed that you like people, so this
[course] suits you. Have you thought about your
future choice of profession?
I agree with you – that you learn more when
you hear people talk about their own experiences.

I can assume that all these sentences must feel good
for the students when they read them and hopefully
it will enable them to develop themselves even more.
Confirmation is an important part of moral education,
as Noddings (2006) writes. She means that real
confirmation that matters can only take place in a
relationship, in this case it means between the
teacher and her students. The teacher has to know
the student well enough to make a reasonable confirmation that strengthens the student. Karen also
encourages the students to change when she for example writes: ‘How can we be less prejudiced? Do
you have any suggestions?’(Karen, written in a student’s reflective journal). Here she creates an opportunity for the students to rethink this and come up
with their own suggestions. This means that Karen
also encourages student influence and responsibility.
To summarise, I interpret it as, these comments to
the students show that Karen values her students individually and that she’s trying to see and meet them
as equals. This is expressions of care and trust for
her students. These above thoughts have close connection to the concept appreciative inquiry, which
focuses on the positive experiences and what we (e.g.
people in an organisation) want more of (Cooperrider
& Whitney, 2005).
[Appreciative inquiry] deliberately seeks to
discover people’s exceptionality – their unique
gifts, strengths, and qualities… And it is based
on principles of equality of voice – everyone is
asked to speak about their vision of the true, the
good, and the possible (Cooperrider, 2001, p.
12).
The idea of making a documentary film of these
meetings also has the potential of appreciating what
happened in this classroom, because the learning
experiences that occurred will be saved for the future
as visual images of special moments. This has a
permanence, which can allow the students and the
teacher to see the film many times afterwards and
reflect upon it. Narratives, presented in a visual way,
like films, can apart from of appreciating practice,
also open up possibilities for reflection on practice
and learning from each other (Lemon, 2007).
Learning from Others can occur between the students
and the teacher in the study, but it can also involve
more people. Because the students and the teacher
can also decide to share their film with other people
in school for example, so that they also get the
chance to see and hear what happened in this course.
Karen also expresses in an email to me that she wants
us to share our reflections and learning from this
project with her colleagues, when she writes: ‘How
can we share with others about this learning process
and how can we encourage others to develop as
pedagogues?’ (written in e-mail to Ulrika). She also
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writes in her own reflective journal about sharing
the learning: ‘I feel that this project will succeed,
maybe be even so successful, that I and Ulrika will
write a book about it’. These two last quotations from
Karen show appreciation of the achievements in the
classroom, and a will to share that learning experience with others.
One of the students also writes about the idea of
spreading the learning experiences from this course
to others in school. She reflects on the importance
of meeting different people that they as students
perhaps normally do not meet. She writes: ‘I think
that you should talk more about these matters [homosexuality, immigration and handicaps] in other parts
of the education in school’ (Sara, reflective journal).
This quotation underlines that students in school
should have many opportunities to talk about their
urgent questions.

Discussion
Learning and ethical learning – what are the differences and the similarities? There are no sharp distinctions between these two concepts. A teacher’s mission in school in Sweden has many purposes: for
example to help children to develop their learning
in subjects, and to help children to develop an ethical
attitude to the world around. This is stated in the
curricula - Lpo94 and Lpfö98 – for the Swedish preschool and school (The Ministry of Education, 1994;
1998). These curricula stress a special focus on ethical issues in education. It is said that ethics shall
pervade all activities in schools. The question is then
– how can that be done? The first mission deals more
with factual knowledge in a subject and the other
refers more to values, skills and behaviours. I consider that there can be problems with separating these
parts of a teacher’s mission, because there can be a
risk that one or the other of these parts are not considered that much in an educational setting. The
mission in the curricula is, as I see it, to draw these
two parts together instead of separating them, when
it is for example said that ethics shall pervade all the
activities in school. It is not then said that learning
in subjects shall be diminished, no – there is no
competition between the ‘subject mission’ and the
‘ethical mission’. I interpret it that in this student
course, the two perspectives of ‘subject mission’ and
‘ethical mission’ have melted together into a unity
that I think we can call ethical learning. This suggests that the participants in the study have developed
different skills and they have hopefully learnt new
knowledge or deepened the knowledge they already
had. They have probably also learnt about values
and behaviours through these meetings. When a
learning process also deals in a conscious way with
questions about our ethical attitude to the world

around (moral education or character education) I
suggest that this means ethical learning. In this, ethics
means something that is inherent in every human
relation (Lévinas, 1969) and this has close connections to Noddings (2002b) when she emphasizes that
ethics is relational and it is about natural caring for
the Other. This means to me, that ethics can be seen
as the underlying base in the activities in school –
which for example suggests that acting in an ethical
way means that teachers care for their students’ needs
and they try to adjust to their different wants, abilities
and needs. The words ethical learning imply that
both ethics and learning are in focus and that they
together, at the best, create a unit.
When ethics and learning become ethical learning
I think that learning from the Other is a basis, and I
have found a lot of learning from each other in these
meetings in the classroom in the study. Lévinas
(1969) describes learning from the Other as openness
for the Other, which means to stay open for the
Other’s abilities and be a learner oneself. This suggests that when two subjects, you and I, are in a relationship with each other there are opportunities for
this openness and chance for learning.
It is therefore to receive from the Other beyond
the capacity of the I … this also means: to be
taught. The relation with the Other, or Conversation is ... an ethical relation…this conversation is a teaching [enseignement]. Teaching is
not reducible to maieutics; it comes from the
exterior and brings me more than I contain
(Lévinas, 1969, p. 51).
This quotation stresses that when we learn from each
other, we are in an ethical relation and that we as
individuals gain more if we stay open and learn from
each other, than if we only learn isolated from other
people. Paulo Freire (1970) calls this openness a
‘true dialogue’ where both parties speak and both
parties listen. Arguably, I suggest that learning is
interaction. Of course we learn individually also, but
maybe learning in for example meetings with Others
in the classroom are more effective and can lead to
a deeper understanding and life-long learning? One
of the students in this study expresses the importance
of real-life meetings in school when she writes: ‘You
really need these kinds of meetings’ (Caroline, reflective journal).
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In Sweden the compulsory school curriculum prescribes that education should promote
learning in different subjects while simultaneously assisting students to develop into
citizens of good character. To achieve these goals students need to cultivate such character
strengths as respect and responsibility, so that they can create positive relationships and
live in a community. The development of these skills in a school setting could be called
character education. Research shows that good character education promotes the moral
development of students and also enhances their academic learning. Giving voice to
students is the cornerstone of character education; if adults in schools listen carefully to
students educational practice can be improved. This study was conducted in a secondary
school in northern Sweden. The phenomenology of the life-world and the principles of
participatory and appreciative action research guided the research. The aim was to explore
student voices as they described how they do and do not wish to be treated by others.
The empirical data consisted of written responses to questions posed to students in Grades
7 and 8. The data analysis revealed four themes: striving for mutual understanding, being
accepted for who you are, seeking honesty and truth and being acknowledged, recognized
and encouraged. A comprehensive understanding of the themes suggests how practice
may be improved in educational settings.
Keywords: reciprocal behaviour; student voice; lived experience; participation; respect;
appreciation

Introduction
Schools and teachers have many missions. In Sweden, for example, the compulsory school
curriculum prescribes that education should promote learning in different subjects while
also assisting students to develop into citizens of good character (Swedish National Agency
for Education, 1994). Sometimes these two missions appear to be dichotomous, with
education either focusing on concrete subjects or instilling ethical behaviour. However, it is
possible to see these objectives as an integrated whole, setting the standard for an education
that promotes both mastery of specific subject matter and the development of an ethical
attitude (Bergmark, 2007; Fjellström, 2004; Lickona, 2004; Orlenius & Bigsten, 2006).
According to Lickona (2004), in order to progress toward the goals outlined by curricula and syllabi students need different character strengths. These may include ‘a strong
work ethic, self-discipline, and perseverance in order to succeed in school and succeed in
life … respect and responsibility in order to have positive interpersonal relationships and
live in a community’ (Lickona, 2004, p. xxiv). Cultivating this in schools could be called
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character education (Lickona, 2004). The central goal of such an education is the development of what can also be understood as ‘sociomoral competency’ (Berkowitz & Bier, 2004,
p. 73). Character education is multifaceted. Students can build this kind of strength in their
family life and in school (Berkowitz & Bier, 2004). As an umbrella term for interrelated
concepts, character education can signify positive youth development, service learning, and
social-emotional learning (Berkowitz & Bier, 2004). Related concepts are moral, civic and
citizenship education (Orlenius & Bigsten, 2006). Lickona and Davidson (2005) defined
character education in a ‘new way’, as ‘both performance character (striving for excellence) and moral character (striving for ethical behaviour)’ (p. 1). Research supports this
view, showing that a good character education promotes not only the moral development of
students but also enhances their academic learning (Bergmark & Alerby, 2008; Berkowitz
& Bier, 2005; Dewey, 1991; Henriksson, 2004; Holmgren, 2006). Lickona and Davidson
(2005) recommended the establishment of a particular school culture if one seeks both
subject mastery and ethical training: they underlined the importance of developing a shared
purpose and shared identity, giving all members of a learning community a voice and
collective responsibility. These authors viewed student voice as the cornerstone in the
development of character strength and the building of an ethical community of teachers and
students. Allowing students their voice in the classroom can increase engagement (Lickona
and Davidson, 2005) and create opportunities for them to be active participants and
citizens, in and outside school (Cook-Sather, 2006).
Rudduck and Flutter (2004) pointed out that students’ abilities should not be underestimated. For example, students are capable of collaborative problem solving when given the
challenge. Fielding (2001) also stressed the capacity of students, but emphasised that opportunities need to be provided for them to show what they can do. Positively, there has been
an increase in the number of teachers who see the benefit of asking students about issues
that affect them, whether in school or in their personal lives (Robinson & Taylor, 2007).
Cook-Sather (2006) urged that when students speak, adults should listen. If teachers were
really to listen to students, learning and relationships would improve, suggesting that
student voice is closely linked to school improvement (cf. Cook-Sather, 2002, 2006;
Peacock, 2006; Robinson & Taylor, 2007; Rudduck & Flutter, 2004; Rudduck & McIntyre,
2007). School improvement processes can encompass strengthening a student’s commitment to learning, developing interpersonal relationships through mutual respect and trust
(Rudduck & McIntyre, 2007) and changing a school’s organisation by taking into account
the views of both students and adults (Robinson & Taylor, 2007).
Three major reasons for contemporary schools giving voice to students are presented by
Rudduck and Flutter (2004). The first is the children’s rights movement, based on the
United Nations conventions on the rights of the child, which states that children are entitled
to have a say in decisions that affect them (United Nations High Commission for Refugees,
1989). The second reason is the school improvement movement, founded on the perspective
of students and advocating their active participation in the learning process. Active participation is also closely linked to citizenship education, the third reason, dealing with matters
of student engagement, student empowerment and fostering democracy in the present and
for the future. The importance of student voice underlies inviting students to participate in
their own education, as well as in educational research.
The aim of this article is to explore student voices as they describe how they do and do
not wish to be treated by others. The research project on which it is based was inspired by
some theoretical thoughts from the field known as the phenomenology of the life-world and
from participatory and appreciative action research (PAAR). The phenomenology of the
life-world is an outgrowth of the phenomenological movement, which derives from
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Edmund Husserl’s philosophy, as further developed by others such as Emanuel Lévinas,
Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Max van Manen (Bengtsson, 1998, 2005; Todd, 2003; van
Manen, 1997). PAAR has its roots in participatory action research (PAR) (Ghaye, 2007), an
approach inspired by Habermas’s notion of improving the quality of life of people and
communities by involving those within an organisation in any research that may be
conducted about it (Ghaye, forthcoming; O’Brien, 2001). PAR has been described as a
systematic learning process in which participants reflect on their experiences and document
their reflections systematically (McTaggart, 1989). The new component in PAAR is
appreciation. It includes working together, sharing best practices and valuing each other’s
abilities (Thatchenkery, 2005).
The following builds on the research referred to above, but also addresses a methodological gap. Combining the phenomenology of the life-world and the emerging field of
PAAR with regard to character education and student voice seems to have had very limited
application (cf. Bergmark, Ghaye, & Alerby, 2007). Engaging in this kind of research may
facilitate reflection on educational practice and the dynamics of change. It may also bring
an openness and humility to adults in listening to student voices and an appreciation of the
valuable aspects of schools.
Research settings
School context
The study took place in a secondary school with about 300 students located in a village in
northern Sweden. Quality evaluations of schools in Sweden are conducted on a regular basis
– in the case of this school it was done in 2003 (Swedish National Agency for Education,
2004). The report showed that the school was generally successful in promoting student
learning in different subjects. However, it noted that the teaching of values and ethics needed
to be strengthened, and as a result the school was instructed to improve its efforts in the area
of character building. A programme was then undertaken aimed at enhancing the quality of
education by integrating the study of ethics into the curriculum. This involved both the
psycho-social and physical community of the school, affecting everyone’s interpersonal
behaviour, teaching methods, learning styles, subject content and examinations. People from
a local university and an international social enterprise were involved in the improvement
process. Subsequent research at this school (Bergmark & Alerby, 2008) has shown that
students appreciate relationships characterised by empathy, care, recognition and open
communication. These relationships improved their ability to learn. The study also showed
that positive situations were only mentioned infrequently when students reflected on their
school experiences. This apparent omission raised questions for further investigation. The
study examined in the present article represents one aspect of this ongoing process.
Theoretical framework
The main theoretical concepts derived from the phenomenology of the life-world and PAAR
that inspired this project were lived experience, openness and participation, appreciation and
reflection and action. They may be briefly outlined as follows.
Lived experience
The content of our lives is the life-world, the source of those daily experiences that constitute
our being, which underlies our lives. Examples of these would include a person’s learning,
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development and sustenance. The life-world is a social sphere in which we, as humans, live
and communicate with each other. It is also a historical world because new experiences are
compared with old ones (Bengtsson, 2005). The phenomenology of the life-world views all
things as parts of an integrated whole, hence the body and mind are seen as intimately
entwined. Different experiences in the life-world affect each other in mutual ways. The basis
for our lived experience is our living body, which is the conduit for our experiences. A
person cannot step out of her/his body to fully experience the world through another
person’s being or perspective (Merleau-Ponty, 1996).
Openness and participation
Nevertheless, being open to another’s experience is vital in a study like this. A researcher
must be able to listen to each participant’s voice and make interpretations that do justice to
it. One way to accomplish this is to pose positive and open questions that enhance dialogue
and interaction between people in a given context (Bergmark et al., 2007). Similarily, Freire
(1970) and Lévinas (1969) both stressed that openness is fundamental to a true dialogue,
where both parties not only converse with but also listen to one another. Openness is the
condition for the possibility of real communication and mutual learning.
The participatory feature implies ‘democratic peer relations where participants affirm
their right and ability to have a say in decisions which affect them and which claim to
generate knowledge about them’ (Ghaye & Melander-Wikman, submitted for publication).
In our case participation means research with people in a practice or context, not on people
(cf. Heron & Reason, 2001; Kirby, 2001; Kostenius & Öhrling, 2008; van Manen, 1997).
Participants can interact in different ways during the research process, whether by creating
empirical data or assisting with its analysis (Cook-Sather, 2002; Morrow & Richards,
1996). Inviting participants to become involved in this way can create opportunities for
different voices to be heard and share the understanding of a phenomenon. This issue of
participation and voicing students’ views also has ethical dimensions (Kirby, 2001;
Morrow & Richards, 1996). The view taken here is in agreement with Morrow and
Richards (1996), namely that ethical concerns in research are a way to protect the participants from harm and to respect their views. The aforementioned authors stress the importance of developing ‘strategies that are fair and respectful to the subjects of our research’
(p. 91). If research is conducted in a participatory way it has the potential of empowering
those involved through a democratic process. When people feel they are being heard and
valued they feel encouraged to improve their own efforts (Melander-Wikman, Jansson, &
Ghaye, 2006; Stainer & Stainer, 2000).
Appreciation
PAAR affords opportunities for individuals to participate in a research process in a way
that will allow them to utilize their abilities and strengths (Bergmark et al., 2007; Ghaye,
2007). The appreciative focus in this methodology affects how problems are faced and
solved. A common way to improve practice is by mapping problems and trying to find
solutions for them (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005). This procedure concentrates on
removing factors that cause the problems (Ghaye, 2007). The appreciative or salutogenetic
perspective, on the other hand, is directed towards success and pursues those factors that
people in an organisation want more of (Antonovsky, 1996, 2005; Ghaye, 2007;
Thatchenkery, 2005). Cooperrider and Whitney (2005) also stressed the importance of
taking the positive factors in an organisation as a starting point for improvement. This can
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be done by reframing existing situations to facilitate possibilities for positive change
(Ghaye, 2007).
Reflection and action
In order to gain an understanding of a participant’s lived experience one must begin with
the situation of human beings naturally engaged in their life-worlds. Researching lived
experience, as it involves reflection, is retrospective (van Manen, 1997). Reflection can be
done before, during and after a situation or process (Ghaye & Ghaye, 1998). Oral reflection involves the sharing of knowledge between people. However, the weakness inherent
in oral reflection is the transiency of the spoken word. This is not true in the case of written reflection because a writer has the opportunity to step back, reflect and revise those
reflections (Applebee, 1984; Dysthe, 1993). Such a creative process of self-examination
may be used in educational practice, affording learning opportunities for students and
teachers and opportunities for school improvement (Ghaye & Ghaye 1998; Starratt, 1994).
In a similar vein, van Manen (1997) also linked reflection with action. Reflection, both
oral and written, can deepen the understanding of the classroom setting, which in turn can
occasion improvement. van Manen (1991) called this ‘pedagogical thoughtfulness’ and
‘pedagogical tact’. Thus, there are different purposes and advantages to oral and written
reflection, and both methods have their place in educational research and educational
institutions.
Capturing student voices
Two teachers at the secondary school and I planned to work with issues of character education in a class of 25 students (15 girls and 10 boys) aged 13–14. The students and their
parents were informed of the study orally and in writing and informed consent was
obtained. Participation was voluntary. All the students in the class agreed to take part. The
empirical data consisted of written reflections (cf. Dysthe, 1993; van Manen, 1997).
Students wrote their reflections in Swedish, after which I typed up their handwritten
responses and translated them into English.
The teachers and I designed the research project together. The first step was to invite
students to reflect on two statements: (i) ‘This is what I don’t want anybody to say or do to
me’; (ii) ‘This is what I do want someone to say or do to me’. The students were given each
of these statements on separate occasions. The first statement was introduced during a
lesson at the end of their seventh school year. Teachers wanted to learn how students would
not wish to be treated by others at the school in order to forestall negative behaviour.
However, since this research project was inspired by PAAR, we concluded that it was also
important to know how students wished to be treated, in order to provide opportunities to
amplify positive behaviour. The students reflected on the second statement during a lesson
at the beginning of Grade 8. All student responses were anonymous. Neither the teachers
nor I could identify individual student contributions because I (who was not their teacher)
had typed up all the handwritten responses and the two classroom teachers were only shown
the typed [Swedish] transcripts.
Data analysis
As the teachers and I read the students’ reflections we arranged similar statements into
groups and summarized them in phrases like ‘I want someone to compliment me and say I
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am skilled, good, kind, strong, and cute’, ‘I don’t want anybody to hit me’ and ‘I don’t want
anyone to bully me’. We tabulated the number of similar student responses and presented
the list to the class.
In order for the students to participate in the data analysis they were seated in groups of
five and asked to find themes in their own written responses. To assist them in their task I
provided them with the following questions.
●
●

What is this about? Summarize what you have written.
Are there some words you especially notice and are there any that you repeated?
Which are they? Why do you think they are significant?

After many discussions with classmates, teachers and myself the students agreed upon three
themes in their writing: respect, appreciation and recognition. Before looking at these
student conclusions, however, I read the data over and over until I could determine themes
in the responses. To maintain openness in the analysis I did not allow the students to see my
categorisation before working through their own interpretive process. After they were done,
I shared my understanding of their writing and discussed the three themes I had tentatively
identified: (i) to be acknowledged, recognized and encouraged; (ii) to be honest with one
another; (iii) the importance of being accepted as you are. The students were then given the
following questions to consider in their groups: ‘Reflect on my (U.B.’s) themes. Do you
think they reflect your views and thinking? Do you recognize yourself in this? Summarize
your group’s thoughts’.
We learnt that our understanding of the responses was quite similar, as the students
wrote that their interpretations and mine matched each other. I concluded that through my
own process of interpretation I had found more nuances in the data than did the students.
Nevertheless, it was important to see how far the students could confirm my interpretation
on a more general level. When I became familiar with the students’ interpretation of their
written reflections I once again read through the data and compared their themes with my
preliminary analysis. After this rereading and comparison my final interpretation revealed
four themes in the written reflections of the students. These are presented and discussed in
the following section.

Students’ views on behaviour
The analysis of the empirical data resulted in four themes: striving for mutual understanding, being accepted for who you are, seeking honesty and truth and being acknowledged,
recognized and encouraged. Although the themes are stated here in positive terms, the
responses included statements of how students do as well as how they do not want to be
treated by others.

Striving for mutual understanding
The students valued a relationship in which both parties felt themselves linked by mutual
understanding. As tokens of this they appreciated simple acts of kindness: a friendly word
or a pat on the shoulder, for example, was considered the sign of a good friend. The desire
to establish a mutual bond may underlie the notion of wanting to ‘have fun together’. Understanding and kindness is also related to caring. Students wanted other people to help,
comfort, support and protect them:
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I want somebody to help me if I am in trouble – for example, if I fall off my bike and hurt
myself.
I want others to be nice and kind to me. You don’t have to be nasty to somebody. Everyone
should be treated with respect. Everyone deserves to be treated with kindness. If you want to
be nice, for example, you can defend somebody if someone else is nasty to them.

It seems very important to students that they belong to a group. They do not want to be alone
at times when they choose not to be. For example, some students wrote:
To be left all by yourself because two people are making fun of you is not nice. … I hate being
left alone if I don’t want to be.
I don’t want my friends to ever stop spending time with me!
I want my friends to stand by me when I need them most.
Stop teasing me!

The students described the negative feelings they had when they were isolated and being
made fun of. One student pointedly indicated that teasing, which can be considered the
opposite of mutual understanding, was absolutely intolerable.
The various negative and positive experiences, feelings and desires that are behind
behaviours toward one another show what it means to be together. Students know which
behaviours they appreciate and which they dislike.
Being accepted for who you are
The responses stressed the importance of being respected as an individual and valued for
one’s skills, knowledge and abilities. This encompasses matters of identity and human
dignity. Two students expressed themselves this way:
I want somebody to like me for who I am.
I want somebody to tell me that I am good enough.

These two comments seem to say that value is inherent in a person and not based on a
person’s actions: human beings have a value in and of themselves.
One student described situations that were the direct opposite of being valued and
respected for who you are:
I don’t want anybody to insult me or point out that I’m ‘fat’. … I don’t want anybody to say
that my handwriting is awful. … I’ve been insulted when I was a child and I regret now that I
didn’t have the guts to speak up about it.

This student has developed both the awareness that negative situations may be encountered
in life and a will to defend the belief that a person should be valued as they are. Self-worth
also means to be listened to. Students wrote:
I want people to believe in me, listen when I say something, and remember me.
I want people to consider my suggestions.… even if they are not as good as ‘theirs’.
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Some students believe in their own value and capacity as humans. However, a number of
students have found that other people, both children of their own age and adults, have
not always listened to them and have not taken their thoughts seriously. In the long run,
experiences like these can lead to low self-esteem and cause one to doubt one’s own
abilities.

Seeking honesty and truth
Truth, justice, honesty, and their polar opposites untruth, injustice and dishonesty, formed
recurrent issues. For example, some students wrote:
I don’t want anybody to tell a secret I have told them.
I don’t want anybody to talk shit behind my back, or spread false rumours.
I don’t want the boy or guy you’re dating to go out with another girl when you are supposed
to be a couple.

These quotations show that students dislike lies, false rumours and infidelity. Their voices
suggest the importance of keeping promises, telling the truth and being faithful to one
another in different situations, both in school and outside. Students also expressed positive
aspects of the same theme when they wrote:
I want people to be honest and say what they think and mean.
I want people to tell me if they think I am annoying or acting stupidly … but nicely – in a way
that doesn’t hurt.

Young people expect mutual trust from those around them. They also seek people who will
be truthful and straightforward, even if they sometimes do not agree with each other. How
things are said is important to them. Thus, they realize that it is possible to express a
contrary viewpoint without hurting the other person. Things can be communicated in a kind
and friendly way. Students showed their awareness and ability to shift perspective from ‘I’
to ‘we’, understanding that not everyone in the class has the same opinion but that they can
interact with each other anyway.

Being acknowledged, recognized and encouraged
The empirical data showed the importance of being acknowledged, recognized and encouraged in such student comments as:
I want somebody to say ‘I like you’.
I want to be called strong.
Every time I greet a person, I want that person to greet me back.
I want people to say that I am pretty.
I love to feel appreciated. Just a single compliment warms me very much.
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These students clearly long for confirmation and appreciation, both of which are deep
human needs. They do not express unrealistic expectations from their fellow beings, but
describe small things as those that matter: a greeting, a smile or a friendly word. They
believe that if they are acknowledged, recognized and encouraged, self-esteem will grow.
The opposite happens when they feel that they are invisible, not validated and not encouraged by those around them. The negative aspect of this theme is seen in expressions of not
wanting to be hurt, either by words or physical actions. Many students have experienced
being treated disrespectfully and in their responses gave vivid examples of this:
I don’t want anybody to bully me or say stupid things about me or do anything to me that I
don’t want them to – because it’s not nice.
I don’t want anybody to spit on me because it makes me sad.
I don’t want anybody to harm me or threaten my life because I get scared … and it hurts.

Having experienced the opposite of respectful interactions has made it possible for these
students to articulate what they appreciate in a relationship and how they wish to treat and
be treated by others.
To respect and be respected by others
The comprehensive understanding of the empirical data is that students seek mutually
respectful relationships. Respect in both its positive and negative aspects is, therefore,
central to the understanding of student voices. One lexical definition of the word ‘respect’
is ‘esteem for or a sense of the worth or excellence of a person, a personal quality or ability, or something considered as a manifestation of a personal quality or ability’ (http://
dictionary.reference.com/browse/respect). Another definition stresses that esteem for a
person can be ‘shown or experienced’ (http://www.ne.se.proxy.lib.ltu.se/jsp/search/
article.jsp?i_art_id=O297272&i_). A third source explains the word as follows: ‘Respect is
an assumption of good faith and competence in another person or in the whole of oneself.
Depth of integrity, trust, complementary moral values, and skill are necessary components’
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Respect). Respect derives from the Latin word respectus,
which means ‘gaze back’, and therefore signifies ‘regard, consideration’. In its root meaning the relational aspect of the word is emphasised. Respect and disrespect are visible in
relationships between people through their speech, actions and body language. The
students highlighted the fact that these different kinds of actions can hurt both the inner life
of a person as well as the physical body. A negative response from others can include
‘non-actions’. For example, a person may feel bad when excluded from a group of friends.
What is communicated in this situation is not clear or explicit, but is the result of passiveaggressive behaviour on the part of the ‘friends’. For the isolated individual this is enough
to trigger sadness or despair.

Conclusion
Respect and responsibility for the other
Korczak (1998) stressed that historically children have not always been afforded respectful
treatment. A deferential relationship characterized by trust, kindness, openness and laughter
was something reserved for adults, even though children deserve to be treated with respect
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(Korczak, 1998). This view is also emphasised in the United Nations conventions on the
rights of the child (United Nations High Commission for Refugees, 1989). It declares that
children have the right to be treated with respect by people on various levels of society –
from private individuals to civil servants in organisations with whom children come into
contact.
Korczak (1998) also claimed that work in respectful relationships can be ‘stimulating,
fruitful, and pleasant’ (p. 40, my translation). There appear to be strong connections between
respect and learning. Treating a student with respect may enhance individual well-being and
the will to learn. Respect can be exhibited in the way students and teachers treat each other.
Lévinas (1998) spoke of the distinction between what is said and how it is said. What has
been said involves the content of a message, i.e. statements or facts. How it is said involves
the way in which the message is conveyed or articulated, for example through body
language, tone of voice or gestures (Critchley & Bernasconi, 2002). Lévinas anticipated
what the students in this study expressed when they indicated how much they value it when
a message is expressed with care and respect. For Lévinas (1969, 1998) we as humans are
responsible for the other, but we must realize that such a relationship may be asymmetrical.
If a person takes responsibility for another person, she/he cannot expect reciprocal behaviour
from the other. ‘In the relation to the Face’, Lévinas (1998) wrote, ‘it is asymmetry that is
affirmed: at the outset I hardly care what the Other is with respect to me, that is his own
business; for me, he is above all the one I am responsible for’ (p. 89).
The other is expressed by Lévinas in his notion of the face of another person. The act of
responsibility starts in an encounter with a face, a face-to-face relationship as it were.
Lévinas’s asymmetrical aspect of responsibility raises several questions. Is it so that we
humans cannot expect (let alone demand) mutual respect from a person we show respect to?
Can we not hope that respect and responsibility may grow into a reciprocal relationship
between individuals? The findings of this study indicate that students continue to hope that
they might achieve mutually considerate relationships with other people. However, such
reciprocity can neither be taken for granted nor insisted upon, echoing the contention of
Lévinas that respect and responsibility may not be demanded of another person. Rather,
each starts with a personal commitment to the other. We, as humans, choose our actions, but
we cannot force others to act as we do. Hopefully, our sense of responsibility for the other
will have a positive impact on the other and will result in mutually responsible behaviour
and respect. Cook-Sather (2006) saw both of the aforementioned attributes resulting from a
dynamic process between individuals that ‘must be supported and sustained in relationship
and context’ (p. 375). School can, therefore, be a place where students learn how to respect
other people and how to appreciate and acknowledge respectful behaviour that is shown to
them.
Participation and appreciation – ways to improve schools?
Berkowitz and Bier (2004) stressed three important factors in character education: principals must understand, be committed to and take action if such an education is to result in
the development of character skills. This appears to be valid for both teachers and students.
All parties in a school community must have the conviction that character education can
enhance academic learning if put into action in their school. Participation is the key to
reaching this goal. Although the present study enlisted such participation in a deliberate
way, it is hard to know whether students in Grades 7 and 8 really felt that they were part of
this work in the classroom. The other teachers and I invited students to join the project and
thereby they had a stake in their education and well-being. This can be compared with the
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acts of giving and receiving care discussed by Noddings (1984, 2002), who holds that such
an act is not completed until the recipient takes possession of what the caregiver provides.
A kind of reciprocity in care actions is implied here that may also hold true for participation.
Participants must not only receive an invitation to participate; they must be active themselves, otherwise it is not real participation. In this study it was sometimes hard to encourage
students to deliberately influence their education. PAAR may be a demanding research
method by virtue of its emphasis on participation as the path to improvement. A way to
mitigate the potentially demanding aspect of this kind of research may be to assure that
students, teachers and researchers consider themselves a ‘we’. Individuals can help and
learn from each other. The teachers and I saw our role as that of catalysts in the research
process. The students must feel free to be creative and have real influence, but those adults
guiding the process also have to be flexible and willing to adjust to both the situation and
the students. We, as teachers and researchers, need to sense when students do need help, i.e.
when the responsibility placed on their shoulders is too heavy. On the other hand, we must
know when to step back and create space for student initiative and action.
The understanding of students’ voices regarding their behaviour toward one another has
implications for attempting to build a positive and respectful school culture. In the case of
this study it has led to such encouraging outcomes as collecting money for a class trip,
playing ‘cooperative games’ and staging a theatrical performance. Students also produced
films and artwork expressing concepts of respect, appreciation and recognition. The school
community will continue to work on a variety of appreciative shared activities in Grade 9.
Teachers involved in the school improvement process in this school district are collaborating on a book of stories gathered from their experiences with character education, to which
some students will be invited to contribute.
Respect, appreciation and mutual recognition may be thought of as eternal values.
Although some may think their teaching can be taken for granted at home and in school, the
fact that the students in this study related being treated with disrespect, feeling unappreciated and failing to receive validation by their peers and teachers emphasises the importance
of working toward a more respectful school community. Efforts of this kind must be
ongoing. To focus on positive things does not mean to sweep problematic issues under the
rug. Rather, it sees that change can be most effectively brought about with a positive attitude
that accentuates affirmative factors (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005). Imagine what might
happen in a school where the teachers and students collectively begin to explore instances
of being respected, appreciated and recognized and go on to work together to build a
community that encourages such experiences!
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